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SOUND MIIaTARY DECISION was first published at
the Naval War Cobe;e in 19a6. It included the essential
offeatures of THE ESTIMATE OF THE SIT ATION which, the
p-'fesince 1916ofarsTe e s nr, iWas"•I' revisedx-I" editions. The new material that was added in 1936 was
intended to assist in enlarging the viewpoint and in broad-
pening the basis of profmssional judgment.

c Primarily intended for the purposes of the Naval War
College, this work is the cumulative result of years of tn-
tiring and loyal effort on th pe and op t islmanifstaff and
"posstudent body. Equally important have been the advice andmpe
assistance contributed by other officers of wide professional
experience t attainment. d c s r o

S~The objective has been a brief but inclusive treatment

of the necessary t he military profession, i. e., the
profession of arms. The emphasis, naturally, is on the ex-
ercise of mental effort in the solution of military problems,
more especially in our Navy. An enormoas literature has
been consulted, and research has included all available and' pertinent military writings. Care has also been taken to in-

S~~clude, from civil sources, the findings of those authoritative "'

works which deal with related matters and with the ap-"- ~plicable underlying truths.

In a work of this type and scope, it is manifestly not
I ~possible to illustrate the abstract text by historical examples

and analogies. These are complementary features of the WarI

College resident and correspondence courses; provision for

the necessary hisorical background is otherwise the con-
cern of the individual student.

In this edition of SOUND MILITARY DECISION no

Sradical changes have been made; the revision has been
confined to rearrangement and amplification of the subject
matter.

E. C. KALBFUS,
ST ~Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy,

•8 President.
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FOREWORD
From the earliest days of recorded history, the facts

associated with military operations of the past have been
constantly studied. The result has been the accumulation

1 of a mass of information from which conclusions have been
drawn as to the causes of success and failure. Although
scattered through countless volumes, and nowhere com-
pletely systematized and classified, this accepted body of
knowledge constitutes the basis for the science of war.

Scientific investigation - that is, the collection, verifi-
I cation, and classification of facts- follows the recurrent

procedure of successive analysis, hypothesis, theory, and
test. The application of this process to the campaigns of
history reveals fundamentals common to all, irrespective
of whether the sphere of action has been land, sea, or air.
In the ceaseless struggle for supremacy between the of-
fense and the defense, great technological changes have
taken place. The successful conduct of war, however, has
always depended on effective operations for the creation or

I maintenance of favorable military situations, whose es-
sential elements have remained unchanged throughout the
years (see page 46).

I These fundamental considerations (see page 28),
whatever the detailed form of their presentation, are
the basis for the successful conduct of war. The need of such
a basis has been felt from very early times. It was not, how-
ever, until the early part of the Nineteenth Century that
students of warfare appear to have recorded the view that
the conduct of war is susceptible of reduction to scientific
analysis, and that only through a reasoned theory can the
t: -e causes of success and failure be explained.

3 Such a scientific analysis of any subject has for its
chief practical aim the improvement of the art, or practice,
of that subject. Forming an important part of the science
of war are those new developments in weapons and in other
technological fields which, with the passage of time, have
brought about great changes in methods of waging war.
It is only through founding the art of war - the applica..
tion of the science of war to actual military situations -
on the fundamental truths discovered through the science
of war, that changes in method, due to technological evo-
lution, can be made most effective.

In preparing for war, the only practicable peacetime
3 tests are usually restricted to those afforded by examples
* of the past, by problems such as chart (map) and board

maneuvers, and by fleet and field exercises. VWhile the mili-
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tary profession can afford to neglect none of them, such
teste can never be conclusive. This fact, however, far from
justifying resort to any other procedure, emphasizes the
necessity for utilization of the scientific method in order to
arrive at conclusions which are as exact as possible.

An exact res'jlt is, of course, the aim of all scientific
research, but exactitude necessarily depends on the es-
tablishment of correct relationships among facts which
have so far come to light. Consequently, there is great vari-
ation in the degree of accuracy which actually characterizes
the several sciences. If it be maintained that only those
studies which have resulted in exact conclusions may pro-
perly be regarded as sciences, then it can hardly be said that
many sciences, naw regarded as such, exist; for the findings
of medicine, biology, chemistry, and even physics are cor,-
tinually being revised in the light of new data.

The science of war necessarily includes knowledge
gained in other fields. In war, as in medicine or any other
practical activity, the more inclusive and dependable the
body of knowledze available as a basis for action, the more
probable it is that the application of this knowledge, the
art (page 1), will be effective.

Realization of these facts has l1d to renewed emphasis
on the scientiflc approach to the solution of military prob-
lems. The fallacy of staking the future upon the possible
availability of a military genius in time of nedi became
clear when it was appreciated that more than one nation,
hitherto victorious in arms, had been defeated and humili-
ated when genius no longer led its forces.

There followed in the military profession a conviction
that, although extraordinary inherent capacity can be rec-
ognized and utilized when known to exist, it is safer and
wiser to develop by training the highest average of ability
in leadership than to trust to untrained "common sense" or
to the possible advent of a genius. History has abundantly
proved the folly of attempting, on any other basis, to
cope with the unpredictable occurrence of genius in the
hostile leadership. With the actual exercise of leadership
in war restricted to the reality of -var, there is emphasized
the need of peacetime trainir.g - training of subordinates
in efficient performance, and, more important, training of
those who will be placed by the Statz in positions of re-
sponsibility and command.

Campaigns of the Twentieth Century reflect the in-
tensity of mental training among the armed forces of the
greater powers; the planning and conduct of war have
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acquired a precision, a swiftness, and a thoroughness before
unknown. The study and analysis of past campaigns, the
sifting of technical details from fundamental truths, and
the shrewd combination of the theoretical and the practical
form the basis of this training.

The proper solution of military problems requires the
reaching of sound decision as to what is to be done. Upon

t the soundness of the decision depends, in great part, the
effectiveness of the resulting action. Both are dependent
on the possession of a high order of professional judg-

1 ment, fortified by knowledge and founded on experience.
Theoretical knowledge supplements experience, and is the
best substitute in its absence. Judgment, the ability to un-
derstand the correct relationship betw' en cause and effect,
and to apply that knowledge under varying circumstances,
is essential to good leadership. Professional judgment is
inherently strengthened by mental exercise in the applica-
tion of logical processes to the solution of military problems.

The approach, presented herein, to the solution of
military problems is intended to assist the military profes-
sion in reaching sound decisions as to (1) the selection of
its correct objectives, the ends toward which its acticn is
to be directed under varying circumstances; (2) planning
the detailed operations required; (3) transmitting the in-
tent so dearly as to ensure inauguration of well-coordinated
action; and (4) the effective supervision of tuch action.

The student of war will find in these pages a funds-
mental military philosophy whose roots go down to very
ancient times. In the technique described for the solution
of military problems, experi2nced officers will recognize
a ý,ystem with which they are already familiar. This sys-
tem, constantly under study t-) improve its details, has been
in use in our military Services for many years.

The foundation of this philosophy and of the system
for its practical utilization rosts on the concept of relative

i or proportional values, I-. the military environment, change,
rather than stabilill:y, is especially to be expected, and the
relationships eXisting among the essential elements of a
military situation are, in fact, the significant values. Such
valuep, themselves, vary with the viewpoint of the personScccerned. Accordingly, because of the difference in ob-
jectives (defined above), what is strategy as viewed by a
commander on a higher echelon may have more of a tactical
aspect to those on a lower (page 10). Immediate ob-
jectives and ultimate objectives (page 54) zan scarcely
be understood in their true proportions •nh'lss the poit of
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reference is clear. The point of view of the commander,
as established by the position he occupies in the chain of
command, is, therefore, to be taken into consideration in
every phase of the solution of a pro-em,--in the deter-
mination of the appropriate effect desired (page 48), of
relative fighting strength (page 85), and of courses of
action and the detalled operations pertaining thereto (page
88).

On the basis of these facts, instantaneous and ew-
understanding of all the elements involved is not to be ex-
pected. Were such understanding possible, the expert con-
duct of war would be one of the easiest, instead of one of
the most difficult, of human activities. It is only through
a gradual assimilation of its fundamentala that tMie profes-
sion of arms is to be mastered. A process of true educa-
tion is involved,-that of enlarging the viewpoint and broad-
ening the basis of professional judgment (see page i),--and
its essentials are the proper foundation for any system of
Eelf-improvement in the exercise of mental power. There
is no easy road to the goal of military effort.

Part I, hereafter, discusses professional judgment in
its basic relation to the successful conduct of war. This
treatment examines the responsibilities of the armed forces,
discusses the role of the commander, indicates the natural
mental processes emp!oyed in the solution of military prob-
lems, formulates and explains the Fundamental Military
Principle, and concludes with an outline of the procedure
for its further application in Parts II and III.

Part II is concerned with the solution of the problems
encountered during the planning stage.

Part MI dircusses the execution of the plan,--.the direc-
ilves and the supervision of the action,--but the treatment
as to details is chiefly from the standpoint of the mental
effeit. During hostilities the vital issues which hinge on
alert supervision create an accentuated demand for the in.
telligent exercise of professional judgment. Its possession
to a highly developed degree and its exercise on a founda-
tion of knowledge and experience, are prerequisite to at-
tainment of the highest standards in the conduct of war.

The following pages are intended, therefore, to pro-
vide a fundamental basis upon which the commander, by
thoughtful study and reflection, may develop his profes-
sional judgment to the end that its exercise result in sound
military decision, essential alike to wise planning and to
consistently effective action.

4
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CHAPTER I

COMMAND AND ITS PROBLEMS
The Foreword, preceding, has explained the scientific approach

to the solution of military problems. It has been brought to notice that
the science of war can be utilized to further sound military decision
and, so, to improve the practice of war, i. e., the art of war, whether
under assumed or actual conditions. The Foreword has also stressed
"the importance of education for the development of Judgment in the
application of mental power to the solution of military problems.

Chapter I, which now follows, deals with the armed forces in their
relation to national policy, and discusses, specifically, the role of the
commander with respect to the use of mental power as a recognized
component of fighting strength. Emphasis is placed on the impor-
tant subjects of military strategy and tactics, unity of effort, the
chain of command, authority and responsibility, organization, mutual
understanding, loyalty, and indoctrination.

The up;ementation of National Policy. Oz;anized
governr ent exists for the purpose of bringing into systema-
tic union the individuals of a State for the attainment of
common ends. The primary national objective (page 3) is the
ensurance of envisaged prosperity and of essential security
for the social system which is the fundamental basis of the
comm'4nity. Whatever the form of government, the power
and authority of the State are vested in an individual, or in
a grouping of individuals, whose voice is the voice of the
State. In the prosecution of the chief aim of organized gov-
ernment, the State crystallizes the many conflicting desires
and views of its people into policies, internal and external.
Each policy is a method of procedure for attaining one or
more national objectives.

Internal policies are rendered effective by enforce-
ment of the laws of the State.

External policies, to become effective, require recog-
nition by other States, tacitly or by agreement. When there
is conflict between t~ie policies of one State and those of
another, peaceful means of settlement are usually sought.

If peaceful (diplomatic) means fail to settle the point
at issue, the State abandons the policy in question, defers
action to enforce it, or adopt3 ovonger measures. Such
measures may take the form of psychological, political, or

* economic pressure. They may even include the threat to em-
ploy armed force before actually resorting to the impo-
3ition of physical violence. During actual hostilities, also,
every means of pressure known to man, in addition to
physical violence, may be employed.

7
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Whether the use of armed force to impose or to resist
the imposition of policy constitutes a legal state of war
is a political question which does not affect the tasks the
armed forces may be called on to perform. War, therefore,
is to be understood herein as any condition in which one
State employs physical violence against another, or againct
an organized part of itself which may be in rebellion.

By agreement among nations, effort has been made to
discountenance aggressive warfare. The distinction between

aggression and self-defense is, however, not a matter of
agreement. War is still employed as an instrument of
national policy. No nation has, as yet, manifested will-
ingness to relinquish the right to employ armed force in
resisting aggression, nor the right to decide what consti-
tutes self-defense. States still maintain and employ armed
forces as a means of promoting and expanding, as well as
of defending, their welfare and interests.

The Primary Function of the Armed Forces. Whether
war is an ethical institution is not a matter within the pur-
view of the armed forces. Their primary function is, when
called upon to do so, to support and, within the sphere of
military effort, to enforce the policy of the State. The per-
formance of this function constitutes the chief reason for
their existence.

The fundamental objective of the armed forces is,
therefore, the reduction of the opposing will to resist. It
is attained through the use of actual physical violence or
the threat thereof (page 7). This fact constitutes the under-
lying motive of every military p!an, whether for the conduct
of a minor or contributory operation, or for the prosecution
of a major campaign. The final outcome is dependent on
ability to isolate, occupy, or otherwise control the territory
of the enemy, for land is the natural habitat of man (page
46). Since opposition is to be expected, the military prob-
lem is primarily cencerned with the application of power-
mental, moral, and physical-in overcoming resistance, or
in exerting effort to resist.

The application of power implies effort, i. e., the exer-
tion of strength. The mental, moral, and physical power at
the disposal of the armed forces depends on the effort which
can be exerted by the human and material components of
their fighting strength.

The skillful employment of fighting strength, as a
weapon more effective than the enemy's under a given set
of circumtances, is the goal toward which the armed forces
direct their effort. The elements of the material rcompo-

8



nent-arms, ammunition, and other equipment-are in-
dispensable. They are impotent, however, without the
direction and energy supplied by the human component,
its moral and mental elements nicely balanced and judi-

*• ciously compounded with physical fitness. A true concept 4
of the art of war will insist that the necessity for the
achievement of r. high standard of technical and adminis-
trative skill not be permitted to outweigh the need for
maximum development of other mental attainments, and
of the moral components of fighting strength.

The moral eklnents include all the essential attributes .
of personal character, and more especially those qualities
of courage, loyalty, decisiveness, modesty, patience, toler-
ance of the opinions of others, e&nd fearlessness of respon-
sibility which are characteristics of true military leader-
ship. The maintenance of a high ethical standard is es-
sential to the establishment and continuance of mutual
confidence.

The qualifiaions essential to the proper application
of the mental eitments include a creative imagination and
the ability to think and to reason logically, fortified by
practical experience and by a knowledge of the science of
war. An unmistakable mark of mental maturity is the
ability to distinguish between preconceived ideas and fun-
damental knowledge. Intellectual honesty, unimpaired by
the influence of tradition, prejudice, or emotion, is the es-
sential basis for the effective employment of mental power.

The numerical size of the armed forces, in their cor-
rect perspective as an instrument of the State, as well as
the extent to which they are supplied with material crm-
ponents of fighting strength, are matters to be determined
by the State after consultation with the responsible mili-
tary authorities. The development of the essential military
qualities of the instrument is the special charge of the
armed forces. It is their task to weld the assemblage of men,
armed and maintained by the State, into an harmonious
whole, skilled in technique and imbued with a psychological
and mental attitude which will not admit that any obstacle
is insuperable.

The Advisory Function. Understanding between the
civil representatives of the State and the leaders of the
armed forces is manifestly essential to the coordination of
national policy with the power to enforce it. Therefore,
if serious omissions and the adoption of ill-advised measures
are to be zvoided, it is necessary that wise professional
counsel be available to the State. While military strategy

9



may determine whether the aims of policy are possible of
attainment, policy may, beforehand, determine largely the
success or failure of military strategy. It behooves policy . I.
to ensure not only that military strategy pursue appro-
priate aims, but that the work of strategy be allotted ade-
quate means, and be undertaken under the most favorable
conditions.

these considerations require that the military profes-
sion be qualified, through the possession of mental power,
clear vision, and capacity for expression, to advise the
State in military matters. There is thus accentuated the
need for mental training, as set forth previously in the .1
Foreword.

Military Strategy and Tactics. Military strategy as
distinguished by objectives (page 8) representing a larger,
further, or more fundamental goal, is differentiated from
tactics in that the latter is concerned with a more immedi-
ate or local aim, which should in turn permit strategy to
accomplish its further objective.

Consequently, every military situation has both strate-
gical and tactical aspects. The nature of the objectives to
be attained at a particular time, and the action to be taken
to that end, may be governed chiefly by strategical, or
chiefly by tactical, considerations. Whether an operation
is distinctively strategical or tactical will depend, from the
standpoint of the commander concerned, on the end which
he has in view.

To attain its objective, strategy uses force (or threat-
ens such use) (see page 8) as applied by tactics; tactics
employed for a purpose other than that of contributing to
the aims of strategy is unsound. Proper tactics, therefore,
has a strategic background. Definition of tactics as the art
of handling troops or ships in battle, or in the immediate
presence of the enemy, is not all-inclusive. Such a view in-
fers that the field of battle is the only province of tactics, or
that strategy abdicates when tactics comes to the fore.

Actually, while tactical considerations may predom-
inate during battle, their influence is not confined to the
immediate presence of the enemy. Tactical dispositions are
frequently adopted for convenience, for time saving, or for
other reasons, long before entry into the immediate presence
of the enemy. Nor do strategical considerations end when
battle is joined. Tactics, unguided by strategy, might blindly
make sacrifices merely to remain victor on a field of strug-
gle. But strategy looks beyond, in order to make the gains cf
tactics accord with the strategic aim. Strategy and tactics

10



£ are inseparable.
It is thus the duty of tactics to ensure that its re-

suits are appropriate to the strategic aim, and the duty of
strategy to place at the disposal of tactics the power appro-

F priate to the results demanded. The latter consideration
imposes upon strategy the requirement that the prescribed
aim be possible of attainment with the power that can be
made available.

Consequently, while the attainment of the aims of stra-
tegy, generally depends upon the results gained by tactics,
strategy is initially responsible for the success of tactics.
It is therefore in the province of strategy to ensure thatthe attainment of tactical objectives furthers, exclusively,

r the aims of strategy, and also that the tactical struggle be
initiated under conditions favorable for the attainment of
the designated objectives.

Command of the Armed Forces. The initial requisite
to the effective use of the armed forces is an agency author-
ized to direct them.

Command directs the armed forces. It is vita lzcd

personified in the commmander, the human directing head,
both of the whole and of organized groiup-mEs in descending
"scale of importance. Its responsibility, during peace, is

- the perfection of the armed forces to the point of readiness
for war and, during the conflict, their effective employment.

Training for command, to be effective, is necessarily
dependent upon an understanding of the position occupied
by the commander, and of the role which he Iiiays. Accord-
ingly, this understanding is an essential in the study of
that aspect of command training which has as its purpose
the development of ability to reach sound decision.

The ideal of military command combines the best of
human qualities with sound knowledge of the capabilities
and limitations of the armed forces. It recognizes in war
a form of human activity whose conduct, like that of all
other human activities, is subject to natural law. It appl.es
to the mastery of the problems of war, therefore, the
natural mental processes of human thought (see Chapter
I) ; it adapts these natural processes to a specific purpose,
and consciously develops their use to the maximum degree
for the attainment of this end. As command ascends the
scale, its viewpoint broadens. Experience and added knowl-
edge, with increasing authority and responsibility, lead to
a concept of war more and more comprehensive, with the
resultant growth in ability to evolve and put into effect a
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general plan for the effective control of collective effort.
Unity of Effort. An objective is best attained by effec-

tive application of properly directed effort, exerted by a
single individual or by groups of individuals. Where individ-
uals are collectively concerned, unity of effort is the most
important single factor contributory to the common success.
The basic condition to be sought by the armed forces is
an harmonious whole, capable of putting forth combined
effort, intensified in strength because of the collective fea-
ture, and rendered effective by its unity.

The Chain of Command. Within the limits of human
capacity, an organization can exe.t its combined effort
with greater effect the more closely the exercise of com-
mand represents the act of a single competent commander.
To divide the supreme command in any locality, or to vest

it in a body ratler than Iii an individual, is necessarily to
diffuse respe.nabiiity. In that degree there is then incurred

the danger, through confusion of wills and ideas, of delay-
ing decision and of creating corresponding diffusion of effort.

Realization of this danger has led the military pro-
fession to entrust command, subject to justifiable excep-
tions (see page 71), to a single head, while ensuring, by care-
ful selection and training of personnel, that competent in-
dividuals are available for this duty. Although this method
is in seeming conflict with the restriction imposed by recog-
nized limitations of human capacity, the difficulty is effec-
tively met through the chain of command, whereby respon-
sibility is assigned and authority is transmitted without les-
sening of ultimate responsibility. Responsibility and au-
thority, the latter properly apportioned to the former, are
inseparably inherent in command, and may not justifiably
be severed from one another.

In the abstract, the chain of command consists of a
series of links, through which responsibility and authority
are transmitted. The supreme commander is thus linked
with his successively subordinate commanders, and all are
disposed on, so to speak, a vertical series of levels, each con-
stituting an echelon of command.

By means of the chain of command, a commander is
enabled to require of his immediate subordinates an expendi-
ture of effort which, in the aggregate, will ensure the attain-
ment of his own objective (page 3). He thus assigns tasks
to his immediate subordinates, whom he holds directly re-
sponsible for their execution without, however, divesting
himself of any part of his initial responsibility. The ac-
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"complishment of each of these assigned tasks will involve

the attainment of an objective, necessarily less in sccipe
than that of the immediate superior but a contribution to
the attainment of the latter.

"7 The character and magnitude of the objective of the
highest echelon involved will have considerable bearing upon
the number of echelons required for its attainment. What-
"ever the number, a commander on a varticular echelon oc-
cupies the position of an immediate subordinate to a com.
mander on the next higher echelon, and that of an im-
"mediate superior with relation to a commander on the next
lower echelon. Within these confines, authority is exercised
"and accomplishment exacted, both to the extent calculated
"to ensure unity of effort.

There may frequently be found two or more com-
manders occupying coordinate positions on the same eche-
Ion, all with the same immediate superior, and all charged
with loyalty to him and to each other in the attainment of
a common objective. In no case, however, will a commander
be directly answerable to more than one immediate su-
perior for the performance of the same duty. Thus is ful-
filled the requirement that the command, although relatively
narrower in scope as the scale is descended, be reposed in a
single head.

The experience gained and the knowledge acquired dur-
ing early service on the lower echelons provide a basis for
later expansion of viewpoint, a better understanding of
the position occupied by the subordinate and of the obliga-
tions of higher command, including its dependence on sub-
ordinates. As the echelons of command are ascended, the
details involved become more and more numerous, because
of the increased scope of the problems. On the higher cche-
Ions, therefore, staff assistance is provided so that the com-
mander may be left free to consider matters in their major
aspects. The staff of a commander is not. however, a part of
the chain of command; its members, as such, exercise no
independent authority.

A chain of co,.;.mand is not created by the subdivision
"of the officer corps into grades on a basis of relative rank.
Stch subdivision is for the purpose of classification from
the standpoint of potential competency and capacity for
responsibility, and carries no authority to command by
virtue of rank alone. Organization, systematized connec-

j tion for a specific purpose, is first necessary.
The armed forces, during peace, are usually subdivided
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into permanent major organizations for the purpose ot
attaining and maintaining readiness for action. From the
several grades of the officer corps, a permanent ctiin of
command is instituted by the process of organization, the
supreme command being reposed in a commander-in-chief.
The basis of the permanent organization is that chosen as
best sivted to attain and maintain readiness. Its choice re-
quirea *nsideration of many factors, such as the types of
weapons and vessels, their intended uses, and their capabili-
ties, severally and in combination. Further specific demands
are met by temporary arrangements effected through
"task organization". Whether the organization be perma-
nent or temporary, its establishment places in effect a
chain of command applicable to that organization throuagh-
out its continuance.

Habitual and studied adherence to the chain of com-
mand in administrative matters, in consultation, in the ex-
change of information, and in the issue of directives is es-
sential to mutual understanding, and therefore to unity of
effort The right of a commander, however, because of the
responsibility he shoulders, to deal directly with subordi-
nates more than one echelon removed is not relinquishbd
because of the existence of the chain of command. Circum-
stances may arise which require him to issue orders directly
to any person under his command. Fully aware, however, of
the value of unity of effort, and recognizing that failure to
deal through his immediate subordinate, no matter what the
exigency, cannot but tend to weaken the chain of command,
he will, as soon as the state of the emergency permits, in- 71
form intervening commanders of the action he has been
compelled to take.

Mutual Understanding. The chain of command, though -

providing the necessary linkage, does not of itself ensure
that the command organization will be adequate, nor can
it ensure that unity of effort will result. To meet the re-
quirement of adequacy, there is needed in the person of
each commander not only the ability to arrive at sound mill-
tacm dcision, to plso an d to direct the operations of his
command, but also an appreciation of the position which hei
occupies in his relationship to his immediate superior, on
the one hand, and to his own immediate subordinates on the
other. To meet the requirement of unity of effort, it is also
essential that there exist a state of mutual understanding
throughout the chain of command.

Loyaly is not merely a moral virtue; It In a amt
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military necessity. To establish and to cultivate a state
of mutual understanding from which will flow mutual loy-
alty born of mutual confidence (page 9) are prime obliga-
tions of command. Within the limits of responsibility and
resultant authority, individual initiative will follow. On a
foundation of intelligent cooperation and resolute determina-
tion, the acts of the lowest commander will be in accordance
-ith the desires of the highest. This, in effect, will consti-
tute unity of effort, accomplished through the vesting of
command in a single head.

The final aim of mutual understanding is attained
when, in the absence of specific instructions, each subordi-
nate commander in the chain acts instinctively as his
immediate superior, if present, would have him act, and
also cooperates intelligently with commanders occupying
coordinate positions on the same echelon. For this reason
there is need, on all echelons, of a complete grasp of the
significance of the relationship between immediate superior
and immediate subordinate, and of the obligations of each
to the other.

The proper relationship is such that a subordinate, even
though separated from his commander, can confidently take
action as if the latter were present. To this end, the com-
petent commander will earlier have cultivated the personal
relationship between his immediate superior and himself,
and between himself and his suboidinates. It is through
such close relationship that mutual understanding is best
developed and harmony promoted, so that intelligent and
cordial unity of effort may exist among the personnel of a
command.

The commander, however competent, necessarily re-
lies on his subordinates. Recognizing the psychologicai
factors involved, he will therefore manifest confidence in
their abilities, display sympathetic interest in their efforts,
and evince pride in their achievements. He will also exercise
patience with the mistakes which will inevitably occur,
without condonement, however, of disaffection, neglect, or
carelessness. Tne commander may reasonably expect, by
the same token, that this attitude will characterize his im-
mediate superior.

In the absence of his superior, and faced with a chang-
ing situation, a "eermander may be forced to the conclusion
that his assigned task requires modification or alteration.
Conditions permitting, he will of course communicate
with proper authority, and will make constructive repre-
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nmtations If he is without adequate commmnications fa-
cilities, or if circumstances have imposed restrictions on
communications facilities otherwise available, he takes ac-
tion according to the dictates of his own judgment, guided
by the known views of his superior. On occasions when he
believes that the immediate situation so requires, he.may j ]
even depart from his instructions. lie realizes that in so
doing he accepts the gravest of military responsibilities.
At the same time, however, he recognizes that to fail to
take the indicated action may disclose a lack of the higher
qualities of courage, judgment, initiative, and loyalty
(page 9). He will, of course inform his superior of 1his
action at the first available opportunity. In t'ae meantime,
he has been enabled to act intelligently and fearlessly be-
cause of the existence of a state of mutual understanding.

Indoctrination. Both the necessary process and the
final result of establishing a state of mutual understanding
are sometimes known as indoctrination.

The word carries the dual meaning of "the act of
indoctrinating" and "the state of being indoctrinated". In
common with the word doctrine, it has its root in the Latin
verb which means "to teach". A doctrine, in its pure mean-
ing, is that which is taught, or set forth for acceptance
or belief.

It does not follow that every doctrine is necessarily
sound, nor that it is founded on conviction reached as the
result of intelligent thought. Nor is the encouragemenl of
a belief, by means of the spread of a doctrine, necessarily
inspired by good motives. The preaching of doctrine known
to be false is f.equently encountered in many human activi-
ties. The deliberate spread of false propaganda is an ex-
ample. But, whatever the motive and whether the doctrine
be sound or false, the act of indoctrination is intended to
shape opinion and thus influence action.

Manifestly, to be along permanently useful lines, In-
doctrination flows from sound philosophy, i.e., is rooted in
truth. All teachings, all opinions that may be advanced, all
expressions of viewpoint, i.e., all doctrir is therefore to
be scrutinized, first from the standpoint of validity, and
then from that of usefulness of appliuation. It Is the respon-
sibility of command to ensure that these conditions are met
before doctrine ia pronounced.

Military doctrine, in its broad sense, is a digest of
the accepted beliefs of the military profession. In a nar-
rower sense a military doctrine may be confined to the
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views of a single zommanduer on a specific subject. The

object of military doctrine, however, is always to furnish
a basis for mutual understanding to the end that prompt
and harmonious action by subordinate commanders may

7 ensue without the necessity for referring every problem
. to superior authority before taking action (page 15). Doc-

trine thus provides a basis for action in possible situations
when, for whatever reason, precise instrnctions have not
been issued.

The term "doctrine" is inappropriate as a description
of the content of orders or instructions prescribing specific
methods of action for a particular tactical operation in a
situation existent or assumed under circumstances of the
moment. The precise instructions thus issued, though they
may be the result of doctrine, and may themselves consti-
tute a basis for development of doctrine, are manifestly of
the nature of something ordered rather than presented as
authoritative opinion.

In the broad field of the conduct of war, with its
diversified demands, a common viewpoint as to the appli-
cation of fundamentals is an essential to unity of effort.
If the members of the miliizTi profession have this com-
mon viewpoint, their reasoned beliefs as to the best general
methods of waging a particular war may be expected more
nearly to approach unanimity. The attainment of unity of
effort therefore calls for an understanding of fundamentals
(page i), a basic indoctrination which is not only sound but
also common to all commanders of the chain of command.

Wars come and go. Their effects are painful, but when
their wounds are healed mankind is prone to forget and to
hope, even to assume, that peace will henceforth be un-
broken. Psychological and economic forces then not infre-
"quently impel the State to subordinate the national defense
in favor of othat interests. During such periods the burdens
of command are enlarged. Its responsibility is not lessened,
but the means for effective discharge thereof are withheld.

The effective conduct of war thus requires that under-
standing exist (see pages 9 and 10) between the civil repre-
sentatives of the State and the leaders of the armed forces
in the coordination of policy with the preparation and theIuse of power to enforce it. Of the leaders of the armed
forces, as a whole or in combinations, such conduct of war
demands the expression of the highest of hum&.i qualities.
coupled with intimate knowledge of fundamentals, an ap-
preciation of the capacities and limitations of the technique,
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and the ability to fit the practsc'I details into the general
plan in their true relation thereto.

The need ior ii,.e qualities is manifestly not restricted
to the hour of supreme test, when the weapon of the State,
the armed forces, is wielded with hostile purpose. The forg-
ing of the weapon, and its adequate preparation for use,
are not matters susceptible of deferment until `.he crucial
hour. The exacting requirements of war are essentially such
as to preclude the readiness of the requisite intricate instru-
ment and its skillful use without previous studied effort
during peace.

It follows that where the peacetime effort of the armed
forces is directed toward the attainment of a war time ob-
jective of a specific, rather than of a vaguely general char-
acter, and the necessary components of fighting strength
are provided accordingly, the readiness of the instrument
is more likely to be adequate, and the application of power
more likely to be successful. History records, as facts, that
certain States have given their armed forces great stimulus
by early clear definition of policy while, in other cases,
failures and disappointments have resulted from a lack
thereof. Military problems are not confined to those pre-
sented after war is begun.

Mental power (see pages 8 and 9), which includes the
ability to solve military problems in peace and in war and
to arrive at sound decisions, is a recognized essential com-
ponent of fighting strength because it is the source of pro-
fessional judgment. The development of such ability in
those who may be charged with the successful conduct of
war (page 4) may not safely be postponed.
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I' ~CHAPTER Il
MENTAL PROCESSES AND HUMAN TENDENCIES

The discussion in Chapter 11 deals, first, with the natural
mental processes employed by the normal mature human being before
taking deliberate action.It With the necessity for logical thought thus establishei, there
arises a need for valid statements of cause and effect, i. e., of relation-
ships resulting from the operaton of natural laws, for use as re-
liable rules of action. The discussion of this subject explains the
dangers. inherent in the use of faulty rules' emphasizes the role

played by the various factors applicable in particular cases, and1T describes the method of iormulating reliable rules, i. e., prineiples.

All living beings and their surroundings are under-
stood, on the basis of informed authority, to be governed

• in their characteristic activities by natural law (page 11).
The natural forces inherent in living things and in their

environment are continually reacting upon each other,
either maintaining the existing condition. or creating a new
one, each of which is a situation or state of affairs. There
is thus always !., relationship (page 3) existing between
such natural forces and the resultant condition" which they
produce. The natural forces are causes; the resultant condi-
tions are effects.

It is a recognized natural phenomenon that every ef-
fect is the result of a certain cause, or of a combination

"1 Tof causes, and that each effect is itself, in turn, the cause of

I additional effects. Action and reaction are the basis of
natural law. Cause and effect, the latter being the cause

I of further effects, follow each other in ceaseless succession
in the world of human affairs.

Except by putting proper natural causes into action.
it is impossible to produce the effect desired. It follows
that specific knowledge of causes is neepssary for the plan-
ned production of specific effects. Toward the accumulation

of such knowledge the methods of science (pages 1 and 2)
are constantly directed.

The uncer'•ainties of war are largely the outgrowth of
I the fact that the minds of men are pitted against,, ae other.

Because of this, a knowledge of the manner in which the
human mind seeks its way out of difficulties is a great mili-
tary a3set. Consideration is next given, therefore, to the
natural mental processes employed (page 11) and to certain
human tendencies which have been known to militate a-
gainst their successful employment.

The mental processes employed by the normal mature
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human being before taking deliberate action, or in making
studied provision for possible future action, are natural
procedures, in that they employ the intellectual powers be-
stowed by nature, without artificial modification or em-
bellishment.

When the individual concerned has a background of
adequate knowledge and experience, his ability to solve
problems is limited only by his native intellectual endow-
ment. That he falls short does not necessarily indicate,
howevar, that the limit of native endowment has been
reached. Ft happens frequently that latent powers have
not been cultivated, or have not been utilized.

A problem is, by definition, a perplexing question. In
any humon activity, a problem appears when a perplexity
arises as to a way out of a difficulty inherent in a situation.
The question involved then is, what is a way, more espe-
cially the best way, out of the seeming difficulty?

To determine the best way out of the difficulty, i. e.,
"the best solution of the problem, involves:

(1) The establishment of the proper basis for the
solution of the problem,

(2) The actual solution of the problem through
the employment of the reasoning power in the consid-
eration of various possible solutions and the selection
of the best solution, and

(3) The conclusion, i. e., the decision, embody-
ing the best solution.
Considered in greater detail, the process has its in-

ception in a combination of circumstances, existent or as-
sumed, which, constitutes a situation. No problem will
result, however, unlesb the situation involves an apparent
difficulty. Even in such a case, a problem wiil result only
if such involvement exists and gives rise to a perplexity
as to a way, more especially as to the best way, ont of the
seeming difficulty.

The problem will require solution only when accom-
panied by an incentive which demands a changed situation
or resistance against a threatened change. A recognition of
the incentive thus necessarily involves realization of a de-
sire or need to maintain the existing situation or to change
it into a new one.

Such realization may come on the initiative of the
person confronted with the situation, or because he has
received instructions from someone in authority. In either
case, the effect so indicated is the outcome of a desire for
change or for resisting change, and may therefore be re-
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garded properly as an effect desired (page 19).
As so far outlined, therefore, the estab•ishment of the

correct basis for the solution of the problem involves (1) a
grasp, of the salient features of the situation, (2) a recog-
nition of the incentive, and (3) an appreciation of the

SU effect desired.
The "appropriate" effect desired will necessarily be

suitable to the further effects (page 19) which are inherent
S.i in the situation. An effect to be attained is aceepted as ap-

propriate when, after due examination, its relationship with
the further effects involved, in ill their pertinent implica-
tions, has been found to be in accordance with the dictates
of sound judgment.

' The establishment of the b~asis for the solution of the

problem will also require an understanding of the resources
involved, as influenced by the conditions obtaining, for the
maintenance of the existing situation ob for the of
a new one.

The resoun'es available, as influenced by th3 conditions
obtaining, are correctly considered on a relative basis as
compared to those of any persons who may oppose the effort.

"With the basis for the solution of the rT.oblem estab-
lished in this manner, the actual solution involves the con-
sideration of one or more plans, i. e., proposed methods of
procedure, and the selection of the one considered to be the
beat

The person concerned, tai-!ng cognizance of the pres-
ent condition, i. e., the existing situation, first considers
whether this situation, if maintained, will be suitable to the
appropriate effect desired. Then, unless satisfied that he
desires no change, he creates one or more images of future
conditions, i. e., mental pictures of new situations, which will
also be suitable to this end. The maintenance of the existing
situation, or the creation of a new one, will in each case
involve a plan.

Necessarily, each such plan includes provision for (1)
an effect to be produced by the person solving the problem,
which effect will be the maintenance of the existing situ-
"ation or the creation of a new one as visualized by hini-
self, and (2) the action required to produce this effect and
so to attain the appropriate effect desired, already estab-
"fished as an essential part of the basis of his problem.

After systematic examination of such plans, those re-
tained for further consideration can be subjected to a com-
patrson as to their relative merits.
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The best plan, selected accordingly, is then ineorp.-
rated into a decision as to the procedure to be adopted.

This decision is then available as a general plan, or
may be developed into one, to serve as a basis If necessary
for a more detailed plan for the attainment of the appropri-I ate effect desired.

Later development, herein, of the details of this pro-
cedure will disclose many ramifications. The treatment, so
far, points to the fact that the best method of reaching
sound decision is through systematic thought which em-
ploys logic, L e., sound reasoning, as its machinery.

The Necessity for Logicai Thought. Logical thought
separates the rational from the irrational. Its use avoids the
wastefulness of the trial-and-error method. By its insistent
employment, dormant powers of reasoning are awakened,
and the danger that attends instinctive, spontaneous, im-
pulsive, or emotional acceptance of conclusions (page 9) is
lessened. The evil effects of an inclination to dodge the
issue or of a disinclination to face the facts are thus also
avoided. The fallacy of employing the reasoning power to
justify conclusions already reached, whether on the basis
of tradition or habit, or because of the bias or bent of a
school of thought, or because of the tendency of human
nature to accept plausible suggestions, is also made ap-
parent. Through the deliberate practice of testing and
weighing, the faculty of arriving swiftly at accurate de-
cisions is strengthened and is brought more quickly into

play when time is a matter of immedate concern.
Principles in their Relation to Logical Thought. Be-

cause of the necessity for the exercise of judgment (page 3)
in the systematic arrangement of thought, the relationship
between cause and effect, as expressed in principles, is of
great assistance in applying logical processes to the prob-
lems of human life.

A principle establishes a correct relation between cause
and effect. The word, derived from the Latin "principium",
meaning a foundation, beginning, source, origin, or cause,
has, because a cause implies an effect, acquired in correct
usage the significance of a true statement of relation-
ship between cause and effect. A principle, so formulated,
is a natuaml law (page 19) because it expresses a fact of
nature; it thus becomes a reliable rule of action and may be
confidently adopted as a governing law of conduct. If basic
in its field, such a rule or law becomes a general or funda-
mental principle with respect thereto; each such basic truth
may be the basis for the determination of many corollary
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or subordi ate principles dealing with the detail of the

priuar ubject 7
The formulation of a principle, therefore, requires thedetermination of the causes that generate a particular ef-

fect (or effects), and the accurate expression of the rem
sultant relationship. Such expression frequently takes the
form of a proportion. In the mathematical sciences the pro-

portion may represent a precise balance; its statement may
be an exact formula. In other sciences, a definite relation-
ship between cause and effect has likewise been established
in many cases, though not always with mathematical pre-
cislon. Comparable eactltude has not been attained, in some
cases, because the field has not been so thoroughly explored;
moreover, greater difficulty is experienced, at times, in
isolating the cause, or causes. The balance represented by
such equations, therefore, is based on quantities whose
weights vary within wide ranges. "ee page 3.)

Human conduct does not lend itself to analysis as
readily as do mathematical and physical phenomena. The
advance in the psychological and sociological sciences is
not so marked as in the physical, and the actions and re-
actions of the mind of man have not yet proved to be
susceptible of reduction to exact formulae. Nevertheless,
man, in his intuitive search for valid guides for his own
action, has been able, with the advance of time, greatly to
improve his own lot through the medium of the scientific
approach to human problems.

The insistent search of the human mind for reliable
rules of action is a recognized natural phenomenon. As
understood on the basis of expert investigation of the sub-
ject, this trait results from the recognition, conscious or
otherwise, by countless generations of mankind, of the
relationships between cause and effect as evidenced in the
workings of the laws of nature (page 22). A logical out-
come, therefore, of experience, this instinctive demand of
the mind constitutes a force which defies opposition. Prop-
erly utilized, this force affords a powerful and natural aid
in the solution of problems.

Inasmuch as a vad rule, or principle, is of great as-
sistance in arriving at sound decisions and in formulating
effective plans (see page 22), this demand for reliable
guides is logical, as well as natural. In any event, the de-
mand for such guidance, if not met by provision for rchble
rules of action, may result in the adoption of faulty rules,
with frequent unfortunate consequences.
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The formulation of principles, already referred to in
this connection, constitutes in itself a recognized problem
(see also page 27) of great difficulty; for it is a human fail-
ing to avoid the mental effort involved in thinking through
such a problem, and to rely on rules whose plausibility and
seeming simplicity are frequently a measure of their in-
completeness and inaccuracy.

Since the earliest days, man has attempted to formu-
late the reletaonships between causes and effects without,
however, always possessing the specific knowledge essential
to accuracy. Pithy statements have always had great ap-
peal to man, as evidenced by the existence of proverbs,
maxims, and adages preserved from times of great an-
tiquity. Frequently, however, such statements are not ex-
pressive of the truth. Sometimes, again, they state facts,
without, nevertheless, expressing the whole truth.

Only when the relationship between cause and effect
has been demonstrated to be always true can the trained,
inquiring mind receive its statement as a valid guide, ac-
ceptable as a principle in the light of the knowledge of the
day.

To rely upon rules of action which do not express the
whole truth is to court the danger of encountering excep-
tions which may entail serious consequences. The value of
those rules known to he inexpressive of the whole truth lies
in the fact t.xat they may invite attention to circumstances
which are sometimes encountered, or may suggest methods
of action which are sometimes appropriate. Danger lies in
the fact that such rules may fail to give proper emphasis
to othei- circumstances or other methods which are encoun-
tered or are more appropriate in other cases.

Such a rule may fail to consider the entire probleLa.
Its use, therefore, implies the necessity of recognizing
cases to which it is not applicable. This may frequently be
"licult in the active operations of war, when nervous
Wrain and the urgency of events are handicaps to quick
and accurate thinking (see page 22).

To express the whole truth, a rule of action calls -
attention all circumstances, or causes, which may ever
influence the result. The saying that "the exception proves
the rule" is properly interpreted only in the older sense that
an exception "tests" the rule, indicating by the mere fact
of exception that the rule is to such extent incomplete.

Subject to variations of phraseology, the old adage "cir-
cumstances alter cases" is the sole reliable and fundamental
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rule of action. A corresponding maxim of the military pro-
fesilon, "It depeads on the situation", has its root in recog- f
nition of the same fact, L e., that the action taken in any

situation depends, properly, on the circumstances of the
case, and that the relka"tiom between cause and eteert
(page 22) is always the governing consideration. The prin-
ciples deduced hereafter (Chapter MI) have these irrefut-
able findings as their foundation.

Factors. A situation is by definition (page 20) a com-
bination of circumstances, which are the effects of certain
causes. To these causes, the term "factors", long in use in
the military profession, is customarily applied in many other
activities. Through their influence as causes, these factors
operate to produce, as their effects, the circumstances
which, in combination, constitute the situation. A combina-
tion of factors, therefore, gives to each situation its distinc-
tive character, differentiating it from other situations.

To maintain an existing situation, it is necessary to
preserve, in total effect, the influence of factors already
present, or to introduce new factors to offset the influence of
any which tend to cause a c4nge. To change the situation,
it is necessary to introduce factors which will exert the de-
sired influence; or, change may be effected by altering the
influe..se of factors already present. To say, therefore, that
"It depends on the situation", as in the maxim cited (above),
is to state that under all circumstances, the proper action
depends on, or is determined by, the influence of the factors
Involved. Any valid rule, or principle, will accordingly take
into account the factors applicable to the case.

The application of any rule will similarly take into ac-
count the influence of the particular factors involved. The
danger of the application of such factors to all circum-
stances, without due circumspection as to their value in the
existing situation, lies in the fact that, in any particular
combination of circumstances, they do not necessarily carry
equal weight.

If this view be accepted, it follows that in many Situa-
tions certain factors may, after mature deliberation, be re-
jected, or relegated to a relatively intege!r status, without
detracting from their potential valu . fundamental con-
siderations (page 1) in all situations.

Value and Limitations of Lists of Principles of War.
The human preference for catchwords has, by many writers
on the science and art of war, been extended to the
"attempted condensation of a principle or of several princi-
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plea into a single all-inclusive word or phrase. As a result,
varying lists of abstract nouns and phrases have been ad-
vanced to constitute epitomes of the principles of war.
Subject to minor differences in number and iz. designation,
the list moat frequently encountered comprises ,The Oh- 1
Jective, Superiority, The Offeaiive, Economy of Force,
Movement, Cooperation, Surprise, Security, and Simplicity.

To rely on a list of this nature, as a condensation of the
fundamentals of war, has been known to cause confusion
and to result in failure to recognize the principles which are
intended to be brought to mind.

For example, misunderstanding has resulted from the
designation af the single word, surprise, as a "principle of
war". On the one hand, it has been denied that surprise em-
bodies a principle, the reason being advanced that it is
neither always necessary, nor feasible, nor even desirable to
attempt to obtain surprise. On the other hand, the ac-
ceptance of the word surprise (see page 78), as itsel ex-
pressing a universal truth (which it of course does not
except by inference), has been known to result in the incor- 4

rect belief that surprise is always essential to success
Action based on such a viewpoint is the equivalent of apply-
Ing general treatment to specific cans, regardless of circum-
stances.

Thus there have resulted distortions of the simple fact
that a relationship exists between the employment of the
unexpected, and the creation of a disadvantage which will
hamper an opponent. The correct formulation of a principle,
or of several principles, governing the employment of sur-
prise, will result in a definite statement that its appropriate
employment is dependent upon the various factors (page
25) that make up the situation, the influence of each of
which requires evaluation in each separate situation.

Analysis, in like manner, of the so-called "principle of
the objective" as a "principle of war" will show that the
objective of a military force is, in itself, no more a principle
of war than the direction of a physical force is, in itself, a
principle of mechanics. Both concepts, however, involve
certain matters of fact which can best be explained by
principles. Such principles take note of the factors pertain-
ing to the subjects, and indicate the underlying relation-
ships in a manner to be later shown herein.

Certainly the preceding list (above) of isolated expres-
sions Includes no item which, in the abstract, r_,y not prop-
erly be considered as possibly vital from the strategical and
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tactical standpoints. But that these expressions are always

vital, and that there are no other considerations, can scarce-I ly be accepted as final. Even if this objection could be re-
moved by the inclusion of all factors well known to be vital,

i the fact would still remain that these expressions, standing
alone, fail to satisfy the real need; i.e., they fail to indicate
any practical application of the concepts which they are in-
tended to imply. They do no more than provide a useful
point of origin for further inquiry. When understood on this
basis, they possess a certain value.

The concept underlying the application of principles
is correct with respect to military problems, as well as for
all others (page 22). This purpose, however, cannot be
served by a mere collection of nouns or noun-phrases. Such
expressions make no statements of cause and effect. Their
meaning is therefore left to inference and to the idiosyn-
crasy of individual interpretation. The formulation, more-
over, of useful principles cannot be satisfactorily established
by the more-or-less random selection of matters, however I

* important, pertaining to the subject at hand. What is re-
quired is a systematic analysis of the essentials of the sub-
ject, with resultant emphasis on the fundamental causes

I and effects whose relationships are to be expressed.
IFa•oriuatioa and Ifn of Principlei• The formulation of

a principle, referred to previously (page 24) a .its. a' diffl-
cult problem, requires a citation of the-ftctors pe*ilng
to the subject. On the basis of these factors as caumses the
princioles, when properly formulated, also state ithe'effects
which may'.-properly be expected. (See cpae 22.) -

The relatonsabip between causes and effects, or betiveen
effects and their causes, may be expressed in various ways.

The requirement is that the expression be one of fact and
:I that, if the principle purport tn cover the entire subject, all

of the pertinent facts (page 24) be stated, though not neces-
sarily all the details involved.

I In addition to the principles of general application
(Chapter M), the later discussion herein includes numerous
other principles, with reference to matters of detail (pages
22-23). To some of these principles the treatment invites
special attention. All principles included have been phrased
with due care, to ensure conformity with the requirements
above stated. The preferred form, herein, for the usual
statement of cause and effect is through the use of phrase-
ology such as that certain effects "depend on" or are "de-
pendent on" certain causes, or that certain causes "de-
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tonrgue certain effects, or that the latter '%re detemid
by" certain causes

From the standpoint of the exercise of judgment, it
is a prilcple that the due determination of effects to be
produced d~ends on the proper consideration of pertiment
factom. Once the principled applicable to any subject have
been formulated in necesary detail, the evaluatio of the
cited factors with respect to a partleular altuaton becomes
the vital procedure as to any problem where that subject
is involved. In the course of this evaluation, corollary or
sibordinate principles may be of ahi•stance (page 22). In
military problems, however, the evaluation usually involves
many factors not susceptible of reasonably exact determina-
tion by the use of formulae (see pag 28). In such cases,
experien:e, education, and training afford the only secure
basis for judgment which will produce reliable con-ans.
The principles, therefore, provide reliable guides by citing
the factors to be evaluated in order to arrive at desired re-
suits, but the principles cannot replace logical thought in
the evaluation of the factors.

In formulating principles (see also Pag 23) as practical
guides for action, as well as in using them when formulated,
failure to give consideration to all pertipet Pwtora may
result in vitiating the effort. Wae;n tVe ap tlbntinn."
Dslea in the fact-thit any particular ft;W ;ll

. unt• hvehe: samoe value--the same .infiuqhci on
the' sutookh-n any. two problem (page 25).-...hwfreto
Ii each situation, each factor requires to be welshed In
ee let6z with the oth( rs The soundness of the resulting
conclusion will depend on the extent of the knowledge avail-
able (page 2) and on its useful employment.

Summary of Fundamental Considerations. The factors
(page 25) involved in determining the nature of an effect
and of the action to attain it become fundamental con-
Aiderations (page 25) when it is desired to arrive at such
a result under a particular set of circumstances.

The relationships obtaining between the desired effect
ard the action to attain it, on the one hand, and the factors
involved, on the other, are best expressed in the form of
principles. The next chapter is therefore devoted to the
development of basic principles applicable to military prob-
lems.
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CHAPTER I

BASIC PRINCIPLES APPLICABLE TO MILITARY
PROBLEMS 1

(The Fundamental Military Principle)
On the basis of the previous discussion as to the natural mental

processes and as to p-Anciples useful in their employment, Chapter III
discusses the requirements for the attainment of an end in humani affairs.

The fundamental principle thus derived is then applied to the
needs of the military profession, so as to develop the Fundamental

Military Principle. This Principle indicates the requirements of a
correct military objective and of the action for its attainment.

Review of Conolusions as to Principles. On the premise
that all human activities and their environment are gov-
erned by natural laws (page 22), the preceding chapter has
been devoted to an analysis of the natural mental processes
employed in meeting the problems of human life. This
analysis has stressed four fundamental truths:

T (1) That a valid rule, or principle, when complete,
embraces all known phenomena pertinent to the
relationship established.

T (2) That the logical application of principles to purti-
cular incidents will take account of all the factors
of the principles, and of all known conditions of

T the incidents.
(3) That such principles afford great assistance in

arriving at sound conclusions, and that the hu-
man mind, if without access to such valid guides,
tends to adopt faulty rul•es in the effort to serve
the same purpose.

(4) That rules of action, however, even though they
be valid, cannot be depended upon to replact the
employment of logical thought.

Procedure for Developing Military Principles. Logically,
the next stage in the treatment of this subject is to develop
certain basic principles applicable, more especially, to theJ solution of military problems.

The development of such principles starts, on the basis
already established in this discussion, with a reference to
the natural mental processes used by the normal mature
human being before taking deliberate action (page 19).
Under such circumstances, the person who is to solve the

I problem has first to establish a basis for his solution.
To arrive at tnis basis, which involves an understand-
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ing of the appropriate effect desired, the person concernedrequires a grasp of the salient fea ture af the situation, a
recognition of the incentive, and an appreciation of the effect

which he has been directed to produce or has adopted on his
own initiative. To complete' the basis for his solution, he
also requires an understanding of comparative resources as

influenced by the conditions obtaining at the time.
During the actual solution of the problem, the person

concerned takes cognizance first, of the existing situation,
picturing it in his mind. Then, unless satisfied that he
desires no change, he creates for himself mental images
of future situations. The pictured condition decided upon
after consideration of the pertinent factors involved, be it
the situation to be maintained or a new situatien to be
treated, constitutes an effect he may produce for the
further attainment of 'the appropriate effect desired, already
established as an essential part of the basis, of hip ;-oblem.
(See page 25.)

With the existing situation and a new situation now

clear, what action is he to take to change the one into the
other? Or, if no change Is desired, what action is he to take
to maintain the existing situation? What acts or series of
acts should he decide upon, plan in detail, inaugurate, and
supervise (page 3), to attain the effect which he has en-
visaged for the further attainment of the appropriate effect
desired.

The correct solution of problems therefore hinges on
the requirements involved in the effects to be produced
and in the action to produce them. If these requirements
are ascertained, a principle can be formulated as a valid
guide for the solution of human problems.

Requirements for the Attainment of an End. The dis-
cussion to this point has established the fact that an end
in view, a result to be produced, an effect desired, is very
closely connected with a further effect which the attain-
ment of the former is intended to produce. Human motives
spring from deep - seated incentives often derived from
distant sources, so that, even when the person concerned
is acting wholly on his own initiative, he will rarely, if
ever, be uninfluenced by some further effect desired, in-
herent in his situation (see page 19).

An end in view, therefore, from the viewpoint of the
person who is endeavoring to visualize Its accomplishment
as a method for attainment of a further aim, will necessarily
achieve such further aim, or at least contribute to its
achievement. The first requirement, accordingly, of such
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an end in view is that it be suitable to any further aim,
whatever that aim may be. It may be said, therefore, that
a correct end in view satisfies the requirement of suitability
as to the appropriate effect desired, whatever this further
effect may be.

Important as suitability is, however, a reasonably re-
sponsible person will recognize that this consideration, alone,
does not satisfy all requirements. An end in view remains
a mere desire, without possibility of attainment, unless such
a result is practicable of accomplishment. A correct end in
view, therefore, satisfies also the requirements of feas.-bility.

Consideration of feasibility calls for a survey of com-
parative resources (page 30). Such a surey will cover the
extent of the resources (means available) of those making
the effort, as compared to the resources (means opposed) of
those who may oppose it. Full account is also to be taken, as
to feasibility, of the natural and artificial conditions which
the effort will encounter before it can produce the contem-
plated result. The responsible person will ask himself where
the effort is most likely to be successful, and what obstacles,
in addition to those represented by opponents, he will be
required to surmount. The effects of such conditions may
alter the ratio otherwise presented by comparative re-
sources.

Consideration of the characteristics of the field of
action may thus disclose features which will greatly in-
fluence the possibility of accomplishment, as well as the
character of the effort to be made, from the standpoint of
feasibility. The second requirement, therefore, is that of
feasibility with respect to comparative resources, i. e., the
means available and opposed, as influenced by the physical
conditions prevailing in the field of action.

Although believed to be both suitable and feasible, the
requirements for the attainment of an end are r ,. yet com-
pletely established. There is still required a reckoning of a
profit-and-loss account of the whole undertaking, to estimate
whether it will be advantageous. What will be the cost, and
what will be the gain? Is the effort worth while? Or should
one be content with venturing less and gaining less? What
is the bearing on possible future action? The consequences
as to costs, always important considerations in dealing with
human problems, are frequently the paramount determin-
ant. The third requirement, therefore, is acceptability with

respect to the consequences as to costs.
These requirements invite ottention to the factors,
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already discussed, whose influence (see page 25 as to
factors) determines the character of the effort required to
attain an end.

The Fundamentai Principle for the Attainment of an
End. Here, then, are the broad fundamental considerations
which affect the solution of every human problem. In a
narrower field, the considerations may fall within more
specific limits, but a principle sufficiently broad to be ap-
plicable to all cases appears to comprehend those inclusive
factors mentioned in the preceding paragraphs.

A review of these paragraphs will disclose that the
factors pertaining to the several requirements may be so
grouped as to constitute a single fundamental principle gov-
erning the attainment of an end in human affairs, - as
follows: '

In any human activity, the attainment of a correct end
in view depends on fulfillment -if the requirements of

Suitability of the'end in view, as determined by the
factor of the appropriate effect desired,

Feasibility of the effort required, on the basis of
comparative resources, as determined by the
means available and opposed, influenced by
the factor of the physical conditions prevail-
ing in the field of action, and

Acceptizbility of the results of the effort involved,
as determined by the factor of the conse-
quences as to costs,

which factors are in turn dependent on each other.
The Interdependency of the Facto'z. As previously

observed (page 28), the factor .ited in the foregoing
principle are themselves interdept ent. This fact results
from working of natural law (page 22), for it is a recog-
nized phenomenon that every effect is the result of certain
causes, and that every effect is itself, in turn, the cause
of further effects (page 19).

Accordingly, when the evaluation of any factor is under
consideration, its value as an unknown quantity can be de-
termined to the extent that the values of the other pertinent
factors are known. (See page 23, as to the discussion of the
quantities in an equation.) The significance of each, in any
situation, is theiefore determined by the influwnce of the
other factors. The relationships existing among them can
best be expressed in the terms of four corollary principles
(page 27), next to be discussed.
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For example, questions frequently arise as to what is
the appropriate effect to be desired in a particular situa-
tion. Whether a desired effect is feasible of attainmuent, and
"whether certain consequences, though undesirable, will be.
acceptable, in view of the gains, can be determined by evalu-
ation of the means available and opposed, influenced by the z
physical conditions prevailing in the field of action, and of
the consequences as to costs. If a desired effect is thereby
found to be not feasible of attainment, or to be unacceptable
as to consequence:-, deferment of such effort is indicated. A
proper solution in such case would adopt some lesser effect,
in conformity with the further aim, feasible of accomplish-
ment, and acceptable as to its consequences.

If (with respect to the further aim, mentioned above)
the person concerned is acting tunder the instructions of
another, there will frequently be injected into the equation,
in addition to the factors already noted, a further effect
desired, indicated by higher authority. Such an indication
will often operate to narrow the limits of the problem.
This is true even if the person concerned is acting wholly
on his own initiative and responsibility (pages 29-30).

These considerations lead to the formulation of what
may be called the corollary principle for determination of
the appropriate effect to be desired in human affairs,--as
follows:

In any human activity, the appropriate effect to be desired (i. e.,
an end in view, a result to be accomplLhed) depends on fulfillment of
the requirements of

Suitability of the end in view, as determined by the factor
of the further effect desired (if such frrther effect
is indicated),

Feasibility of the effort to attain the end in view, on the
basis of comparative resources, as determined by the
factors of the means available and opposed, influrnced
by the factor of the physical conditions prevailing In
the field of action, and

Acceptability of the results of the effort involved, as de-
termined by the factor of the consequences as to costs.

If, to take a further example, the known factors in-
clude the appropriate effect desired, the means opposed,
the physical conditions prevailing in the field of action,
and the consequences as to costs, the only unknown re-
mains the means available. The question then is, what
means need be made available for the accomplishment
of the contemplated effort? The answer to tbLs ,uestion
may be found in the application of what may be called
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the principle for the determination of the proper means
to be made available in human affairs,--as follows:

In any human activity, the proper means to be made available
depend on fulfillment of the requirements of

Suitabiiity of the means (in kind and amount) to accom-
plish the end in view, as determined by the factor of
the appropriate effect desired,

Feasibility of the effort to make such means available on
the basis of comparative resources as determined by
the factor of the means opposed, influenced by the
factor of the physical conditions prevailing In the
field of action, and

Acceptability of the results of the effort involved, as de-
termined by the factor of the consequences as to costs.

The influence of physical conditions in the field of
action may be illustrated by any case where ends otherwise
feasible of attainment cannot be achieved without effecing
changes in such conditions. The resolution of the uncertainty
then requires study to determine what suitable changes can
be made. Changes for such a purpose may take various
forms, such as the construction of physical features in the
area involved, or the destruction of such features already ex-
isting; or, again, both methods may be employed. Ezamples
of such changes have existed and still exist in profusion,
some of them, military and non-military, being on such a
scale as radically to alter the previous status with respect
to entire nations. The question as to what changes ought.
to be effected in the prevailing physical conditions, in order
to attain a certain objective, can be answered by the appli-
cation of what may be called the principle for the deter-
mination of the proper physical conditions to be established
in the field of action,-as follows:

In any human activity, the proper physical conditione to be es-
tablished in the field of action depend on fulfillment of the require-
ments of

Suitability of such conditions to the end in view, as deter-
mined by the factor of the appropriate effect desired,

Feasibility of effort to establish such conditions, on the
basis of comparative resources. as determined by the
factors of the means available and opposed, influenced
by the factor of the physical conditions existing in the
field of action, and

Acceptability of the results of Pt. effort involved, as de-
termined by the factor of the consequences as to cotes.

The factor of con ;'4uences as to costs also calls for
special notice. The influence of this fntor frequently jus-
tifies abandonment of suitrable ends in view, even though
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their attainment has been determined to be feasible, because
the loss involved would out-weigh the gain. Immaediste suc-
cess may be attained at such cost as to prevent the attain-

SKment of larger ends (see the discussion, pages 9 and 10, of
the relationship of strategy and tactics).

On the other hand, the cizhumstances of the case may
well justify loss, however great, because the alternative is
"unacceptable, even though the consequences involve corn-I plete destruction. Moreover, the need for swift and aggres-
sive action in many activities (notably in war), for resolute

* prosecution of the plan, for timely seizure of opportunity,
I and for acceptance of justified risks, requires that considers-

tion of consequences as to costs never be emphasized be-
yond its proper wtight. To determine such proper weight
calls, frequently, for judgment of the highest order, and is,
i.u the military profession, a direct responsibility of com-
mand. This responsibility can be discharged by the applica-
tion of wchat may be called the corollary principle for the
determination of ac*eptable consequences as to costs,--as

T follows:
4. In any humni activity, the acceptable consequeces as to costm

depend on fulfillment of the requirements of
Suitability of the end in view, as determined by the factor

of the appropriate effcct desired. *:!d4L Feasibility of the effort to attain the eLd in view, on thsI-- basis of comparative resources, as determined bý tte
factors of the means available and opposed, infduer•-edby the factor of the physical conditions prevailing

In the field of action.

Speciel Nature of War as a Human Activity. A prin-
ciple found, by careful analysis, to be governing as to
human activities of any nature, is also applicable to the
problems of war. This is true because war is a human
activity, differing from other human activities only in the
speciaized character of the factors that enter.

The effect desired in war has a character distinctly
military and, ultimately, through the reestablishment of a
favorable peace, a political character (see pages 7-9).

The means available (or opposed) in war are the human
and material components of fighting strength (page 8). The
"physical conditions prevailing in the field of action are,
in war, t he characteristics of the theater of operations.
Fighting strength is thus derived from the m ns avail-
able (or opposed) in war, as influenced by the character-
istica of the theater. Relative fighting strength (com-
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parative resources in war) involves a comparison of means
available with means opposed, due account being taken of
the influence exerted en both by the characteristics of the
theater. In war, relatively large masses of human beings
oppose each other with hostile intent, while the means
available and opposed, and the physical conditions estab-
lished by the operations of war in the theater of action,
tend more and more to acquire a highly specialized char-
acter.

The consequenec as to cos, in war, also assume a
special significance, inasmuch as they may materially in-
fluence the development of entire nations or of the world
situation.

Factors as Universal Determinants in War. Tabulated
for convenient reference and expressed in terms in general
use in the military profession, the factors governing the
attainment of an end in war are therefore:

'a) The Natur3 of the appropriate Effect Desired,
(b) The Means Available and Opposed,
(c) The Characteristics of the Theater of Operations,[ and
(d) The Consequences as to Cost.

These factors, thus expressea in abstract form, are the
univer.4d determimnats of the nature o& the objective and
of the character of the action to attain it. Their further
resolution into factors of nore concrete form is indicated
hereinafter (see Chapter VI, in the discussion of Section H
of the Estimate Form).

The Objective In War. The objective (page 3), P. term
long ;n use in the military profeasion in connection with
the "objective point", has acquired by extension the sig-
nificance of something more than the physical object of
action. The latter, as explained later (page 37), is propearly
denominated the "physical objective".

In the abstract, an "objective", in present general usage
a! well as in the military vocabulary, is an end toward
which action is being directed, or is to be directed; in brief,
an end in view, a result to be attained, an effect desired
(pages 19 and 30). An objective is an effect to be produced
for the attainment of a further objective, itself a further
effect. As already demonstrated (page 30 and following),
the attainment of an end, in any human activity, requires
action to maintain the existing situation or to create a new
one. Therefore, in war, a special form of human activity,
the attainment of an objective requires that actiom be
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actual imposition of an outside agency. The attalnment of

- • aorrect military objective (discussed in detail in Chapter
SIV) requires, accordingly, the creation or maintenance of

a favorable military situatlom
An objectve, in the sense of an end in view, a .esult

to be accomplished, is manifestly an objective in mind. As
already indicated (page 36), however, military usage also
assigns to the term "objective" an additional meaning, a
meaning exclusively concrete. Results in war are attained
through the actual or threatened use of physical force
(pages 8 and 9) directed with relation to something tan-
gible, such as, for example, some physical element of the,
enemy's strength.

Action as to this tangible feature (e. g., if it is de-
stroyed, occupied, neutralized, or otherwise dealt with) will
result in, or further the attainment of, an effect desired.
ThMw the physical objective occupies a sharply defined po-
sition in warfare, in that it establishes the physf,.Al basis
of the objective and indicates the geographical direction of
the effort. Since the physical objective is always an object-
be it only a geographical point--, it is more tian a mental
concept; it is an objective in space.

For example, the objective being "the destruction of
the enemy battleship", the physical objective is the enemy
battleship.

As used herein the expression "the objective" or "the
military objective" (page 55), when unqualified, ordinarily
indicates the mental objective. The term Is properly appli-
cable to a physical objective when the context makes the
meaning clear. Ordinarily, and always when clarity de-
mands, a tangible focus of effort is herein denoted a "physi-
cal objective".

Military Operations. Appropriate action to create or
maintain a situation will take the form of a military opera-
tion. An operation, in the basic sense, is merely an act, or a
series of acts. The word is derived from the Latin opus,
meaning "work". A military operation is therefore an act,
or a series of included acts (i.e., work), of a military char-
acter. A military operation may consist of an entire cam-
paign, or evcn of several such, constituting a clearly defined
major stage in a war; or such an operation may consist
of portions thereof. The term is also applied, properly, to
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entire series of acts on the part of successive commands,
from the higher to the lower echelons, to and including dis- -

tinctive military actions which relate to the merest routine.

A plan of action to attain a military objective is, there-
fore, a plan of military operations, including supporting
measures (see page 167), considered or adopted as a methmd
of.procedure for the achievement of that end (see page 21).
Such a plan or method of procedure requires action with
relation to correct physical objectives in such a manner as
to attain the objective, Le., to maintain the existing situa-
tion or to create a new one, conformably to the appropriate
effect desired.

A plan of military operations may be regarded as rea-
sonably effective if the direction or geographical trend of
the effort provides for proper action with relation to the
correct physical objectives; if the force concerned utilizes
positions advantageous in relation to those of the opponent;
if the fighting strength Is so apportioned as to provide for
"requisite power at points likely to be decisive, without
undue weakening at other points; and if future actions, In
seeking the effect desired, will be unhampered by obstacles
with which the force cannot cope These essentials apply
to all of the various combinations of circumstances, I. e.,
situations (page 20), which may materialize as action
progresses and the original situation unfolds.

A properly conceived plan of military operations there-
fore makes provision, necessarily, for certain salient fea-
tures of such operations, as follows:

The physical objectives involved,
The relative positions utilized,
The apportionment of fighting strength, and
The provisions for freedom of action.

As will later be observed (Chapters VII and VIII), the
content of plans for naval operations may be classified under
the headings listed above. In such plans the salieiit features
noted will be observed, also, to occur, subject to certain ex-
ceptions, in the sequence above indicated. Similar observa-
tions are applicable as to plans systematically prepared for
direction of forces operating on land and in the air.

A military operation which is progressing favorably,
whatever the medium of action, may therefore be justifi-
ably stated to include provision for the following salient
features:
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Effective action with relation to correct physical
objectives,

Projection of military action from advantageous
relative positions,

Proper apportionment of fighting strength, and
Ensurance of adequate freedom of action.

Since, at any moment of its successful prosecution, aI military operation presents, inherently (page 38), a favor-
able military situation, the salient features of such an opera-
tion constitute, also, the salient features of a favorable mili-
tary situation. Manifestly, any deficiencies in these respects
will indicate that in certain particulars the situation is not
entirely favorable, if not actually unfavorable.

IDetermination of the Salient Features. Because the
form which a military operation takes, in the effort to at-
tain a military objective, depends upon the factors which
are the universal determinants (page 36) of the character
of the effort, the salient features of such an operation are
determined by the same factors. A valid guide as to deter-
Sruination of the salient -features of a favorably progressing

irmilitary operation, seen (above) to be identical with those of

a favorable military situation, may therefore be formulatedI as a principle for determining these slient features, as
follows:

The determination of
Suitability, as determined by

Correct physical objectives, the factor of the appropri-
ate effect desired.

I Advantageous relative posi. Feasibility, by reason of rel- . '

tions, ative fighting strength, as i.
depends determined by the factors .i

I of the means available and

Po thir opposed, influenced by the
Proper apportionment of ther factor of the characteris- ts

fighting strength, and tics of the theater of oper. 0-
ations, and

P AcceptabIlity, as determin "
Provision for adequate free-1  by the factor of the conse-

dom of action quences as to costs.

Since the particular character of each salient feature
of a situation, or of an operation, is determined by the in-fluence exerted by teiniclftos(as noted), teeis

a resulting interdependency, important though indirect,
among the several features. This interdependency is ex-

Splained hereafter. (Chapter IV).
The Fundamental Military Principle. The Fundamental

Principle for the Attainment of an End in human affairs
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NOTE:

Pages 40, 41, and 42, in the folder, within, present the
Fundamental Military Principle expressed in verbal and in
diagrammatic form, together with certain facts as to its
principal corollaries and their application,

When the folder is left open, the Fundamental Mili-tary Principle is thus constantly available for reference
during the study of the succeeding chapters.
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(page 32) has invited attention to the factors, pertinent to
suitability, feasibility, and acceptability, seen to be appli-
cable, as well, to any military effort (page 35). As also noted,Ii a military effort will necessarily consist of military opera-
tions, whoae salient features depend upon the same factors.
The factors, in turn, have been observed (page 32 and fol-
lowing) to be interdependent.

These considerations lead to the formulation of a de-
rivative of the Fundamental Principle for the Attainment
of an End in human affairs, in the form of

The Fundamental Military Principle
The attainment of a military objective (the creation

or maintenance of a favorable military situation) depends
on effective orerations involving the salient features of

Ef'ective action with relation to correct physical
objectives,

Projection of action from advantageous relative
positions,

Praper apportionment of fighting strength, and
Ensurarn'e of adequate freedom of action,

each fulfilling the requirements of
Suitability, as determined by the factor of the ap-

propriate effect desired,
Feasibility, by reason of relative fighting strength

as determined by the factors of the means
available and opposed, influenced by the factor
of the chararteristics of the theater of oper-
ations, and

Acceptability, as determined by the factor of the
consequences as to costs,

which factors are in turn dependent on each other.

The Fundamental Military Principie, as a va!id guide,
encounters no exception in the field it purports to cover.
As a practical guide, it brings to attention, in broad outline,
all the causes and effects which are involved. The principle
affords a proper basis for the fonnulation of corollary
pkinciples for the determination, in any particular situation,
of any element noted therein whose value may be unknown
but may be ascertained by reference to cther pertinent
elements which constitute known quantities. (See pages
21-27.)

As later explained (Chapter IV), the two major ap-
plications of the Principle relate to the selection of a cor-
rect military objective and to the determination of effec-
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tive military operations to attain an objective (see page
28). A corollary Principle of the Correct Military Objective

will accordingly state that the selection of a correct mili-stary objective depends on the due consideration of the
islient features and the factors cited in the Fundamental

Military Principle. The application of this corollary is dis-
cussed in Section II of Chapter IV. I,

A corollary Principle of Effective Military Operationswill simnilarly state that the determination of effective opera-

tions for the attainment of a military objective depends on
the due consideration of the salient featvres and the factora
cited in the Fundamental Military Principle. The applica-
tion of this corollary is eplained in Section IIi of Chap-
ter IV.i" frdeemnighs w cio.Teycnalob ue sThese principles can be used as a basis for formulating

the plans of the commander concerned, and, accordingly,
basis for rendering sound opinions, when requested of the

commander, as to plans and actions contemplated by higher
authority. The principles are in like manner applicable for
purposes of historical study involving analysis of operations
of the past.

Y4
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THECHAPTER IV
THE APPLICATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL

MILITARY PRINCIPLE
(Objectives-Their Selection and A-tainment)

Section I of Chapter IV discusses the major components of all•[• military robleoms
11 lltor,- II deals with the fundamental considerations havinW to

do, generally, with the first of these components, L e., the selection of
"correct military objcdives; the application, more specdfically, is re-
verved for Chapter VI.

Section III deals with the fundamental considerations having to
do, generally, with the second of the two major components, I. e., the
determinatton of effective military operations for the attainment of
such objectives; the application, more specifically, is reserved for
Chapter VII.

The selection of objectives has a secondary application, also, to
the discussion in Chapter VII, while the determination of operations
has a similar application to that in Chapter VI. Both subjects, I.e., as
to objectives and as to operations, have application also to Chapter IX.

The chart on page if shows these relationships.

L MAJOR COMPONENTS OF MILITARY PROBLEMS.
In the two precedin chapters, the study of the nat-

ural mental processes has brought to notice that, oo meet
the requirements of suitability, feasibility, and acceptability
as to consequences in the proper solution of a military prob-
lem, it is first necessary to establish a sound basis for that
solution. Such a basis involves an understanding of the ap-
propriate effect desired and of relative fighting strength
(see pages 29 and 30).

In each situation an understanding of the appropriate
effect desired, from the standpoint of suitability, requires:

(1) A grasp of the salient features of the situa-
tion, favorable and unfavorable, including the perplex-
ity inherent therein,

(2) A recognition of the incentive to solution of
the problem, i. e., a realization of the desire or need for
attaining a certain effect, an objective (page 36) which
will be the maintenance or creation of a favorable mili.
tary situation, and•

(3) An appreciation of this objective in its rela-
tionship to the next further result to be accomplished
by its attainment.
An understanding of relative fighting strength involves

consideration of the means available and opposed, as influ-
enced by the characteristics of the theater of operations.
With this understanding there is provided a sound basis for
the determination, later, of the feasibility of courses of
action and of their acceptability with respect to consequences
as to costs.
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In the premises, the ab.'Uty to understand the nature of ,
a military problem is dependent on the knowledge, ex-
perience, character, and professional judgment of the corn-
mander. These qualities enable him .to grasp the signifi-
cance of the salient features of the situation. The same
persozial characteristics are instrumental in the recogni-
tion of the incentive. Analysis indicates that an incentive
may arise (1) by reason of a directive issued by higher
authority, or (2) from the fact that a decision already
reached by the commander has introduced further prob-
lems, or (3) because of the demands of the situation.
However, the primary consideration in understanding the
nature of the problem is the appreciation of the objective
from which the problem originates, i. e., the just estimation
or accurate evaluation of this objective. Such consideration
is primary because appreciation of this objective involves,
as necessary concomitants, a grasp of the salient features
of the existing situation (to be maintained or changed) and
a recogiition of the incentive.

Correct appreciation of this objective, in its relation-
ship to the further effect to be produced, is thus the prin-
cipal consideration in reaching an understanding of the ap-
propriate effect desired. It is, to repeat, through an under-
standing of this factor and of the factors of relative fight-
ing strength that the commander establishes the basis for
the solution of his problem. (See Section I of Chapter VI,
page 118).

The Solution of a Military Problem. When the com-
mander has thus obtained an understanding of the basis
of his problem, the actual procedure of solution is under-
taken through the consideration of the factors involved
in their influence on the various plans for the attainment of
the appropriat-. A desired, as thus established. The best
plan, selected and embodied in outline in the decision, can
then be further developed, if necessary, in-to a general plan
for the commander's force ard, finally, into a detailed plan,
as the solution of the problem. (See page 22.)

The Major Components of a Military Problem. Each
plan considere,! by the commander will involve (page 21)
two major considee-Rtions: namely-an effect to be produced
and the action required to produce it; or, in military terms,
a correct military objective (or objectives) and effective
operations for its attainment. The selection of correct mili-
tary objectives and the determination of effective operations
for their attainment are therefore the two major com-
ponents of a military problem, because they are the prin-
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cipal considerations on vh- h depends the soundness of
military decision. To meet ih-e requirements is a prime
function of command, one which demands professional
judgment of the highest order.

The major components of a military problem are of
course intimately connected, because a purposeful action,
accomplished, is equivalent to an objective, attained. Fur-
thermore, the attainment of an objective involves the ac-
complishment of effective operations.

Because of the importance of the subject, the relation-
ship between these two major components deserves very
careful analysis. As has been observed (page 30), the ac-
tion to be taken depends, in the first instance, on the effect
to be produced. Therefore, the objective is, as compared to
the action to attain it, the paramount matter. Moreover,
there is necessarily included, in the procedure of selecting a
correct objective, a consideration as to whether the action
to that end will be feasible and as to whether the conse-
quences involved will be acceptable on the basis of the costs
which will be exacted. If, then, the objective has been cor-
rectly selected in any situation, this procedure will have
included, as a necessary incidental, the determination also,
in the proper detail, of the operations required for its attain-
ment.

Of the tw3 major components involved in the selcction
of the best plan, the primary relates, therefore, to correct
objectives. Accordingly, this consideration is most aptly ex-
pressed in terms o! the "selection" of objectives. The "de-
termination" of necessary operations is a proper expression
of the procedure therein involved, because this procedure,
though also involving a major component of the problem
is dependent on the primary consideration of objectives.

A valid guide for practical use during the process of
solving military problems will therefore provide a basis,
primarily, for the selection of correct objectives. However,
the procedure for such selection, though requiring con-
sideration of the action involved in attaining objectives,
will seldom call for a complete analysis of such operations.
Therefore, it is also desirable, for the solution of military
problems, to provide a valid guide for the determination
of effective operations, in detail. This guide may be used
o0. ,ccasions when, -the correct objective having been se-
lected, the only remaining problem is to work out the
detailed operations involved.

The Fundamental Military Principle, developed in the
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preceding chapter, has been formulated to, fulfill the re-
quirements described in the preceding paragraph. Through
the exhaustive analybis of the elements involved, there
has been provided, in the form of a single fundamental
principle, a valid guide for the selection of correct military
objectives and for the due determination of effective opera-
tions for their attainment.

In the present chapter, the abstract application of the
Principle Is discussed In terms of fundamental considera-

-nus. Section II of the chapter deals with the selection of
, *ctives; this subject, in more specific terms, is later ex-

panded in Chapter VI. Section III of the present chapter
deals with the determination of operations; this subject,
in more specific terms, is expanded in Chapter VII. The
present chapter affords a treatment applicable to military
problems of any nature. Later expansion is applicable, more
especially, to naval problems.

This arrangement of the subject matter has been a-
dopted for two reasons. First, discussion of fundamental
considerations, thus taken up at the present point, immedi-
ately follows the 1. rmulation of the principle (in Chapter
l). Furthermore, a fundamental treatment, prior to Chap-
ters VI and VII, permits maximum brevity in the discussion,

therein. The commander, having mastered the fundamentals
dealt with here, can later follow the detailed procedure with
minimum distracti'on due to reference to the preceding dis-
cussion.

Essential Elements Involved. As previously stated, the
problems of war differ from those of other human activities
with respect, only (page 35), to the specialized characte? of
the factors that enter.

The final outcome is dependent (page 8) on ability to
Isolate, occupy, or otherwise uontrol the territory of the
enemy. The sea, though it supplements the resources of land
areas, is destitute of many essential requirements of man,
and affords no basis, alone, for the cecure development of
humar activities. Land is the natural habitat of man. The
sea provides routes of communication between land areas.
The air affords routes of 2,ommunication over both land and
sea.

These facts inject into military operations certain fac-
tors peculiar to movement of military forces by land, sea,
and air (page 60). Tere are also involved the specialized
demands of a technique for the imposition of and the re-
sistance to p' ysical violence. In addition there appear those
factors related to the psychology of human reactions to
armed conflict.
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In any situation inwv ving ol.posing armcd forces, the
problem, as in any human activity ýpage 30), is, from the
stardpoint of each opponent, a matter of maintaining exist-
ing conditions or of bdngi,.g a.bout a change. The method
empluyed. if t':- ictien i , Lo !',, -ffective, will follow lines
clculktt' ; k, shai,," • mnsuing progressive changes in cir-
rv•srstnces .oward tne attainment of the end in view. The

.,cdtion to be taken will be ineffective if it does not support
the calculated line of endeavor, i.e., if it is not suitable or
adequate forcibly to shape the course of events either to-
ward the creation of a desired new and more favorableI situation, or the maintenance of the original condition&

The analysis of the principal components of a military
problem-i.e., the military objectives and the military op-I
erations appropriate to the effort for their attainment-
therefore requires a study of such objectives and operations
in terms, respectively, of a favorable military situation
(page 37) and of a favorably progressing military operation
(page 38). As has been observed, the salient features of

. such a situation or operation are, from the abstract view-
I point, identical, as are also the factors which determine

the character of such features (page 39). As a covering
word for such features ani factors, alike, the term "ele-
ments" appears especially suitable, inasmuch as it properly
comprises the constituent parts of any subject, as well as
the factors which may pertain thereto.

Accordingly, the analysis, following, of the procedure
for selection of correct military objectives is made in terms
of the essential elements of a favorable milit-ry situation.
For like reasons, the analysis of the procedure for deter-
mining the character of the detailed operations required is
made in. terms of the essential elements of a favorably pro-
gressing military operation. (For these elements, see the
salient features and the factors cited in the Fundamental

* Military Principle, page 41.)

IL SELECTION OF CORRECT MILITARY OBJECTIVES

Nature of Military Objectives. In the previous discus-
sion (page 36), the military objective has been defined as
the end toward which action is being, or is to be, directed.
As such it has been noted as an objective in mind. The
tangible focus of effort, the physical objective toward
which the action is directed, has been observed to be an
objective in space. The physical objective is always an ob-
ject, be- it only a geographical point, while the objective, beý
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ing a amtal concept, Is a situation to be created or main-
tained.

The term "objective" requires circumspection, not only
in the manner of its expression (see page 53), but in its
use. The latter is true because the purport of the ob-
jective under consideration will vary with the viewpoint
of the echelon concerned. For instance, the proper visual-
UL~tUon of an objective, as an "effect desired" (page 19),
calls for a correct answer to the question, "Who desires
this effect to be produced?" (See page 4).

A variety of viewpoints is thus a natural characteriseti
of the chain of command (pages 11-13), whose functioning
creates what may be called a "chain of objectives".

Necessary exceptions aside, the commander expects to
receive, from his immediate superior, an assigned objective,
which that superior thus enjoins the commander to attain.
The commander, in turn, through the use of the natural
mental processes already explained, decides on an objective,
for the general effort of his own force, to attain the objective
assigned by his immediate superior.

As a subordinate, a comnmander to whom an objective
has been assigned is responsible to his immediate superior
for its attainment. The commander may, however, also
occupy the position of an immediate superior to one or more
commanders on the next lower echelon. In such capacity,
he may assign objectives to these immediate subordinates.
By attaining such an assigned objective, each of these sub-
ordinates thus contributes to the success of the complete
effort planned by his immenu ite superior, to the extent
represented by his own assigned share of the effort.

A commander can scarcely expect to receive in full the
intelligent support of his subordinate commanders, unless he
makes clear to them the character of his own planned effort.
It is customary, therefore, when assigning an objective to
a subordinate, also to inform him of the purpose which its
attainment is intended to further. Stated differently, a com-
niander, when imposing upon an immediate subordinate an
effect which he is to produce, informs him, at the same time,
of the izature of the military result which he, the immediate
superior, has determined to bring about.

This is the part of wisdom, not merely of choice. It ac-
quaints the immediate subordinate with the objective of the
immediate superior and thus enables the former to compre-
hend wherein the attainament of his own assigned objective
is expected to contribute to the attainment of the effect
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desired by his superior.
Since the attainment of the assigned objectives will

represent the consummation of the general plan of the im-
mediate superior, the purpose of each of these assignments
is to assist in the attainment of the objective announced,
for his entire force, by the immediate superior (see alsopage 12).

From the viewpoint of the subordinate, the objective
I thus assigned by the immediate superior becomes the appro-

priate effect desired, essential to the determination of the
accomplishment which the former is to effect by his own
effort. On occasion, also, the full scope of the appropriate
effect desired may require consideration of the objectives of
higher echelons in the chain of conmiand, so far as such
objectives inay be known or deduced.

The responsibility of the immediate superior, in the
matter of ensuring that his immediate subordinates under-
stand the purpose of their assigned objectivel,ý is in no re-
spect less than that which falls upon the-e subordinates in"

I the execution of their own assignments. By failiig to pro-
vide subordinate commanders, through whatever wethods,
with a knowledge not only of the details of his plan but of
the general objective which their integrated effort is cal-
culated to attain, the superior may actually 3ubject his
undertaking to the risk of failure.

The decision as to the general plan (page 44) for the
attainment of his assigned objective provides the com-
mander with an objective which he himself has originated.
With the plan for the attainment of his genera) objective
clearly fixed in mind, the commander may now proceed to
the selection of one or more objectives of a specific nature,
the integrated attainment of which will ensure the attain-
ment of his az' 4gned objective. The instructions which he
may then give, severally, to his immediate subordinates in
Da detailed plan of operations, thus indicate to the latter their
assigned objectives. (See also page 22.)

The source of the incentive (page 44) has an intimate
connection with the assigned objective. Furthermore, what-
ever the origin of the incentive, the ability to select correct
objectives is an essential element in the mental equipment
of the commander.

For example, if the incentive arises by reason of a
directive received from higher authority, such directive will
presumably assign an objective, specific or interred. The
commander to whom such an objective is assigned is
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responsible for a correct understanding of all the implica-
tions Involved, including the relationship between the as-
signed objective and the general objective of the next higher
commander, which represents the purpose of the assigned
objective. On occasion it will also be necessary for the com-
mander to consider the relationships involved with the
further objectives of the higher command (page 49). Again,
without any suggestion of cavilling at orders received, the
commandei may also find occasion to examine, with care,
the implications of his assigned objective, because of his
responsibility for taking correct action in the premises
(page 15).

If the incentive arises from a decision previously made
by the commander, it follows that such decision will have
embodied an objective, selected by the commander himself.

If the incentive arises because of the demands of the
situation, the commander is responsible for recognition of
the necessity for action and for the correct selection of an
appropriate objective, to be adopted by him as a basis for
his own action as if it were assigned by higher authority.

An assigned objective having been established with
respect to the basis !or his problem, the commander is al-
ways responsible for the correct selection of an objective to
serve as the end in view for the general, integrated action
of his subordinate commanders.

Once such an objective has been selected, the com-
mander Is further responsible for selecting, on the basis
provided thereby, correct objectives to be assigned to his
subordinate commanders.

For various practical reasons, therefore, the responsi-
bility of the commander requires of him the ability to select
correct objectives. On the basis of classification with re-
spect to t!.L authority making the selection, analysis will
demonstrate the existence of two types of d6jectives.

These two types of objectives are (see page 80 as to
effects and further effects), namely, (1) the assigned ob-
jective (page 48) ordinarily indicated by higher authority,
exceptionally determined by the commander for himself,
and (2) the objec~ive typically selected by the commander,
himself, rs the end in view for the integrated effort of his
subordinates. It will be noted that in the latter category
there will fall, not only the general objective referred to im-
mediately a' ye, but numerous other objectives for whose
attainment provision may be needed during the actual pro-
secution of the effort or in anticipation thererf.
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Procedure for Selection of Correct Military Objectives.
-- The Fundamental Military Principle (page 41), properly

applied, is the basis for the selection of any or all of such
objectives. The procedure involves the direct application of
the corollary Principle of the Correct Military Objective.

According to this principle, the selection of a correct
military objective depends on due consideration of the
salient features noted, i. e., correct physical objectives, ad-
vantageous relative positions, proper apportionment of ight-
ing strength, and provision for adequate freedom of action.
These features, discussed in greater detail hereafter (in
this chapter), are determined by factors cited in the Prin-
ciple (pages 41-42).

The first factor 'Leing the appropriate effect desired,
a correct military objective is selected, in the first in-
stance, by reference to the requirement of suitability as to
this factor. This appropriate effect desired may be indi-
cated by the higher command (page 44), or may be de-
termined by the commander himself as hereinafter ex-
plained (page 52).

When the appropriate effect desired has been estab-
lished, the next consideration is, "What physical objective
(or objectives) can be found, action with relation to which
will, if successful, attain this effect?"

For example, if the appropriate effect desired were the
"reduction of enemy battleship strength" in a certain area,
then an enemy battleship appearing therein would mani-
festly be a correct physical objective. A suitable action with
relation thereto would be "to destroy the enemy battleship",
in which case the objective involved in the action would be
"the destruction of the enemy battleship".

Any lesser accomplishment, such as infliction of damage
on the enemy battleship, or its repulse, or its diversion else-
where, would also be suitable to the appropriate effect de-
sired, though not in the same degree. Each such visualized
accomplishment, suitable tu the appropriate effect desired,
may properly be considered as a tentatively selected ob-
jective.

An objective having beca tentatively selected on the
basis of the appropriate effi.,t desired, its final selection
will naturally depend, as indicated in the Principle, on the
feasibility of the effort involved in the attainment of each
such objective, and on the acceptability of the consequences
as to costs.

In investigating such feasibility, account is taken of
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the relatlv- 'Uhting strength. With relation to the enemy
battleship, for example (see above), thO commander would
consider the means available to him and the means oippud.
(including the enemy battleship and any supporting forces),
as influenced by the characteristics of the theater.

This investigation will include, necessarily, a sufficient
analysis of the salient features of the operation required to
attain each objective. Such features include the nature of
the physical objectives (the battleship and any other forces,
for instance), the possibilities of relative position. the prob-
lems involved in apportioning the forces on either side, and
the proper considerations as to freedom of action.

A similar study with respect to the acceptability of
the consequences to be expected, as to the costs involved in
the operation, will provide a basis for a conclusion as to that
factor.

If the attainment of an objective is found to be in-
feasible, or feasible only at the expense of unacceptable
consequences, the proposed objective will naturally be re-
jected, and some other objective will be considered (page
33).

The objective finally adopted as the best will be that
which, all things considered, is best adapted to the require-
ments of suitability, feasibility, and acceptability, as out-
lir.'• in the Fundamental Military Principle.

The Appropriate Effect Desired, as the Basis for the Ob-
4tive. As will be appreciated from the foregoing discus-

ion, the first factor in the selection of a correct objective is
.he "appropriate effect desired". The evaluation of this fac-
tor is not always easy, for reasons which will be explained.

The procedure (as indicated by the Principle of the Ap-
propriate Effect to be Desired-page 33) is the same as for
the selection of anu objective. This identity of procedare Is
natural, because the appropriate effect desired, used as
a basis for selecting the commander's general objective,
itself involves the appreciation of an objective. The latter
is, in fact, one of the "chain of objectives' previously men-
tioned (page 48).

Under conventional conditions this objective is selected
by higher authority, and is assigned to the commander in
his instructions from the next higher echelon (page 48).
The objective so indicated will of course, under sound pro-
cedure, have been selected by higher authority on the basis
embodied in the Fundamental Military Principle.
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When an establibhed chain of command (page 11) is in
effective operation, the path to the appropriate effect desired
will therefore normally be indicated through an assigned
objective, by the immediate superior. This assignment, how-
ever, or the failure to receive such an indication, does not
relieve the commander from the responsibility for taking
correct option on his own initiative. Such necessity may
arise should he find, in the exercise of a sound discretion,
that his instructions need modification or alteration, or even
that it is necessary for him to depart from his instructions
under circumstances of great emergency (page 15-16).

Furthermore, the objective may be adopted by (rather
than assigned to) the commander concerned, on his owir
initiative, in order to meet the demands of a situation
(page 53) as to which the higher command has not yet
had time or opportunity to act.

Moreover, even when an objective is assigned by higher
authority in the usual course, it may be expressed in such
terms as to require examination in order to enable thc
tommander to appreciate it (page 43), as to its b-aring on
nis operations. In fact, studious analysis may be r.ecessary
for this purpose.

For example, if the objective so indicated does not
specify a clearly-defined goal, the commander will need u
make a thorough study in order to appreciate the full in-
plications intended. He may find it necessary to analyze his
immediate superior's instructions pertaining to the entire
force of which his commarnd is a part, and to consider, also,
the objectives indicated for other commanders, on his own
echelon, who also belong to that force.

O)n occasion, also, higher authority may acquaint •
commander with the general plan adopted by the supe-
rior, and may order action--such as movement in a certain
direction or to a certain locality-without assigning a more
definite objective. Should it happen in emergency that later
developments prevent higher authority from making such
an assignment, the commander may find himself under the
necessity of selecting, for himself, an appropriate objec-
tive, to be adopted by him as if it were assigned.

Should the commander find that his instructions do
not clearly indicate an objective, or should he find that the
one indicated is not applicable under the circumstances of
the case, he will select an appropriate objective for his own
guidance as if it were assigned by higher authority. He will
make such selection through use of the same procedure al-
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ready described herein as applicable to the selection of an
objective of any sort. In such case he puts himself in his
superior's place, in order to arrive at a reasoned conclusion
such as the higher commander, if apprised of the circum-
tances, would desire to adopt. Circumstances permitting,

the commander will of course communicate with higher
authority, and will make constructive representations. (See
page 15.)

The appropriate effect desired, as the first factor to be
applied in selecting such an objective, will naturally involve
the objective indicated in the general plan for the imme-
diate superior's entire force. This general plan is normally
announced by the superior for the guidance of the com-
mander and of other commanders on the same echelon. If,
however, this further objective is not known to the com-
mauder, he will endeavor to obtain a proper point of refer-
ence. To this end, he will use his knowledge af the objective
assigned to his immediate superior, or of the further inten-
tions of the higher command with respect to the conduct of
the operations, or of the campaign, or of the war.

The provisions for the formulation of plans and orders
(Chapters VII and VIII) take account of the fact that the
commander may require definite information as to the ob-
jectives of higher echelons. In organizations where a state
of mutual understanding has been well established, the com-
mander will rarely be without some guidance in the premises
(see also page 33), by reason of the chain of objectives in-
dicated in plans and orders of the higher command (page
48).

From the viewpoint of the commander, this relation-
ship among objectives presents to him a series, from the
present or immediate objective to others more distant in
time. Thus there may be one or more intermediate ob-
jectives, leading away from the immediate one to the ulti-
mate objective, so far as the concern of the moment is in-
volved.

This relationship of immediate, intermediate, and ul-
timate objectives may also exist in situations where the
commander, operating on his own initiative and respon-
sibility, determines such a chain of objectives for himself.

Such a situation frequently arises in a campaign or a
major operation, and is normal, also, as to minor operations
(see page 56, as to physical objectives).

As already observed, the relationship of objective and
further objective is the criterion for distinguishing between
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strategical and tactical considerations, from the viewpoint

of the commander concerned (pages 9 and 10).
What has been noted in the foregoing as to the ob-

jective (singular) is also applicable to situations where
such an objective involves two or more objectivea collec-
tively considered.

II. DETERMINATION OF EFFECTIVE MILITARY
OPERATIONS

As noted with respect to the Fundamental Military
Principle (page 41), the effort required for the attainment
of a military objective involves military operations (page
37), whose salient features are listed in the Principle.
These features, including physical objectives, relative ixsi-
tions, apportionment of fighting strength, and freedom of
action, will now be discussed to indicate how they are cor-
rectly determined by the factors, also cited in the Principle,
pertaining to suitability, feasibility, and acceptability. Such
determination is accomplished through application of the
corollary Principle of Effective Military Operations (page
42).

Physical Objectives

Fundamental Considerations. An operation, however
splendidly conceived and faultlessly executed, involves waste
of effort if directed with relation to wrong physical ob-
jectives.

Since a physical objective constitutes the tangible focus
of effort (page 47) toward the attainment of the effect de-
sired, its correct determination is of paramount importance
both before and during the prosecution of operations.

As has been demonstrated (page 51), the consideration
of possible physical objectives (in space) is essential to
the selection of suitable objectives (in mind). Moreover,
action with reference to one or more physical objectives is
the necessary basis for determining the feasibility and ac-
ceptability of a plan.

Military objectives can be achieved only through the
application of power, actually or by threat (page 8), with
reference to physical objectives.

The determination of correct physical objectives is fol-
lowed, if more than one such objective is found, by the
selection of the one or more which are best adapted to the
requirements of the situation. The procedure for determina-
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tion and for selection is a matter for painstaking mental ef.
tort, based on the considerations now to be presenWed.

The term "military objective" is frequently used in mib.
tary literature to distinguish physical objectives which are
combatant in clip -acter from those which are noncombatant.

The considerations which follow are applicable to physical
objectives of all categories.

Procedure for Determination and Selection of Correct
Physical Objectives. In a particular set of circumstances,
the fAeld'whereiv correct physical objectives may be found
and the best selected, is that of an existent or probable
theater of action.

The determination of a physical objective, when cor-
rect, initially satisfies the requirement of suitability with
respect to the nature of the objective,-this being, in such
case, the appropriate effect dew, red (page 31). Physical ob-
jectives not suitable, with rf.-lation to the objective to be
attained, are manifestly inco,.Tect physical points of orienta-
tion with respect to the operations involved in the effort to
attain such an objective.

It may be found, however, that the selection of a single
physical objective will not fulfill this requirement. A com-
mander may find it necessary to direct his effort simul-
taneously, or in succession, with relation to more than one
physical objective.

When a succession of physical objectives has to be
dealt with, the selection will necessarily include such a
series. Such a case might occur where a campaign has been
found necessary in the form of successive stages as essen-
tial features. The visualized termination of each succes-
sive stage may be marked by the successful application of
effort with respect to one or more physical objectives. Such
a series of physical objectiles may frequently also occur in
operations on a smaller scale; even in very minor actions
such b ucceelon of efforts is normal. (See page 54, as to
objecti,-.- I

The choice as to the specific nature of physical ob-
jectives will extend, for example, from the enemy's organ-
ized forces as a whole to the physical body of an individual
combatant. Within this range will be included all manner
of physical elements of enemy fighting strength, singly and
in combination, such as troops, ships, geographical points,
lines and areas, fortifications, bases, and supplies.

The physical objective may take the form of a fixed
geographical position, the occupation of which, because of
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its inherent advantages, may be, for example, an essential
preliminary to further progress. The position may, for in-
stance, be merely a point in the ocean (page 47), a reade.-
vows beyond which,.although its.occupation may be uncon-
teste It has been deemed tmwime to proceed without fur-
ther information or additional strength.

The physical objective, therefore, does not always take
the form of some element of the enemy fighting strength;
not infrequently, the occupation of a correct physical ob-
jective may be uncontested by the enemy. However, inter-
vening armed forces of the, enemy may constitute the phy-
sical objective for application of successful effort before a
further physical objective may be dealt with. The possibility
of enemy opposition may, therefore, place the selection of
one or more physical objectives on an indeterminable basis
at the time of the original solution of the problem. This may
require a commander to defer his choice until the situation
has become more fully developed.

For example, his objective may be the occupation of
a certain harbor, preliminary to the establishment of a
base. The harbor is then a correct physical objective, per-
haUp the only rhyu•cal objective which need be dealt with,
if there su-e no other obstacles to prevent or interrupt the
operation. Armed forces of the enemy may, however, stand
as an obstacle to the undisputed occupation of the harbor
and, therefore, to the attainment of the objective. In such
case they become, for the time being, the correct physical
objective.

While the armed forces of the enemy may frequently
present appropriate physical objectives, this is not always
the cace (see above). It is true that, in war, the armed
forces of the enemy, until they can no longer offer effective
reistance, prevent Ule full attainment of the objective of
the State. Accordingly, from the broad viewpoint, they may
constitute the legitimate and proper physical objective of
the opposing armed forces. Armed forces of the enemy
which are present in opposition to any projected operations
are likely to offer proper physical objectives.

These facts, however, do not restrict a commander, In
his choice of a physical objective, to the armed forces of
the enemy. Nor do these considerations require him to
search for and destroy the enemy forces before directing
his effort toward the attainment of an objective under cir-
cumstances where the enemy is seen to be incapable of pre-
senting effective opposition.
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The correct physical objective may change several
times during the course of an operation. This is particularly
to be expected in a naval tactical engagement of consider-
able scope. While the enemy fleet, as a whole, may properly
be considered in such a case to Le the physical objective, the
component parts of each fleet, the types re. vessels and
their combinations, may, from time to time, find in their
opponents a variety of physical ebjectives, the particular
identity of which can scarcely be p. 'edicted with assurance.
It is here that the importance of the correct selection of
physical objectives stands out in bold relief.

Infliction of loss on ep,• ny forces, or support of own
forces hard press-d, may always seem tempting immediate
objectives L. war. However, there may be occasions when
disengagement or refusal to engage an enemy force, ,even
though it be of manifestly inferior strength, may be appro-
priate to the attainment of tho end in view. Necessity for
speed or secrecy, or other demands, may make the required
operations unacceptable. (See page 75 as to the offensive
and the defensive.)

Land, as the natural habitat of man (page 46), is al-
ways the principal store-house of his indispensable re-
sources, as well as the primary scene of his activities. Naval
operations, therefore, have always in view the eventual
maintenance or creation of a favorable military situation in
critical land areas. From this fundamental viewpoint, the
eventual physical objective of military operations is always
a land objective.

The suitability of a physical obj•.tive having been de-
termined, the next conM.eration is the feasibility (page 31)
of taking such action, with relation thereto, as will, if suc-
cessful, attain the objective in mind. Feasibility is deter-
mined by evaluation of the factors of means available and
opposed, as influenced by the characteristics of the theater,
in order to assess relative fighting strength (see page 52).
In connection with the effort involved with relation to any
physical objective, questions of feasibility may make it
desirable or necessary to visualize the detailed operations
which arise from considerations of relative position, of ap-
portionment of fighting strength, and of provision for free-
dom of action.

Of particular interest with respect to such operations,
it is noted that the premature disclosure of a selected phy-
sical objective is a military error. By appeariag, however, to
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operate against more than one physical objective, a corn-
mander may lead the enemy to overstrain his resources
in the effort to protect them all. Thus the commander may
reduce the resistance to be encountered in dealing with whati have already, or may finally, become the selected physi al

objectives. Feints in several directions may even divert all
of the enemy's effective defense from the vital points (see
also page 68). Z

After the suitability of a physical objective has been
established, as well as the feasibility of the contemplated
action with relation thereto, such action is next considered
from the standpoint of acceptability with reference to the
consequences as to costs. The specific factors involved in
acceptability as to consequences have previously been men-
tioned (page 31).

When the requirements of suitability, feasibility, and
acceptability have been satisfied, the locality, the opposing
force, or other subject of consideration may be regaried
as a correct physical objective.

When more than one correct physical objective has
been determined and a choice is indicated, such selection
will also be founded on the foregoing requirements.

No doctrine, no advance instructions, can replace the
responsible judgment of a comi lander as to his correct phy-
sical objectives. On occasion, h,-her authority may request
recommendations (see page 42, as to opinions) with respect

S1 to such objectives. The duty of a commander to depart from
his insti uctions under certain conditions, and the grave re-
sponsibility which he thereby assumes, have also been re-
ferred to (page 16).

Relative Positions
Fundam( atal Considerations. The relative positions oc-

cupied or susciptible of occupancy by armed forces are mat-
ters which demand constant and intelligent attention beforej and during hostilities. Being fruitful sources of advantage
or disadvantage, such relative positions assume 6rimary
importance where enemy forces are concerned, and are

I scarcely of less importance from the standpoint of the cor-
rect apportionment of the subdivisions of one's own forces,
and from the viewpoint of their freedom of action.

During periods of actual tactical contact, the successful
delivery of the decisive thrust against .elected phys;.al



objectives is greatly furthermd by the occupancy and mainte-
nance of advantageous relative positions.

The ,undamental significance of -elative poition -lies
in the fact that position is the basie of movoment, for
movement is merely a change of position. Speed is the rate
at which moventent takes place. The particular factors to
be reckoned with are, therefore, time and space. In skillful
utili2.•tion of these elements lies the suecessfvl employment
of relative position in the creation or maintenance of a
favorable military situation, whether the movement be by
land, sea, or air (page 46).

The necessity for movement may be an important con-
sideration in determining possible or likely theaters of
operations. Where transportation between two or more
positions within a certain area is essential to the success-
ful conduct of a war, the area which includes t•hE routes

between these positions, or a p;rtion of suph routes, be-
comes at once a possible or likely theater. Such an area
may be normally within the control of one or the other of
the belligerents, or the control may be in dispute. Certain
of the positions themselves may belci;g to neither of the
belligerents. The area itself may be a land area, or a sea
-- ea, or a combination of the two. It may be an area which
borders upon the sea, or an island area. In any case, the
air is a common characteristic.

The movement of a force is properly regarded, not as
an even flow, but as a series of steps from one position to
another. The movement may or may not be continuous.
Pauses are usual, their occurrence vnd duration being a
matter dependent upon circumstances and calling for the
exercise of sound professional judgment. Intermediate po-
sitions may be utilized, successively, so as to facilitate oc-
cupancy of the final position which is the goal of that
phase of operations (page 56). This procedure often effects
an ultimate saving of time. In many cases, other advantages
also may accrue.

The foregoing considerations are applicable to changes
of position w!t.ther it the direction of the enemy, toward
Sflank, or to the rear. Flanking mnineuvers and retrograde

movements, both sometimes profitably employed to decoy
the enemy, may frequently be utilized to gain advantageous
relative position. The proper objective of each is the main-
tenance of a favorable situation, or the alteration of an un-
favorable one, either locally or with reference to the larger
phases of operations, through measures involving apportion-
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ment of fighting strength, or obtaining advantages cf post-
I tion. or retaining or gaining freedom of action. Combina-

tions of forward, flanking, or retrograde movements are
frequent in war, the skilifull rombination of the offensive
and the defensive (see page 75) being no less applicable to Atthe problem of relative position than to the other elemE-tsof a favorable military operation.

Procedure for Determination and Selection of Advan-
tagtotu Relative Positions. Since the various positions to
be occupied become physical objectives for the time beinW,U their proper determination and selection rre governed by

L, the same considerations which apply to physical objectives
(see page 55 and following).

Thus, it becomes necessary to consider, first, as to
suitability, whether the position, once gained, will permit
the attainment of the appropriate effect desired.

i Secondly, consideration is required as to feasibility. Are
the available means adequate to gain or to maintain such
position? In answering this question, due regard is paid toI: opposing means and to the characteristics of the theater.

Finally, there is to be considered, as to acceptability,
whether the consequences as to costs, in terms of relativeI fighting strength, will be such, if the position is gained
or maintained, as to permit the attainment of the objective.
The possible effect of these consequences on future action,

I whether the attempt succeeds or fails, may be vitally
significant.

if With regard to suitability, the factor of the appropriate
effect desired calls for special consideration of the require-
ments with a view to future action. This is true because of
the relationship which naturally exists between successive
positions (page 60) if changes of location from one to an-
other are to be integrated into movement calculated to ac-
complish the effect desired. Each position, itself for the
time being a physical objective, offers certain advan-
tages or involves certain disadvantages with relation to a
further physical objective. The position of the latter, in
turn, presents possibilities (or denies them) with respect
to future movement. The influence of considerations with
respect to time (in addition to those noted above with re-
gard to space) is also a factor whose importance increases
when urgency is a matter of immediate concern.

With regard to feasibility, the technical capabilities and
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limitations of the armed forces (page 67) are, of course,
among the principal factors. These capabilities and limita-
tious are respectively promoted and imposed primarily by
considerations peculiar to the particular medium of move-
maent involved.

With specific regard to the areas within which mili-
tary operations may suitably be undertaken, the fundamen-
tal distinctions created by recognized political sovercr ,nty
require attention. That part of the surface of the earth
which comprises its land area is recognized as the property
or the charge of one or another of the sovereign states,
although in certain cases the title may be in dispute. The
air above a nation's territorial domain is generally under-
stood to be part of that domain. The point to be observed is
that there are --.o land areas which belong equally to all
nation.,. Accordingly, because of the factor of neutral sov-
ereignty, both land and air forces of beiligerent States may
be under the necessity of following indirect routes to their
physical objectives.

In the case of the sea, however, all those portions of the
earth's surface which are covered by water (exclusive only
of the recognized territorial waters of the several nations),
i. e., the high seas, are presumably common property. The
same applies to the air above the sea.

These considerations, and the fact that the surface of
the sea is a broad plane, permit open sea areas to be trav-
ersed by a variety of routes to an extent not applicable
in the case of land areas and the air above them. In addi-
tion, the fact that technological developments have been
such as to permit movement, not only on the surface of the
sea and through the air above but also beneath the surface,
gives distinctive characteristics to the sea when consid-
ered as a theater of operations.

The surface of the sea has, from the earliest days to
the present, provided roads over which human beings in
greatest numbers and the resources of the world in great-
est weight and volume can be transported in single car-
riers. From the standpoint of any belligerent it is impera-
tive that, during war, these roads be kept open to the extent
demanded by the needs of the State. It is equally impera-
tive that an enemy be deprived of the advantape which
their use might otherwise afford. In both cases ,,mlized
(even though temporary) control, not only of the surface
but of the vwater beneath and the air above, may be essen-
tial. It is pertinent, also, to note at this point the interest
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of neutrals, or of unneutral nonbelligerent Powers, in keep-

Sjing open the trade routes via the high seas. Such interest
may constitute an important factor in the calculations of a
belligerent State.

ST Considerations of maximum capacity for speed repre-
j• sent the utmost possibilities with respect to movements

(i. e., change of positions) (page 40) in a given medium
within a given time limit. A knowledge of maximum speed
potentialities, one's own and those of the enemy, is required
if ianges in position are intelligently to be made. A
knowledge of the variety of conditions, controllable and
otherwise, which affect or preclude the employment of
maximum speed, is likewise a requisite. Poor material con-
dition, inadequate training, and iucorrect methods of opera-
tion are preventable or correctable. The limitatio;i on
speed which are imposed by logistics, and by natural ob-
stacles such as the hydrography, the climate, the wind,
the weather, and the state of the sea, are susceptible of
greatest possible adjustment to circumstances only by
the exercise of foresight and Judgment. All these conditions
indicate the close relationship that exists between relative
position and freedom of action (page 70).

The same observations apply to considerations of
maximum capacity for endurance, the ability to operate
without necessity for replenishment from an outside source.
Radius of action is decreased or increased accordingly with
resultant restrictions, or otherwise, on freedom of action.

With respect to the freedom of action of armed forces,
also a consideration in relation to feasibility, the logistics
of a military operation, of whatever scope, constitutes a
problem which begins when the plan is in process of
formulation. This problem ends only when the necessity
for sustaining the movement, and for retaining the position
gained, no longer exists.

Ships and other means of conveyance, surface, sub-
surface, and air, are incapable of providing the necessities
of life and the implements of warfare beyond the capacity
built into them. Operations which extend beyond the limits
of such capacity must cease unless replenishment and sup-
port, possible only from other sources, are provided. The
logistics problem may be so difficult as to cause rejection of
a course of action involving distant operations. From the
standpoint of supply, military movements by land, sea, and
air are, therefore, vitally associated with positions on land
and with their relation to the area of operations (see also
page 58).
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.-.The sam. observations apply in larger- scope to the
State itself, which, because of economic vulnerability with
respect to certain essential raw materials, may be compelled
to seek support from outside sources lest supplies on hand
becom~e exhausted. In all cases, great importance attaches
to the geographical location of sources of supply in their
relation to a required point of delivery and to the routes
which lie between.

It follows that enemy sources of suy Ily may be suitable
physical objectives (see page 56). Their destruction or cap-
ture, or the severance of the enemy's lines of communica-
tion with them, may seriously restrict his freedom of action.

From the standpoint of the relative position of its
features, and apart from their inherent military value,

7. the characteristics of the 'theater of military operations
may exert an important influence upon the shaping of
events. Each characteristic merits consideration as a po-
tential means of facilitating or obstructing movement. Some
localities may have been developed as repair, s'upply, or
air bases.* Others rray be sources of essential raw materials.
Certain points may be heavily fortified. Island formations
may be valuable to either opponent, or to both, because of
the capacity and security of their harbors, the character
of their terrain, or their positions relative to each other.
The inherent military value of the several features of the
theater may be enhanced or vitiated by the relative position
which each occupies with respect to other features, and
with reference to the location of the armed forces involved.

So-called "strategic points", historically significant in
connection with military operations, derive their importance
by reason of their relati• e position with reference to routes
of movement.

The possibilities of utilizing or of changing the char-
acteristics of a theater of operations, to assist, hamper, or
deny movement, are governed by consideraLions previously
discussed (see the Principle of the Proper Physical Condi-
tions to be established in the Field of Action-page 34).

In planning the creation or maintenance of a favorable
military situation from the standpoint of relative position,
there may, therefore, profitably be included an examination
into:

(a) The relation which may exist between the geo-
graphical location of the subdivisions of one's own forces
and
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(1) Those of the enemy,
(2) Geographical areas under one's own con-
()trol, and positions within those areas,
(8) Geographical areas not under one's own

control, and positions within those area,I (4) Areas coveted or In dispute,
(5) Fixed actual and potential repair and oper-

ating bases and sources of supply and re-
plenishment, own and enemy, controlled or
otherwise.

(b) The relation existiag c. -.; the geographical lo-
cations listed immediately above, including the effect of
ly 4ible changes in control

(c) The bearing of the sun and moon, and the direc-
tion of the wind and sea.

(d) The length and -Innerability of possible lines of
communication.

(e) The time and distance, and resulting relative
speeds, involved in movements necessary to change or to
maintain an existing relation.

(f) The measures incident to adequate freedom of
action.

S.. A more detailed analysis of the factors Influencing
relative position is made in Section I-B of the Estimate
Form (Chapter VI).

* * *

In connection with the factor of consequences as to
costs, the requirement as to acceptability is a weighing of
expected gains and of reasonably anticipated losses, a bal-
ancing of the one against the other, with due attention to
the demands of future action. (see page 61).

Military movement normally involves an inescapable
expenditure of military resources. The charrvcteristics of
the theater, alone, will exact their due toll, even if no enemy

*. be present. In the presence of the enemy, such expenditures
may increase with great rapidity. The fundamental con-
sideration here is whether the resultant losses are dispro-
portionate to the gains.

Avoidance of movement is frequently the .. ,rrect toeci-
sion, because movement, if it offers no advantages, is scarce-
ly justifiable even if it entails no material loss. Movement,
merely for the sake of moving, is not a profitable military
operation. However, the conduct of military operations with-
out major movement is a concept inherently defensive (page
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75), even apathetic, whose outcome, against an energetic
enemy, can rarely be other than defoat In the execution
of advantageous movement to achieve correct military ob-
jectives, the competent commander is always ready tc ac-
cept the losses which are inseparable from his gains.

The foregoing considerations as to advantageous rela-
tive positions are applicable, not only in the realm of the
commander's decisions as to his own action, but also to
his judgments rendered when higher authority calls for
recommendations (see page 42).

Apportionment of Fighting Strength

Fundamental Considerations. The assignment of a task
may be expected to carry with it availability of fighting
strength deemed adequate by higher authority for accom-
plishment of the operation involved.

In appropriate instances, the higher command may call
for recommendations as to the amount and character of the
means deemed adequate by the subordinate for performance
of the task with which he is, or is to be, charged (page 42).

In any case, means having been made available, it re-
mains for a commander to whom an objective has been as-
signed to apportion these available resources in such inan-
ner as to provide the requisite strength at points likely to
be decisive, without unduly weakening other points. In
effect, he is charged with a practical adjustment of means
to ends. This responsibility -s discharged by the effective
utilization of means and prevention of waste nicely bal-
anced through full consideration of all essential elements
of a favorable military operation. The procedure involved
has been indicated (see the corollary Principle for the de-
termination of the Proper Means to be Made Available-
page 34).

The relation between the strength to be brought to
bear in dealing with h selected physical objective, the tac-
tical concern of the moment, and that necessary to the at-
tainment of the strategical aim (see pages 9 and 10), con-
stitutes a fundamental consideration in effecting such a
balance.

In making a correct apportionment, there will be in-
volved not only the physical elements of fighting strength,
but the mental and moral as w6fl. With respect to mental
and moral factors, the capabilities of particular command-
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ers and organizations may be an important factor in appor-
tioning forces to tasks. In the physical field, numbers and
types occupy a prominent position, each however, requiring
"consideration from the standpoint of the existing situation.

Thus, forces composed of appropriate types and suit-
ably equipped and trained may exercise greater effect than
numerically larger forces not so well adjusted to the re-
quirements of the situation. On the other hand, numerical
considerations become predominant under conditions other-
wise substantially equal.

These considerations, viewed in the ligh; of the rela-
tionship of naval operations to land areas (page 63), indi-
cate the importance which may attach to immediate avail-
ability, with a naval force, in addition to its own air
strength, of a proper complement of land forces (with ap-
propriate air strength) which are organized, equipped, and
trained for amphibious operations.

The same considerations point also to the vital impor-
tance of due provision, with respect to the armTed forces of

a State, for joint operations involving concerted action on
land, by sea, or in the air.

In connection with the capabilities a-' 'articular com-
manders (page 66), it will be appreciated how important

it is, more especially in amphibious or joint operations, for
responsible officers to have a correct understanding of the
powers and limitations of the several types of military
forces involved, be their primary medium of movement the
land, the sea, or the air.

Factors of dispersion and concentration are also in-
volved in apportionment of fighting strength.

While undue dispersion may restult in lack of adequate
fighting strength where required, a certain degree of dis-
persion may be necessary to meet the demands of move-
ment and of freedom of action. Serious errors in this
regard, however, may result in inability to furnish support
where needed, and in consequent punishment or isolation
of one or more valuable detachments.

in distant operations some dispersion is required to
safeguard long lines of communication. The requirements
for this purpose may sometimes be so g, at that, unless the
total available strength is adequate, a due apportionment to
the guarding of long lines of communication may so weaken
the main force as to prevent the attainment of the objective.
(See also page 63.)

Proper dispersion is, therefore, a requirement to be met,
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while undue dispersion is to be avoided. But realization is
also necessary, in this connection, that there is an equal

danger in over-concentration. An undue concentration of
means at any p'int may subject such a force to unnecessary
loss. Another diiadvantage may be lack of adequate fight-
ing strength elsewhere. tt

Accordingly, axiomatic advice that it is unwise to
divide a total force, while containing a sound element of
caution, is misleading and inadequate, for division is often
necessary or desirable. To be adequate, a maxim or rule
relating to division of force should indicate when, and in
what measure, such division may or may not be necessary
or desirable. (See also page 25.)

Similarly inadequate, however true as a generality,
is the statement that the requirements of effective warfare
are met by bringing superiority to bear at the decisive
time and place. Such an injunction is of little assistance in
sclving practical problems as to the appropriate degree of
superiority, and as to the proper time and place.

In like manner, any rule is faulty which advises a
commander to seek the solution of his problems by always
bringing to bear his elements of strength against the hostile
elements of weakness. It may be found, on occasion, that
it is necessary or desirable to act with strength against
strength.

But it is equally faulty to maintain that action, to
be effective, seeks always to deal with the enemy by first
destroying his elements of strength. Even when the strong-
est opposition cannot be defeated by direct action of this
nature, success may still be possible by first disposing of
elements of weakness. When the stronger elements of a
hostile combination cannot be defeated without undue loss,
yet cannot stand without the weaker, consideration may
well be given to an apportionment of fighting strength on
the basis of seeking a decision against the latter. The defeat
of a relatively small force at a distance from the area where
the main forces are concentrated ir opposition, may hasten
the attainment of the ultimate objective.

The main effort, where the greater force is employed,
may be identical with the effort contributing most directly
to the final result. This identity, however, does not always
exist, and the decisive influence is frequently exerted by
a relatively small force, sometimes at a distance from the
principal areA of action.

Diversions (see also as to feints, page 59) are not likely
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to be profitable unless constituting a sufficient threat, or
unless offering apparent advantages to the enemy which
he feels that he cannot forego. Success will attend justified
diversions if they lead the enemy to reapportion his fighting
strength to meet the threat, either.because he expects repe-
titions (see page 73, as to raids), or because the area in-
"volved may become a new theater of action, or for other
pertinent reasons.

Means which are inadequate for the attainment of an
objective if used in one effort may sometimes be rendered
adequate by utilizing them in a series of successive im-
pulses. Similarly, the effect of employing means otherwise
adequate may be intensified by the delivery of attacks in
Wavea,

Procedure for Determining Proper Apportionment.
The fundamental consideratiois outlined above as to ap-
portionment of fighting strength have application both to
the offensive and the defensive (see also discussion on page
75). As to all of these considerations, the solution for
the particular situation is to be found only through an
analysis of the factors applying to the particular problem.

Thus, the first consideration relates to suitability, and
requires that the apportionment of means be suitable both
as to type and as to amount, in order to produce the ap-
propriate effect desired in view of the means opposed and
of the influence of the characteristics of the theater. The
fundamentals involved, applicable in all human activities
(see the Principle of the Proper Means to be Made Avail-
able-page 34), are the factors cited above. These are also,
of course, indicated in the Fundamental Military Principle.

The correct apportionment may also be influenced by
any military changes to be effected in the characteristics of
Oth theater (as indicated in the Principle of Proper Physical
C litions to be Established-page 34)." Thus, the estab-
list,,nent of a well defended base may operate, properly, to
reduce the requirements for apportionment of a force for a
particular duty in that locality. Similarly, the proper use of
fortifications, obstacles, demolitions, and routes by land,
sea, and air, as well as facilities for exchange of information
and orders, all operate to increase fighting strength relative
to that of the enemy.

The next consideration, that of feasibility, takes ac-
count of the type and of the amount of means that can be
apportioned in view of the means available.

In connection with the foregoing there will be appro-
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priate requirements for the operation as a whole and for its
component operations. All of these requirements may call
for analysis of the relative positions to be utilized, with
reference to the selected physical objectives, and of the
requirements for adequate freedom of action.

Finally, the requirement of acceptability as to the
factor of consequences will call for consideration of the
results of the allotments of forces to particular tasks. This
is necessary in order to arrive at reasonable conclucions as
to the military costs involved either in event of the success
of the effort or in event of its failure, and with respect,
more especially, to the effects on future action.

The attainment of the objective, however suitable as to
the effect desired, may be found, on the basis of due study,
to be infeasible or to involve unacceptable consequences.
The inescapable conclusion is then that an increase in rela-
tive fighting strength is required or that another objective,
feasible of attainment and acceptable with respect to con-
sequences, is necessarily to be adopted (see pr-ge 52-53).

Freedom of Action

Fundamental Considerations. In providing for proper
apportionment of fighting strength, a commander may at-
tain the end in view by increasing the physical, mental, or
moral elements of his own strength, relative to the enemy's,
or by decreasing the enemy's strength through I-mposing
restrictions on hostile freedom of action.

Freedom of action will enable a commander to prof.
ecute his plan in spite of restrictive influences. That enemy
interference will, to a greater or less extent, impose restric-
tions on freedom of action is to be expected. Restrictions
may also be imposed by physical conditions existing in the
theater of operations, and by deficiencies and omissions
which arc within the field of responsibility of the com-
mander to correct.

Even with fighting strength adequate to overcome
enemy opposition and physical handicaps, deficiencies and
omissions within a commander's own field may become effec-
tive checks to further progress unless avoided through
the exercise of foresight. To this end, it is desirable to con-
sider certain possibilities which are likely to promote free-
dom of action if properly exploited, and to restrict it if
neglected.

To a considerable extent, a commander has within
his own control the degree of influence which his force will
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exert in the creation or the maintenance of a favorable
military situation. The power applied by a military force
ir determined not only by the fighting strength of its com-i• ~ponent commands, but also by the degree of coordination

of their several efforts in the attainment of the objective
(see also page i2). Whatever the inability of the com-
mander to influence the other aspects of a situation, the
ability of his command to act unitedly %s a matter largely in
his hands.

When time permits, subordinate commanders, apprised
of contemplated tasks in general terms, may be called
upon to submit recommendations as to the detailed in-
structions to be issued them, as well (page 66) as to the
means to be allotted for the purpose. By this procedure,
individual initiative (page 15) is fostered and the higher
command enabled to utilize the first-hand knowledge and
experience gained on lower echelons without, however,
divesting the higher command of any of its responsibility.

The command system may provide for unified action
through unity of command or through cooperation resulting
from mutual understanding. On the assumption that com-
manders are competent and that communications are ade-
quate, unity of command is the more reliable method. How-
ever, it cannot be obtained everywhere and at all times,
because of the necessary decentralization of the command
system in areas distant from the commander. In such areas,I unity of effort may sometimes be assured by provision for
local unity of command. At other times, unity of effort may
depend entirely on cooperation between adjacent commands
within the same area. (See page 12.)

Organization (see page 13), the mechanism of com-
mand, is most effective when, through the establishment of
authority commensurate with responsibility (page 12) and
through the assignment of tasks to commanders with ap-
propriate capabilities (see also page 66), the highest pos-
sible degree of unity of command is attained. The command
organization and mutual understanding are of primary im-3 portance as methods of ensuring maximum power with
available fighting strength, and of affording consequent
maximum contribution to freedom of action.

Deficiencies in technical training are capable of im-
posing grave restrictions upon freedom of action. Material
equipment, even though it may represent the acme of per-
fection in design and construction, will not surely function
unless skillfully operated and maintained. Even though



mobility and endurance be otherwise assured, the capacity
which they represent is not susceptible of effective employ-
ment unless the methods of movement, i. e., of effecting
change in relative position (page 59), are intelligently
planned and are developed to a point which assures facility
of operation when in the hands of skilled personnel.

Tactical training, not omitting that required for joint
operations (page 67), is one of the vital factors of fighting
strength, with respect, more especially, to its contributions
to freedom of action.

A state of high and stable morale (page 9), founded
upon sound discipline, is an invaluable characteristic of
fighting strength. An understanding of the human being is
therefore an important feature of the science of war.

Discipline, in its basic meaning, is the treatment suit-
able to a disciple. The objective of discipline is therefore the
creation and maintenance of the spirit of willingness to
follow where the commander leads. The exercise of leader-
ship is not restricted, however, to those occasions when the
commander can be physically present. The exigencies of
war and the requirements of control prevent the commander
from being always, personally, in the foiefront of a'xt-n.
These restrictions as to considerations of space however,
impose no limitations on leadership in terms of time.

The influence of the competent commander is a factor
always acting to shape the situation according to his will
(page 47), though the necessities of the moment may com-
pel his presence eOewhere. The ability to create and main-
tain a faithful following who will execute the commander's
will wherever he may be (page 15) is, accordingly, a pri-
mary attribute of command.

With this objective in mind, the true disciplinarian
runs no risk of confusing harshness with the exercise of
justice. He understands the difference between an over-
bearing arrogance, arisirng from unconscious ignorance, and
the pride which springs from a justified self-respect. He ap-
preciates the distinction between mere stubbornness, which
would alienate his followers, and the necessary firmness
which binds the bonds between the leader and the led. He
realizes that comradeship, without presumptuous famili-
arity, is the firmest foundation for mutual loyalty (page
14). He knows that kindness and consideration, without
suggestion of pampeAng, will not be mistaken for weakness
by any subordinate worthy of the name.

Military subordination, which implies a proud obedience
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without trae'/- F, ty, ii the essential basis for the de-
T velopment c. h t.-alities of command. It is an old adage

that, to know ,.,)v to corrmnstd, one must know how to obey.
Jn the profession of arms, e':ery man is at once a leader and

I a follower; the uncertainties of war may suddenly confront
any individual, even on thE lowest echelon, with the call to
exercise commani.

Tbe re(uiremneuts of sound discipline are thus the cor-
rect biGs .or all trwuinn. By proper training of his com-
mand, by instillin,- in it a spirit of resolute determination
and by otherwise fostering its morale, and by weakening
the morale of the enemy, a commander may increase his
own fighting strength and reduce that of the opposition.

- Whern a command is inured to the ill effects of fear, le-
spor.dency, lack of confidence, .nd other weakening influ-
ences, it may more effectually employ measures calculatedItc upset the morale of the enemy.

- ,' connection with these measures, surprisc, when ju-
j,.ciously conceived and successfully emp~loyed, may be a
"r"o.,t ptent factor. Surprise (see page 6) is the injec-
,ion of the unex, ected for the purpose of creating an un-
favorable military situation for the enemy. Its effect is
,articularly telling when it results in disruption of enemy
Plans, and thus promotes the execution of one's own.

The Araid, an offensive measure swiftly executed, often"I k y surprise, and followed by a withdrawal, may be a valu-
able operation when employed to attain objectives within its
capacity. The collection of iniornration, the destruction of
"i"iportant ea.emy equipment r. supplies, the neutralization

A. of ,temy p - tions, the severing of physical means of com-
munication and transp8rt, and the like, are suitable objec-
tives. The attritional effect of repeathd raids may be very
great. Skillfully executed raids frequently produce panic
among the populace and thus, by political pressure, cause

I a change in tbe exisding apportionment of fighting strength
to the extent of upsetting military plans in other theaters.
"1his is particularly likely to occur when there is fear, jus-
tified or etherwise, of repetition (sne page 69).

However, because a raid necessarily includes a with-
diawal and cannot, therefore, accomplish the occupation of
territory (see page 46), it can have only indirect bearing,
however important, upon the final outcome of the host'lities
aga;.mt a strong and corpetteri, enemy. Like other forms
of surprise, the raid, injudiciously employed, may serve
only to disclose cre's presence, and thus to betray more
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Important future plans. If the raid fails to attain its objec-
tive, it may even strengthen enemy morale.

The form which surprise may take is not confined to
the stratagem, the ruse, or the sudden appearance. Any
unexpected displa, -f novel methods or o0. Ighting strength,
moral, mental, or physical, the last-named sometimes as-
suming the charact .r cf new and especially effective weap-
ons or equipment, is included ir the category of surprise.
The potential value of such methods or weapons is, however,
reduced or even completely vitiated ' .be leakage of ad-
vance information concerning them, not only as to their
details, but as to the fact of their existence.

Other conditions remaining unchanged, an offensive
sarprise measure is therefore more likely to be effective
when the opponent has not been given time to prepare a de-
fense against it. On the other hand, where there is knowl-
edge that an opponent or possible opponent is taking steps
of a new or unusual nature and vo adequate defense is
prepared, the equivalent of surprise has been granted him.

Security measures are necessary in order to minimize
or prevent surprise, or to defeat other efforts ain.ed at
disruption of plans. Protection brings security; its b:'sic ob-
jective is the conservation of fighting strength for future
employment. Primarily requiring the maintenance of secrecy
and the exercise of vigilance and foresight, security may be
furthered by e .lcient scouting, bv appropriate dispositiors
and formations within the command, and by the use of
protective detachments and of various types of works in the
sphere of engineering. Previous discussion (pages 64 and
69), with respect to relative position and to the apportion-
ment of fighting strength, has indicated how, thrnugh forti-
fication and related measures, the comn.ander may increase
relative fighting strength and thereby promote his own
freedom of action while restricting that of the enemy.

A commander will be hampered in maintaining his
fighting strength at its maximum unless he has arranged
for, and has at his disposal, adequate logistics surpor. Be-
cause of its intimate relationship to mobility and endurance,
such support is an essential to freedom of action. Logist. cs
support .'equires provision for procurement and rep'-i;Ah-
ment of supplies, for evacuation, proper ,'ositio.. rind
replf cement of iieffective personnel, and for material main-
tenn ice. Freedom of act'*n is restricted beyond those limits
to which logistics support can be extended. (See page 63.)

The initiative is of paramount importance in enauring
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freedom of action. If the initiative is seized and maintained
with adequate strength, the enemy can only conform; he
cannot lead. If initiative is lost, freedom of a'tion ih re-
stricted in like measure.

The offensive, properly employed, is a method of seizing
the initiative, and of regaining it if lost. Even though there
be an actual numerical superiority in nghting strength, an
offensive will, however, seldom assume practical form un-
less fourded on an offensive mental attitude, which ever
seeks the favorable and suitable opportunity to strike. Cora-
pletely to abandon the offensive state of mind is to forswear
victory.

Whether ?hysically on the defensive or the offensive,
the competent commander is always engaged in a mental
and moral attack upon the will of the enemy commatder
(see page 8). By effective attack upon the hostile will, the
commander disintegrates the enemy's plan, i. e., the enemy's
reasoned decision, as well as the detailed procedure on which
the enemy relies to carry this decision into effect.

It does not follow that oftensive action is possible or
even desirable under all circumstances. Even with superior
strength the most skillful command•, will scarcely be
able, always, to apportion forces in such manr'gr as every-
where to permit the assumption of the offensive. Without
adequately superior strength, it may be necmssary to adopt
the defensive for considerable periods. If the offensive
mental attitude is retained, together with fixed deternina-
tion to take offensive measures as soon as appropriate to do
so, the calculated and deliberate adoption of the defensive,
for the proper length of time, may best promote the ulti-
mate attainment of the objective. It is of the utmost im-
portance. howeve-, that a static defensive be not adopted as
a srttled proc-4k -c (see page 65) beyond the time necessary
to prepare for an effective offensive.

I Both the offensive and the defensive have tlbeir places
in an operation whose broad character is prinr,'ly either
defernsive or offensive. In operations which involve move-
ment over a considerable distance, a combination of the of-
fensive and the defensive is usually found necessary (see
also references to distant operatio:is on pages 63 rand 74).
Though the movement itself be offensive, the ensurance of
freedom of action may require both defensive measures and
tactically offensive action. The enemy, primarily on the de-
fensive, may be expected to seize every opportunity to em-
ploy the offensive.
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Thus, a judicious combination of the offensive and the
defensive has been found to bV. sound procedure (bee also
page 61), provided that the general defensive is always
viewed as a basis for tie inauguration, at the proper
moment, of the offensive. The methods employed during the
period of the defensive are best calculated to promote free-
dom. of action if they are designed to facilitate a ready as-
sumption of the offensive as soon as conditions favorable to
the offens;ve have been created.

Familiarity with the physical characteristics of the
actual and possible theaters of operationa, and accurate
intelligence of the strength, distribution, and activities of
enemy forces likely to be encountered, are of primary im-
portance in the promotion of freedom of action. Additions
to this store of knowledge may be made by a continuous
interpretation and dissemination of new information col-
lected, analyzed, and evaluated by persistent effort. Of
equal importance is the denial of information to the enemy.

In connection with counter-information me isures (see
page 127), the scrutir.y of information of a military nature
intended for popular consumption demands the exercise of
sound professional judgm-vrt prior to publication. A re-
sourceful enemy is ever alert to evaluate and turn to his
own advantage all available information, including that
ostensibly innocuous.

As to all of the foregoing considerations, a fund of pro-
fessional knowledge, p-evic "ly acquired through study, or
expeyience, or both, and coupled with a sound concept of
war, is the best basis for devising suitable, feasible, and
acceptable measures for freedom of action.

With a given fighting strength, the ensurance of free-
dom of action, within the field of responsibility of a com-
mander, requires considaration of such matters as:

(a) Efficient provisions for exercise of command,
(b) Effective training,
(c) A state of high and stable morale, founded on
(d) sound discipline,
(e) The offensive spirit,
(f) The initiative,
(g) Surprise,
(h) Security,
(i) Adequate logistics support,
(j) Adequate intelligence and counter-intelligence.
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A more detailed analysis of such factors is provided
hereafter (Chapter VI, as to Section I-B of the Estimate

:I Form). With proper provision made in these respects, the c

"commander will be better able to deal with those restrictions
on freedom of action imposed by the enemy and by ad-I verse geographical conditions. With respect to restrictions
that in a particular situation may be due to the latter cause,
it will at once be appreciated how greatly freedem of ac-I| tion may depend on the selection of correct physical ob-
Ijceives, on utilization of advantageous relative positions,
and on an effective apportionment of fighting strength.

Each measure, or each operation, for freedom of action,
if it is to meet the requirements of suitability, feasibility,
and acceptability, will be planned on the basis of the fore-
going considerations and will take account, also, of the in-

i .nt requLrements of that measure, or operation, for
Iow of action for itself.
On occasion, higher authority may request the recom-

mendations of the commander (see page 42, as to opinions)
with rference to provision for freedom of action. SuchI recommendations will properly be based on the elements
considered in the preceding discussion.1 I

IV. SUMMARY

All theee considerations involve the proper evaluation
of the factors applicable (page 25) to the particular prob-
lem. Each objective, prior to its selection, and each opera-
tion, prior to its adoption, will require examination of its
suitability with regard to the appropriate effect desired;
of its feasibility with respect to the action contemplated
as to physical objectivm. relative positions, the concurrent
apportionment of fighting sirength, and freedom of action;
and, finally, of its acceptability with reference to consequen-
ces as to costs.

7
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CHAPTER V

1; THE FOUR STEPS IN THE SOLUTION OF
A MILITARY PROBLEM

Chapter V discusses the four steps in the application of mental
effort to the successful attainment of a military objective. rm-
phasis is placed on such matters as: the Estimate of the Situi.ioa
in bask problems, together with certain details as to tasks, the
mission, courses of actioi, and the Decision; the formulation of
detailed plans, including subsidiary plans; directives; the Running
Estimate of the Situation; and the use of Forms in the solution
of problems.

In Chapter H it has been brought to notice that every
problem, regardless of its type and ecope, has its source in a
"perplexity created by an apparent difficulty inherent in a
situation. Where there is a sufficient incentive to change
or maintain the situation, the problem is one which requires
"solution. (See page 20.)

-* A situation may be actual or assumed. In broad out-
line, an actual military situation is always likely to present
a picture of opposing organizations of human beings, each
possessed of fighting strength and disposed in a locality or
localities which constitute relative positions with reference
to each other.

"This picture may be expected to assume various aspects
as action progresses (see page 38). The concern of the com-
mander is to control the unfolding of the original situation,
to the end that he may attain the effect hi desires (page
72). (See also Chapter IX.)

The incentive to solve a problem is provided by a real-
ization, on the part of the individual concerned, of a need
to make provision for the attainment of an objective. In
the case of a military problem, such ivcentive may result
(1) from a directive issued by higher authority, usually.
in the form of an assigned task, or (2) from the fact that
a decision already reached by the commander has intro-
duced further problems, or (3) from a recognition of the
demands of the situation. (See page 44.)

An objective is bast attained by the successful appli-
cation of properly directed effort. There is thus an essential
and continuing relationship between the incentive to solve
a problem, and the task which assigns the objective (or
objectives) and thus motivates the procedure necessary
for the attainment of the objective (s) so assigned (page 50).

79
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Sur.h a task may, therefore, be referred to as the moti-
vatii.- task.

The natural mental processes which normal human be-
ings employ in solving their problems of business, public
affairs, or even personal matters, have been previously de-
scribed as the natural pre-'esses for employment in the solu-
tion of military problems (see Chapter II). In adapting
these natural processes to military requiremt its (page 43),
the only difference imposed is thae of studied insistence
that the factors peculiar to the conduct of war, as recog-
nized in the Fundamental Military Principle (page 41), re-
c%:'ve thorough analytical treatment from the professional
viewpoint.

The same observations apply when the field of military
operations is restricted to that which primarily concerns
the naval branch of the military profession. No fundamental
difference in the solution of problems is introduced thereby.
The only variations in the application of the Fundamental
Military Principle are those due to the fact that the sea
prov;Ies the theater of naval operations with distinctive
chaicternstics (see page 62).

The Approach to the Solution
Studies of the subject indicate that the successful at-

tainment of an assigned military objective in:,olves the
application of mental effort in four dWstinct steps (see page
3), in fixed sequence, as follows:

(1) The selection, by the commander, of a correct
objective (or objectives) by achieving which he
may attain his assigned objectiv6(s). Such selec-
tion includes the determination, iir proper detail,
of the action required.

(2) The resolution of the required action iito detailed
military operations.

(3) The formulation of a directive, or diiwtives,
with the intention of immediately inaugu-ating
planned action,

(4) The supervision of the planned action.
In the chapters which follow, the fundamentAl pro,.

cedure distinctive of each of these steps will be treated sepa-
rately and in the sequence shown. The sequence of the steps
is fixed because of the consequential nature of the relation-
ship among the procedures distinctive of the several steps.
The complete solution of a problem involves, necessarily, all
four steps. Each step deals with a distinctive type of prob-
lem, or problems, pertaining to an aspect of the comprehen-
sive problem whose solution requires all four steps. No step
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after the first can properly be undertakenunlessthe included

problems involved in the preceding steps have been solved.
It does not follow that the completion of one step neces-

sarily requires that the next step be undertaken immedi-
ately. It will be seen, for instance, that the first two steps
are concerned with planning, the latter two more especially
with execution. It is not always necessary that a plan be
executed; it may be drawn up as a precautionary measure.

It is possible, therefore, that the first step only may be
taken; i.e., that the procedure for the attainment of a
particular assigned objective may be determined for the
sole purpose of making provision against a contingency, at
that particular time merely an obscure probability. Or, as
may frequently be the case during peace, the procedure may
terminate, for the time being, with the completion of the
second step. In such cases, certain of the necessary military
operations are worked out in the desired detail as a pro-
vision agaipst future possibilities, are listed, and filed for
reference as needed.

Parts II and Il, which follow, deal primarily with
the solution of those problems of the naval commander
which require familiarity with the entire process, i.e., all

j of the four steps given above.
For simplicity of presentation, the procedure is de-

scribed throughout from the mental standpoint of the same
commander. The arrangement of subject matter -?onforms
to this basis. The several types of problems, classified
according to the sourc., of the inientive (page o9), are
discussed in connection with the appropriate step. When a
problem typical of a previous step arises during the process,
the sequence of steps is interrupted thereby, but is resumed
by a mental return, on the part of the commander, to the
proper earlier step.

The First Step
The mental procedure distinctive of the first step (more

fully discussed in Chapter VI) deals with the usual case
where a commander becomes acquainted with the nature of
his assigned objective through receipt of a directive from
his immediate superior, ordinarily in the form of an as-
signed task or assigned tasks. In the discussion of the first
step, this most likely type of problem is chosen for descrip-
tion, i.e., the one where the motivating task (see page 80)
comes directly from the immediate superior.

For purposes of reference, this problem may conveni-
ently be termed a basic problem. In such a case the original
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siuation which gives character to the problem may be simi-
larly referred to as the basic situation. The full solution of
a basic problem always involves a basic estimate of the sit-
uation, a basic Decision, a basic plan of operations, and one
or more basic directives. It may, as will be shown, also
require certain additional directives.

The military Estimate of the Situation, based on the
natural mental processes (pages 19-20 and 43), is intro-
duced in tA 4 rst step. The reason for making such an
Estimate provide a basis for a plan to accomplish the
assigned ... The Estimate constitutes a systematic pro-
cedure for selection of a correct objective (or objectives),
suitable to the appropriate effect desired, feasible of attain-
ment, and acceptable as to the consequences involved in its
achievement. The selection of such an objective or objec-
tives involves, incidentally (see page 44), the determination,
in the proper detail, of the action required.

This estimate procedure is founded on the Fundamental
Military Principle (page 41). The procedure is the same as
previously indicated for the correct selection of objectives
(Section J- of Chapter IV).

On the basie of a summary of the situation, a recog-
nition of the incentive, and an appreciation of the assigned
objective(s) (page 79), the estimate of a busic problem
enables the commander to obtain, first, an understanding of
t-:age .3) the appropriate effect desired. As a result of this
procedure, he can then correctly formulate his mission (dis-
cussed hereinafter).

For" the further understanding of all details pertaining
to the situation (page 4.'), the estimate next determines
relative fighting strength through a survey of the means
available and opposed, as influenced by the characteristics
of the theater.

With the basis for solution of the problem thus estab-
lished, the actual solution (page 44), conforming to the
system indicated in the Fundamental Military Principle,
starts with consideration of pertinent methods of pro-
cedure, as tentative solutions of the problem. These take the
form of military operations, each denominated a course of
action (discussed in detail hereinafter). Each such course
embodies, spc.!ifically or inferentially, an objective to be
achieved for the attainment of the appropriate effect de-
sired. Each course also indicates, in proper detail, the
action to be taken. Every pertinent course of action is
tested to determine whether it meets the requirements of
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suitability as to the appropriate effect desired, of fembility
on the basis of relative fighting strength, and of accept-

L• ability with respect to the consequences as to cots.
Enemy courses of action are subjected t' the same

treatment.

Each course of action which passes; the tests is com-
pared with each retained enemy course, after which those
courses of action not rejected on this basis are compared
with each other. The best is then selected and embodied in
the Decision.

The Decision, accordingiy, expresses a general plan
of action (or provldes a basis therefor), including the com-
mander's general objective (page 49) for the attainment of
the assigned objective " ')ecision also indicates, in prop-
er detail, the actiro , be taken.

The estimate procedure is applicable not only to the
problem of the first step, viewed as a whole, but also to the
numerous included problems. These present themselves dur-
ing the procedure of solution, and call for "estimates within
the eLtimate".

For example, the proper nature of the objective em-
bodied in the assigned task (discussed hereinafter), if not
clear in the directive received, may be determined by the

use of the natural mental processes. This is done through
the application of the Fundamental Military Principle, as
previously described (page 52).

Similarly, the solution of the included problems as to
the salient features of the operations involved (correct phy-
sical objectives, etc.) can be arrived at through the same
processes. The procedure is that indicated previously
(in Section III of Chapter IV).

The estimate procedure may, however, be somewhat
varied, as to details, in accordance with the nature of the
problem. Such adaptation is applicable, for example, as to
the special features which distinguish certain types of
strategical and tactical problems.

Every military situation has both strategical and tac-
tical aspects (s•e discussion of strategy and tactics, pages
9 and 10). The character of 'the effort to be ex•erted at a

particular time, and the nature of the objectives to be at-
tained, may be governed chiefly by strategical, or chiefly
by tactical, considerations. This fact may affect details in
the estimate of the situation, e.g., as to the weight to be
given various factors.

The essential difference between strategy and tactics
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has been shown to lie in the end in view. It follows, then,
that estimates of broad strategical situations and of lo-
calized tactical situations tend to differ from each other.
The former lead to decisions as to such matters, among
others, as whether a battle shall be fought. The latter lead
to decisions, among others, as to the comprehensive tactical
methods to be followed in furtherance of strategical aims.
Certain distinctions of method as to such estimates are
noted hereinafter with respect to the analysis of fighting
strength and with reference to courses of action.

Tasks. The assignment of tasks to subordinates is an
essential function of the chain of command, applicable to all
of the echelons of command, from the highest to the lowest
(page 12). On the lowest echelons, such as that of a gun's
crew or a fireroom watch, operations thus prescribed in-
volve numerous small specialized tasks, each requiring the
performance of a simplified routine by a few trained men.
Although earlier training in the performance of such tasks
is calculated to remove the necessity of solving the prob-
lems of the lowest echelons in the four studied steps stated
above, it is only when the same methods of logical thought
have previously been applied to the solution of these prob-
lems that this state of affairs can be brought about.

Properly conceived, each assigned task indicates, either
specifically or inferentially, an objective (or objectives).
The relationships existing among the echelons of command,
with reference to objectives, have previously been noted.
(See page 48.) These relationships, because a correctly con-
ceived task specifies or infers an objective, are equally ap-
plicable as to such tasks.

The manner of expressing tasks calls for special com-
ment (see also page 53, as to expressing objectives).

The commander may find in the expression of his task a
statement, only, of the action required. For example, the or-
der "Proceed toward the enemy battle line" involves move-
ment, indicating merely a change in relative position. No
provision appears as to a future condition or state of affairs.

Again, the task may be expressed as an order to "At-
tack the enemy battle line." In this case, the enemy battle
line is the physical objective, but no specific future condition
to result from the attack is indicated. Here the action and
the physical objective are given, but the objective is left to
be inferred.

If the commander can ascertain, from the directives
he receives, his task expressed in terms of accomplishment,
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he may be able to visualize the action, the physical objective,
and the condition to be created. The order "Destroy the ene-
my battleship" (indicating, as the objective, "the destruc-
tion of the enemy battleship"), results, when successfully

completed, in a new condition which is the objective of the
action against the physical objective.

Accordingly, a task expressed in such terms of ac-
complishment conveys precise information as to the ob-
jective; yet such an expression of the task does not prevent
freedom of action, with opportunity for exercise of initia-
tive. The commander who is assigned such a task can clearly
visualize the rcaults demanded of him, and may feel at
liberty to employ any one or all of the methods at his dio-
posal.

However, it is not always possible or even desirable to
express ta.'ks in terms of accomplishment.

For example, where the future situation cannot be
adequately visualized, either because of the doubtful values
of certain factors or because of possible changes in circum-
stances, it may be impracticable to assign a definite task in
terms of accomplishment.

Under such conditions, and sometimes for other proper
reasons, it may be desirable to afford a trusted and compe-
tent subordinate a corresponding measure of freedom of
action. In such a case, the indication of the commander's
general objective for his entire force, together with a di-
rective for action along a certain general line, without pre-
scription of a definite objective, may be especially appro-
priate to the situation. Such is the frequent usage in the
issue, for example, of directives of the type known as letters
of instruction (Chapter VIII).

Again, where immediate response is desired, and where
the objective may be understood by implication, the task
may be better expressed in terms of action, rather than of
accomplishment. This is frequently the case where the task
is Pzsigned by word of mouth, by memorandum, or by sig-
nal. In the last-named instance, the signal, when it consti-
tutes a command fully understood by previous usage or ex-
perience, may convey a practically instantaneous compre-
hension of the objective. In many such instances, however,
an inferred objective will require more analysis.

The expression of the task in terms of action is fre-
quently desirable, more especially during an engagement,
when tactical considerations are uppermost. Under such
circumstances, two or more objectives may be suitable to
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the appropriate effect desired, but their degree of suitability,
and the influence of the factors pertaining to feasibility and
acceptability, may -;ary rapidly with the course of events. In
such conditions, an order such as "Attack" without indi-
cating a specific physical objective; may be best calculated
to attain deaired results, for the reason, more especially, that
it affords the subordinate a proper freedom of action.

In many cases, the instructions received by a com-
mander will set forth more than one task, often of varying
importance. The proper bearing of such a double or multiple
task upon his future action is set forth, together with other
relevant matters, in the discussion of the mission, which
follows.

On occasion, a higher commander, in assigning a task,
may elect to specify, also, the course of action to be pursued
by a subordinate for the attainment of the assigi ed objec-
tive: for example-

"Deny enemy bases in area ABCD by eapturing
X Island".

Here the task is to deny the ,ýaemy the use of available
bases in the area described; in addition, the higher corn-
mander has specified that this be accomplished by 'the
adoption of a predetermined course of action (page 88), ex-
pressed in the words "by capturing X Island." Higher an-
thority has in this case made the subordinate's estimate of
the situation for him, and has thus arrived at the decision
which the subordinate would ordinarily reach for himself.

Such procedure may be deemed advisable under certain
circumstances: for example, when time is pressing; when
a close control of the situation is an important factor; when
the qualifications of the subordinate are unknown, as yct
doubtful, or known to be inadequate for the operation in
hand; or, for various other reasons which may suggest
themselves according to the nature of the problem.

Occasionally, higher authority, for similar reasons, may
also prescribe the action to be taken, in considerable detail.
Examples occur during operations of unusual complexity,
or when the personnel factors call for special care in coordi-
nation of the action.

Sometimnes, higher authority, instead of announcing
both the task and the predetermined course of action, may
indicate only the latter; in the example given above, the
higher commander would then direct, "Capture X Island".
The directive might alqo include, in some dqtail, the action
to be taken to this end.

Procedure such as noted in the foregoing examples in-
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volves certain special considerations from the viewpoint of
the subordinate. These considerations are discussed he:e-
after (page 96).

The Mission. In our naval service an assigned task,
coupled with its purpose, is known as a mission. As explain-
ed previously (page 48), the purpose indicates the larger
aim which is to be served by the execution of the task. The
task indicates the assigned objective, i. e., what is to be ac-
complished; the purpose, the further objective to be served
thereby.

The word mission is a derivative of the Latin verb, "to
send". Its use implies the act of sending someone, or of
being sent, as an agent for some special duty, a duty im-
posed by orne in authority. Although an individual, free to
do so, may select his own mission, and thereby send himself
on a special duty, this is not usually the case where an ef-
fective military chain of command exists. Normally the
"sending authority is the immediate superior; the agent, the
immediate subordinate.

The mission, once assigned, does not change until it
has been accomplished or until it has been modified or re-
voked by higher authority, usually the immediate super-
ior by whom it was assigned.

As previously explained in this connect'on, the lesigna-
tion of a purpose, linked with a task, is an essential ele-ient
of a mission as treated herein, it is essential to t -- of
effort that the purpose of the mission of a commanter be
common with that of other commanders of the same echelon
who are to participate in the effort enjoined by their supe-
rior's directives. Directives expressed in the Order Form
(page 112 and Chapter VIII) facilitate clear recognition of
this purpose, which appears in the general plan of action
prescribed iW the second paragraph of that form. '1•he com-
matider may consider the relationship thus:

My assigned task is to be accomplished for the pur-
pose of carrying out my designated part of my imme-.
diate superior's general plan.

It is customary to simplify the foregoing to the state-
ment that the mission is:

(Task) (statement of the as, -- d task),
(Purpose) in order to assist in the succ=ssful execu-

tion of (statement of the superior's general plan).
The words "assist in", etc., may frequently be under-

stood and therefore omitted.
The foregoing expression of a mission affords, as later
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explained (Chapter VI), a method for clear visualization of
the effect desired by higher authority. (See also page 84.)

All of his assigned tasks which materially influence
the commander's Decision (hereinafter discussed) are prep-
erly included in his mission; other tasks, naturally, may be
omitted in this connection. In the case of a double or multiple
task (page 86), all the tasks may be related to a single pur-
pose, or the included tasks may each, or In certain combina-
tions, be linked separately to appropriate purposes.

Survey of Factors of Fighting Strength. The feasibility
and acceptability of action for the attainment of an ob-
jective are dependent (see the Fundamental Military Prin-
ciple-page 41) on the factors of fighting strength. Fighting
strength (page 35) is derived from the means available and
opposed, as influenced by the characteristics of the theater
of operations. A survey of these factors, in proper detail
according to the nature of the problem, is therefore a neces-
sary phase in the process of its solution. Such a survey com-
pletes Zhe basis for the study of courses of action.

Courses of Action. The estimate process naturally takes
account (page 80) of methods for attaining the objective
indicated in the assigned task. The military profession has,
from time to time, applied a variety of terms to designate
such methods. Terms so used include, among others, "plans
open to us" (or "to the eiemy"), 'lines of action", and
"courses of action". The last-noted, having been standard
in our naval service for many years, is the term used in
thic discussion.

Each course of actien is thus a plan of military opera-
tions for the attainment of the assigned objective, and each
thus indicates (page 37) "an act or a series of acts" which
may be undertaken tu that end. Until a final selection is
m'de for embodiment in the Decision, each c(. arse of action
is a tentative solution of the problem. For the reason given
helow, a course of action, while under consideration as a
tentative solution of the prcblem, is also correctly conceived
as indicating an objective and, in proper detail, the action
for its attainment.

When embodied in the Decision, the adopted course of
action or combir'.tion of courses becomes the commander's
general plan (or the basis thereof) foi the employment of
his force; such a general plan will naturally indicate the
commander's general objective (page 49) and, in proper de-
tail, the action to be taken for .ts attainment (page 41).

The objective may be specifically stated or may be in-
ferred (see page 82; also page 84 for the corresponding dis-
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cussion of the expression of tasks); but, in any event, clear
thinking demands that the objective be definitely envisaged.
There is a manifest advantage in such definite envisaging
of the objectives involved in courses of action. Suitability as
to the appropriate effect desired-the first requirement in
the selection of a correct objective (page 51)-is much
more readily tested on this basis. The practical bearing of
this fact becomes apparent during the early stages (Chapter
VI) of the process of solving military problems.

Frequent examples of naval courses of action include
(see page 92):

(1) "To destroy the enemy force." Here the objective,
"destruction of the enem. orce", is specifically indicated.

(2) "To divert the enemy force." Here also the ob-
"jective, in this case "diversion of the enemy force", is spe-
cifically indicated.

(3) "To evade the enem'v." Here again the objective,
"evasion of the enemy", is. flcally indicated.

(4) "To cover friendly and neutral trade." Here the
objective, "protection of friendly and neutral trade by the
utilization of advantageous covering positions", is more or
less inferred.

(5) "To escort trade." Here the objective, "protection
of trade by escorting it in convoys", is more or less inferred.

(6) "To patrol the trade routes." Here the objective,
e. g., "protection of trade by patrolling t.e trade routes",
is inferred.

(7) "To raid." Here the objective, e. g., "infliction of
loss and damage by raiding", is inferred.

In the foregoing instances, the action to be taken is
indicated in general terms. The extent to which the action
may properly be indicated depends on the nature of the prob-
lem amd -,s necessarily left to the judgment of the com-
mander. Two possibilities, between which there may be
various intermediate cases, are as follows:

(a) To destroy the enemy force by simultaneous at-
tacks on the escort and convoy.

(b) To destroy the enemy force by an attack with the
main force on the escort, following this immediately by an at-
tack on the convoy with a flanking force before the convoy can
scatter so widely as to make ineffective the pursuit of any of
its units.

For P further application, it will be noted that the national
policies referred to early in this discussion (page 7) are
national courses of action, considered and adopted as methods
of attaining national objectives.
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The expression "courses of action", in the sense of a
plan considered or adopted as a solution of the problem, has
the defect that it appear to emphasize the action, rather
than the paramount component, i. e., the objective. So long
as this fact is borne in mind, the limitations of the term
"courses of action" need not operate to influence, adversely,
the solution of the problem.

As noted above, the commander brings to mind courses
of action by the mental act of "envisaging", i.e., 'Mewing
with the mind's eye or conceptionally", "seeing as a mental
image", bringing fully and distinctively to view. How is this
done?

Although the time available for the process depends on
the particular problem, the process Itself is the same for alL
During the clarification of the problem, the commander will
have entertained certain ideas,-ideas as to such matters as
the existing situation, the desired new situation, the possible
physical objectives, the relative positions and movements of
the forces involved, and related matters. His training and
experience cause these ideas to evoke others, which are as-
sociated in his mind with problems of the past,-in particu-
lar, with the bearing of such ideas on the outcome of those
problems.

This process of thinking, if it is to be effective as well
as reflective, requires mental access to certain sources of
idea& These sources may lie in the study of history, or in
the wealth of doctrine and instructions gathered into official
manuals and into other professional writings, or in the
commander's own practical experience. Logicians who have
investigated this natural process point out that suggested
solutions are the resurrection of Ideas from past experience.
Good thinking demands access to a large storehouse of ideas
connected in various and flexible ways. The best available
knowledge is the main source from which reflective thinking
obtains relevant and promising suggestions for a solution.

By such resort to analogy, the commander utilizes the
accumulations of past experience. Sometimes he finds that
the courses of action thus suggested are exactly suitable as
tentative solutions for his problem. In other instances, of
course, only parts of the present situation are found to be
analogous to those previously encountered. Even then, how-
ever, the similarity of the facts may be helpful in providing
suggestions. Guidance based on limited or partial similarity
has been demonstrated to be better than purely intuitive
thinking.
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The commander cannot be content, however, to depend

wholly on the guidance of the past. Sometimes, moreover,
he may not be able to obtain suggestions by analogy. New
"suggestions, ideas not drawn from past experience, are very
desirable; they are possible, also, in the sense that the re-
sult of the analysis of past experience may be reassembled,
in imagination, in novel ways. New courses of action, over-
looked in the past, may be contrived. Original combina-
tions, not previously entertained, may be devised. Readiness
to employ the novel and the new, as well as to utilize the
old, is a prime qualification for command.

Reflective thinking of this nature requires adequate
knowledge of the capabilities of weapons, so that new
possibilities may be perceived as to coordination in their
use. While analogy looks backward to find applicable lessons,
the search for novelty seeks suggestions from potentialities
not heretofore utilized.

The development of the full possibilities of new wea-
pons is an important source of forward thinking. Such
thinking constantly integrates the current developments in
war. The competent commander does not wait for history
to be made; he makes it.

Familiarity with experimentation, research, and new
performance is also a fruitful source of suggestions. When
used, this method results in advance demands by the armed
forces for new weapons not yet supplied.

Closely allied to analogy is the application of ordered
and classified knowledge as to the nature of warfare. Aware
of the effects which can be brought about by the weapons at
his disposal, the commander identifies his objective with one
or more of these effects.

The application of ordered and classified knowledge of
naval warfare starts, naturally, with a consideration of its
objectives, and proceeds thereafter to the study of the
various classes of operations which may be utilized to this
end. Naval effort has as its objective the keeping open of sea
communications (see page 62). Command of the sea exists
for one belligerent when he possesses and can exercise the
ability to move surface traffic, while also being able to pre-
vent the enemy from doing so.

Naval warfare, therefore, logically includes operations
for the purpose of gaining, maintaining, or disputing com-
mand of sea areas, especially under conditions where free-
dom of movement and the keeping open of sea ccmmunica-
tions are of vital importance.
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Such operations may be classified under the headings:
(1) For securing command of sea areas,
(2) In sea areas not under command, and
(8) In sea areas under command.
On the basis of this classification, specific operations,

broadly considered, appear to be limited in number. As to
classification (1), applicable operations are: to destroy
the enemy naval forces, to contain them, or to divert them.
For (2), applicable operations are: to raid, to make
war against enemy trade, to attack or defend naval lines of
communication, and to conduct amphibious waifare re-
quiring overseas movement. For (3), applicable operations
are: to Llockade trade, to defend own coastal and critical
areas, to safeguard expeditions against enemy territory, and
to carry out offensive operations against enemy coastal
objectives.

Manifestly, eacl: such operation, broadly viewed, may
be considered, in an estimate of the situation, as a course
of action. Each such course of action (or operation) will
involve, if developed into a more or less complete plan of
action, numerous detailed operations which constitute parts -
of the whole. (See page 37.)

There can be no rigid line of demarcation, always ap-
plicable, between courses of action and the more detailed
operations pertaining thereto. For example, "to raid" may
be, in one instance, an operation of such a character, from
the viewpoint of the commander, as to be eiwi.zaged, cor-
relatively with "to destroy", as one of his courses of action.
Yet, in another problem, a raid may be visualized, properly,
as a detailed operation pertaining, in a subordinate capacity,
to a more comprehensive operation envisaged as a course of
action "to destroy".

Similarly, what is a broad course of action from the
viewpoint of one echelon in the chain of command, may be
correctly viewed, on a higher echelon, as a detailed opera-
tion. Operations assigned in tasks imposed by higher au-
thority become the basis for the determination of courses
of action on the next lower echelon, a procedure which
continues throughout the chain of command until special-
ized, on the lowest echelons, in the form of a simplified
routine (see page 84).

While the list of courses of action given above is made
up from the viewpoint of broad strategical problems, a simi-
lar list can be assembled for other problems. For example,
the order, "Destroy enemy naval forces", if taken as the
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S~motivating task of a tactical estimate, will be the basis for
S~certain courses of action, constituting, when complete (see'

•.• ~below), a weUl-recoguized general plan for a naval battle. ,
This plan will in turn call for various detailed oPerationA on

°- the part of the several subdivisions of the force under the
S~commander who makes the estimate (aft Page 95).
So As a tentative solution of the problem a course Of

action may be €omplete or partial, i.e., it may, if carried Out,
provide for the complete attainment of the objective; or,
such complete attainment may require a combination of
several of the courses of action under study.

The exclusive consideration of courses of action of the
complete type possesses the advantage of minimizing thee
total number of solution& under study. This simplifies the
procedure of analysis and of cemparing courses of action
with each other, because of the relatively small number of
courses to be tested and to be compared.

:. ~However, it is frequently difficult, and sometimes ira-
possible, to visualize complete courses of action, especially
during the early stages of the estimate. Sometimes the ini-
tia visualization of partial courses and their eventual comt-
bination into a complete solution will be found necessary.

S~Therefore, either or both of the foregoing systems of .
S~formulating courses of action may be found appropriate,

i according to individual preference and the nature of the
piaticular problem.

Individuals, comparable with respect to knowledge,
appear- to vary greatly in their ability to produce the appro-
priate suggestion, as to courses of action, at the right time.
The reason for this phenom-non is not altogether clear, but
it is known that thinking seems to be limited not merely by
the range of knowledge, but by whatever part of it becomes
available when needed. This point invites attention to an-
other procedure which is open to the commander with re-
spect to sti.mulating reflective thinking. This procedure rec-
ognizes the fact that, when two or more minds attack a
problem, together, the combined effort often increases the
applied mental power. This fact is universally recogniznt,
for example, in the utilization of staff assistance (page 13).

Wh,•erent and acquItted ability have unquestionably
much to do with the possibilities of visualizing single
courses of action with respect to their completeness as to
attainment of the objective. One method of visualization
seems to be. the mentAl picturization of more or less detailed
operations, followed by their combination, through rapid
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synthesis, into complete couses of action.
An example of this method would occur where several

rather specific ope-aions were visunlized, involving seizure
of certain localities as a defensive measured If It wern then
observed that the obJcdve it each such cras was "denial
to the enemy of a parL.cuflar naval-base site in the area
ABCD", an appropriate expression of a compreheasiva
course of action would bl "to deny the enemy navel-bras
sites in the area ABCD".

Another method of visualizing appropriate ccurses of
action seems to involve initial recognition, in the first in-
stance, of such courses as broad and comprehensive general
plans, without first visualizing and combining their details.
This method appears to be more usual after considerable
experience or training. It is therefore possible that this
second method is merely a practiced development of the
first, the process of synthesis being so rapidly accomplished
that it becomes subconscious.

The nature of the particular problem has also an un-
questioned bearing on this subject. In instances where no
single course of action can be found which is adequately
expressive of complete attainment of the objective, the final
selection of a method of attaining the objective will neces-
sarily be through a combination of the courses of action
under study (page 93).

For example, if the assigned task were to "protect trade
in sea area ABCD", the extent of the area, together with its
geographical position relative to locations from which enemy
attacks could be launched, might not be such as to permit
the attainment of the objective by a single course of action
such as "to escort traan, in convoys" or" to patrol the trade
routes". Both of these courses of action might be necessary,
and, in addition, perhap:;, the further course "to cover focal
points M and N".

Each of these courses of action has, as its objective, the
establishment of a protected area or areas, stationary or
moving, for the safe passage of merchant vessels. However,
for purposes of expressing the course of action involved,
the contemplated procedure is in this case better indicated
by a combination expressed in terms of action, the objective
being inferred as a matter of mutual understanding. The
less particularized expression of the course of action in
terms of the objectiv'e would, in this instance, convey a
less definite idea of the procedire under consideration.

Similar considerations p'ertain frequently to naval
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problems, more especially to those involving nlval engage-
ments of considerable scope. The solution of such 3 problem

: j takes, typically, the form of an operation consisting, not
of a single "act", but of "a series of acts", i.e., of a number

Tx of stagm or phams of battle, each being a preparation for
the one foliowing, until the final stage provides for the

S'attainment of the assigned objective.
For example, a first consideration might be "to reduce

j enemy carrier aircraft strength by" certain pertinent opera-
tions. A second consideration might be "to reduce enemy
battle-line speed by" certain operations in order to force
the enemy tu accept battle. A third might be "to reduce
enemy battle-line speed, life, and hitting .power by gunfire" I
within certain range bands, in order to exploit own strengthI and enemy weakness at those ranges. A fourth might be "to

continue reduction of enemy battle-line strength by gunfire,
closing to" such a range as is suitable to that end. Finally, a
fifth consideration might be "to inflict conclusive damage on
enemy battle-line with torpedoes". All of the foregoing par-

- tial courses (other possibilities having been studied and
discarded) might then be combined into one operation as
the selected course of action "in order to destroy the enemy
battleship strength",-such destruction being the assigned
objective.

"The degree of detail in which a course of action may be
-- visualized for purposes of the estimate will vary with the

same factors, i.e., personal facility and the nature of the
"problem. Practice in the solution of problems appears to
develop such facility that entire plans can be visualized as
courses of action, each plan reasonably complete as to details
"with reference to physial objectives, relative positions, ap-
portionment of fighting strength, and p-ovision for freedom 31
cf action. However, it is rarely, if ever, necessary to visu-
"alize. courses of action minutely in an estimate of a basic

-. problem; the extent to which they are viewed mentally, as
detailed plans, need only be such as to fulfill the require-
"ments of the particular problem (see Section I of Chap-ter IV). :

The statement of a course of action, for purposes of the

estimate, will naturally be along broad and comprehensive
lines, although some important matters of detail (relative-
"ly speaking) may be added if this is found desirable as the
estimate proceeds. It is with these considerations in mind
that the standard practice has been developed of formu-
lating courses of action, while under study as tentative
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solutions of the problem, in broad terms, appropriate to
general plans of action.

The commander may find, on occasion, what appe.-s,
on first examination, to be an exception to the rule, herein
treated as valid, that a course of action, correctly conceived,
always contains the two ele, -atq (1) objective, specific or
inferred, and (2) aeik n for its attainment. However, appar-
ent exceptions to t'l n, ,nciple are due to special conditions
which, en proper an&, -is, reveal no actual exceptions. Cer-
tain exampi•a, now to be discussed, demonstrate this fact.

For instance, when the higher commander deems such
procedure advisable (pare 86), he may make his subordi-
nate'ij eatimate of the stiuation, as well as his own, a:d
may acctcrdingly indicate both a task and a predetermined
a'urse of action for the subordinate to pu:.ue: for example:

"Dei,-r enen,y base sites -i area ABCD ly captui.ng X Island."
In sac & case the higher commi.nder has indicated the

,eter.lned c-i me of action in the word, "by capturing
!and" This .-T -sion indicates a specific objectivc the
,m c- , ' X : '_ e erpress.on also indicates, though

n in any de-m " action to be t.•en, i. e., it specifies
"ca. ure", ra _- ,.ban "occupation", "isolation", or some
othe- form of control (page 8). Any further development
of tae action is left for the subordinate tu determine. The
procedrve to be followed by the subordinate tommander in
solving a.-h a problem is described hereafter (page 102) in
the discussion of the analysis of courses of action. In any
event, it is ma&fest that there is here no exception to the
rule that a course of action, correctly conceived, contains
the two elements of objective and action for its attainment.

A further example may occur when the higher com-
mander, instead of indicating both the task and the pre-
dete:mined course of action, indicates only the latter (page
86), by directing "Capture X Island". Once the subordinate
has recognized this directive as containing a predetermined
course of action, bi t not a normal task, he realizes that the
objective so indicated would ordinarily be left for him to
select. He also realizes that the action to be taken for its
attainment is left for him to determine, in further detail.

In this case, then, what is really a predetermined course
of action appears in the guise of a task. When .he com-
mander, receiving the directive, has recognized thie fact,
he proceeds in the manner hereafter indicated (page 103) in
the discussion of the nnalysis of courses of action.

In any event, it is manifest that here, also, there ia no
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exception to the rule that a course of action, correctly con-
ceived, zontains the two elements of objective avd action
for its attainment.

In such a case as the foregoing, how does the com-
"mander recognize that the apparent task is really a pre-
deternined course of action? He could easily go astray be-
cause the directive, u.til analyzed, appears to contain a
normal task. The directive indicates an objective, thereby
resemblihg a task. The directive will usually indicate, at
lemst in some degrer., the action which the subordinate is to
take. Hence, so far as superficial appearance is concerned,
the subordinate commander may easily mistake the pre-
determined course of action for a normal task. However,
he discovers the difference when he endeavors to find courses
of action which are appropriate to this apparent task.

The commander will then discover that, while he canI ~ visualize actions whose accomplishment will attain the ob-

jective indicated in the apparent task, he cannot visualize
any objective completely suitable to the case (page 98),
Intermediate between the assigned objective and the in-

-L dicated action. He can state the assigned objective in other
words and adopt such a statement as an expression of his
general objective, but the two objectives, the one he selects
and the assigned one, will really be identical.

This inability to visualize an objective of the com-
T mander's own selection, suitable to the case, is inevitable,

because higher authority has already done this for him.
He may find it advisable to develop further the action need-

* T ed for the attainment- of the indicated objective. On occa-
sion this, also, will have been predetermined by the higher
commander. ¶

The foregoing considerations have been given speciai
emphasis and deserve careful study, because an appreciation
of these facts is necessary to a true understanding of the

"* nature of correctly conceived courses of action.
Analysis and Selection of Courses of Action. After one

or more courses of action have been determined as ten-
tative solutions of his problem, the commander will be
confronted with the necessity of deciding upon that course
of action, or combination of courses of action, which will
best atta;a the assigned objective, i. e., be the best way out
of the seeming difficulty. The analysis, in each case, will
settle suitability on the basis of the appropriate effect de-
sired, feasibility on the basis of relative fighting strength as
established by a survey of means available and oppofed, in-
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fluenced by the characteristics of the theater, and accept&-
bility on the basis of consequences as to costs,

In connection with these considerations, the detailed
operations involved in each course will be analyzed so far as
may be necessary (page 95) and with respect to correct
physical objectives, advantageous relative positions, proper
apportionment of fighting strength, and adequate freedom
of action (see the Fundamental Military Principle-page
41). A selection shown to be best, from the standpoint of
suitability, feasibility, and acceptability of the conse-
quences, will be adopted as the decision

The tests of courses of action to determine whetherthey fulfill the requirements of suitability, of feasibility,

and of acceptability as to consequences take account of the
usual included determinants as listed and explained below.
The list is not rigid, and the commander, according to the
nature of his problem, may desire to omit certain of the
items or to include any other considerations which may be
applicable.

With respect to suitability, the commaander considers
the following:

(1) General. The test for suitability (see also page
31) calls for conformity as to both the nature and the
scope of the motivating task. With respect to conform-
ity in nature, the test leads to a conclusion as to
whether the course of action, if carried out successfully,
will or wil, not contribute to the accomplishment of the
task. As to scope, the test leads to a conclusion as to
whether the course of action, if carried out successfully,
will or will not accomplish the task in full; and, if not in
full, to what extent. The factor of urgency is also con-
sidered here.

It is frequently possible for the comnmander, mere-
ly by cnncentrating his thought on this particular
perplexity, to conclude at once that the course of action
is suitable. In other cases, a considerable amount of
study mey be needed. This analytical study consists
in breaking down the course of action into its compo-
nent parts, i.e., the detailed operations which naturally
grow out of it. This procedure is similar to that de-
scibed iater (Chapter VII), with respect to formulating
a plan, but during the basic estimate the procedure,
when utilized, is for a different reason-solely that of
assisting in the analysis.
(2) Details. (a) Conformity as to nature. Will the
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course of action, if successfully carried out, contribute,
at least in some degree, to the accomplishment of the
tvsk? If not, such a course is rejected. Courses that do
contribute, however, are not rejected until the possi-
bilities of combination have been examined, later.

(b) Completeness. If the course of action is suc-
cessfully carried out, will it accomplish in full the mo-
tivating task? If not, how much will it contribute
towards such accomplishment? With what other courses
of action can it be combined, to accomplish the mo-
tivating task in full? With what others can it be com-
bined to accomplish the motivating task in part, and
in such case how nearly does the combination con-
tribute to full accomplishment?

This examination may lead to combinations of
certain partial solutions.

(er ) Desirability as to Urgency. The ommander
Snow considers the element of time. Complete accom-

plishment of the motivating task within his own thea-
ter may come too late to meet the requirements of the
common effort of the entire force. Synchronization with
the action of other task-group commanders may be so
important that timing becomes vital. As to this con-
sideration, two courses of action, equally competent,
may differ greatly in their qualification relating to
urgency; one may be found highly desirable and the
other completely unsatisfactory.
As to feasibility, the commander considers the follow-

ing:
(1) General. The test for feasibility (see page 31) is

concerned with whether the course of action is prac-
ticable. Has it reasonable chances of success under the
particular circumstances? Are the difficulties surmount-
able? Is it easily practicable, practicable with some
difficulty, or very difficult?

The commander, if he concludes that the course of

action is not a practicable one, rejects it from further
consideration in the estimate of the situation. However,
care is taken at this puint not to dismiss, abruptly,
courses of action which may later be combined advan-
tageously with one or more others.

Here, again, as noted for the suitability test, the
commander may sometimes profitably analyze the
course of action by breaking it down into more detailed
operations.
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As a result of the tests discussed above, the com-
mander is able to make a list of courses of .action upon
which his confirmed judgment has bestowed the quzli-
ties of suitability and feasibil"ity.

He is also able to take stock to see how many of
the solutions are complete, how many are incomplete,
and in the latter case to what extent they constitute
partial solutions. It is, of course, desirable to have as
many complete solutions as possible, and at this point
it may be possible to merge two or more incompilete
solutions into a single course of action which better
fulfills the test of suitability. The commander can also
take stock, similarly, of the degree of feasibility, al-
ready referred to, as to the retained courses of action.
(2) Details. *'a) Prospects of Success. Here the
several courses of action are considered relatively, with
respect to the chance of succeas in each. In the rating
of courses on this basis, the commander excludes con-
sideration of losses except as they may influence success
or failure. Hc notes, however, his considered expecta-
tions as to losses. Losses may appear to be so great
that success is doubtful. Certain courses of action may
be particularly vulnerable to enemy opposition because
of the types of weapons involved or because of favor-
able enemy positions. Choice of such a course would
permit the enemy an initial advantage.

(b) Facility of Execution. This -ubject has to
do with the relative ease or difficulty of carrying out
the several courses of action. On the basis of the exist-
ing situation, each course of action. may be compared
with all the others to determine their relati/e merits
with regard to the facility of execution. Consideration

ii given to the action involved against the several phy-
sical objectives; to the movements needed in making
new dispositions; to the relative adequacy of the forces
as to numbers and types of weapons; and to the
measures required for freedom of action.

A review of the previous discussion of these ele-
ments (Chapter IV) may be very helpful in connection
with this comparison. As to freedom of action, for ex-
ample, the commander may ask himself which course
is best from the standpoint of using the initiative to
advantage; and which course of action lends itself best
to the advantageous use of surprise. As the commander
reflects on these matters, other similar questions may
be suggested.
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(c) Utilization of Ovn Strength and Exploita-
r tion of Enemy Weakness. In his original visualization

of each course of action, the commander has naturally
considered how to utilize his own strength to best ad-
vantage, and how best to exploit enemy weakness. In
fact, especially in a detailed tactical estimate, these con-
siderations may have been predominant in envisaging
the courses of action. A careful evaluation of the merits
of each course of action in this respect is accordingly
necessa.y before a choice is made.
With regard to acceptability of consequences as to costs,

the commander considers the following:
(1) General. The process of putting a course of ac-
tion to proof as a tentative solution of the problem re-
mains incomplete until the course has been tested to
determine its consequences as to costs, so far as these
can be visualized in advance. TIe process involves an
evaluation of the diminution in total advantage which
will result in the event of failure, and a comparison of
gains with losses in the event of success. The situation
to be expected, if the course of action is carried out, is
visualized in order to determine the future effect on
the creation or maintenance of an ultimately favorable
military situation.

In testing each course of action for acceptability
as to its consequences (page 31), the commander
considers the cost of success, the cost of failure, and
the possible gain and loss in perspective with the united
effort as a whole. Questions which he may pose in-
clude: If the course of action is successful, will the costs
be so prohibitive as to adversely affect the successful
accomplishment of the further effort? If a tactical sit-
uation is under consideration, will the costs prevent the
accomplishment of the strategical aim? If the course
of action fails, what will be its effect? Will it cause the
entire plan to fail? Will its failure affect, for example,
the national morale?

If the command-and ultimately the State-can
afford the losses and other disadvantages which will
be incurred as a result of eitner the success or the
failure of the contemplated effort, a course of action
may be considered as acceptable from the standpoint
cf consequences as to costs.

As previously noted with respect to suitability,
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it may be desirable to consider, with regard to conse-
quences, the detailed operations which may be involved
in each course of action.

Courses of action involving excessive consequences
as to coots are rejected. Notation is made of the rela-
tive degree of acceptability, with respect to conse-
quences as to costs, of those courses of action which
are retained.
(2) Detail. (a) The Results of Suctess and of
Failure. Each course of action is examined to visualize
the situation which would be brought about for the
commander and for the enemy in case of success or of
failur The relative possibilities of recovery toward a
more favorable situation are weighed. Thic consid-
eration involves relative risks, for it nuty be that a
certain course, otherwise satisfactory, might entail in-
tolerable conditions should failure eisue.

The costs are measured in terms of fighting
strength. It has to be considered whether the sacrifices
involved are worth the gains which will follow; whether
the objectives if attained will be sufficiently valuable
when the need of fighting strength to actmplish fur-
ther aims is considered.

. (b) Comparis of gains and costs. When costs
are found to be in excess of the over-all gains, this fact
may be the basis for rejecting any courses of action
which are less dcsLable than others. However, reten-
tion of a course found to be costly may be justified for
sound reasons.

When, as in the example given previously (page 96),
the commander receives a directive such as "Deny enemy
base sites in the area ABCD by capturing X Island", he
carries through his estimate of the situation in the usual
manner. He notes, however, that the capture of X Island
has been indicated ad a predetermined course of action.
He makes a proper survey of the factors of relative fight-
ing strength. He considers all pertinent courses of action.
He goes through this procedure in order to reach an un-
derstanding of all the elements of his problem. He wishes
to understand the nece~sary background. He realizes the
importance of a grasp of the considerations which have
led higher authority td arrive at the predetermined course
of action.

By carrying through the usual estimate procedure,
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including the analysis of all pertinent courses of action, A
he assists himself to arrive at a proper concept of the
action to be taken to capture X island. In this way he
establishes a sound basis for formulating a detailed plan
fin the second step), for inaugurating planned action (in
Sthe third step), and for supervising this action (in the
fourth step). He also establishes a basis for any construe-

, - tive representations which he finds it advisable to make to
higher authority (page 15).

In another example previously given (page 96), the
higher commander indicates only the predetermined course

*,. of at'ion (by a directive "Capture X Island") and omits the
statem ,ut of the true underlying taqk. The subordinate, on
discoverý'%g this fact, deduces the underlying task and
carries throubl- the estimate procedure, modified, as ex-
plained for the previous example. In addition to the merits
as previously stated, this method has a further advantage.
The deduction of the underlying task enables the com-
mander to judge whether any advisable or necessary devi-
ation or departure from the piedetermined course of action
(page 16) involves merely a variation from the letter of his
instructions or, more important, from their spirit.

For instance, the directive, as in the case previously
discussed, may have been "Capture X Island". The higher
commander when issuing this order, may have stated his
own general plan to be "This force will protect the base at
A." The commander, on receipt of this directive, then. de-
duces his true task. This is "Deny enemy bases in area
ABCD" ("by capturing X Island"-a predetermined course
of action), the purpose of the mission being "in order to
protect the base at A".

Now it may be found that the enemy, unconcerned as
to X Island, is moving to reinforce Y Island and to use it as
a base, to attack the base at A. The commander then prop-
erly decides to capture Y Island, instead of X Island. By his
identification of the predetermined course of action as such,
and by his correct deduction of the true underlying task, the
commander has established a sound basis for the solution of
his problem. He can now, with confidence, defer or abandon
the capture of X Island, and can devote his efforts to the
capture of Y Island. His confidence is justified because he

"" knows his decision to be in accordance xith the spirit of his
instructiom.

Naturally, if the higher commander directed, 'This
"force will protect the base at A***", and added, later in his
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directive, "Deny enemy base sites in area ABCD by captur-
ing X Island", the subordinate commander's deductions
would havw- been made more easily.

The full play of the reasoning power is called for in
the process of visualizing courses of action and of selecting
the best. This process is the crux of the first step. Here
the knowledge of the relationship between cause and effect

is applied. Here, also, the commander is brought fully to
realize that, to reach a sound decision there is a requirement
for a studied development of each stage by which the human
mind passes from recognition of a necessity for action to
the ultimate conviction as to the best course to pursue.

As essential background for the utilization of his intel-

lectual powers in this process, the commander requires
knowledge of the capabilities and limitations of the tech-
nique of his profession and of the weapons of his calling. To
the necessary knowledge gained through his own experi-
ence, either in actual warfare or in peacetime exercises
simulating this experience, he adds the equally essential
familiarity with the science of war, and with the lessons to
be drawn from historical instances of success and failure.
In effect, it is here brought home to him that, on a funda-
mental basis of earnest thought, mental ability, character,
knowledge, and experience, finally rests the soundmes of
decision (see page 219).

The Decision. The word "decision" has the primary
meaning of a conclusion. A decision (conclusion) is essential
as a starting point for further procedure. Sound decision
is the essential preliminary to wise planning and effective
action.

The range within which military decisions may fall ex-
tends from the instantaneous resolve to meet an emergency,
to the conditional intentions of a distant future. Within this
range will be found many decisions which the commander
is necessarily called upon to reach during the four steps
toward the attainment of an assigned objective.

The course of action, or the combination of courses, as
finally selected by the commander upon the termination of
the first step, represents his conclusion as to his outlinedj

plan for the attainment of his assigned objective. TPis
conclusion will indicate, specifically or inferentially, his
general objective, as selected by himself, and-in pFeper
detail-the action required for its attainment. (See pages
88 and 95). The conclusion is thus his Decision, which pro-
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vides the general plan, or the basis therefor, from which he
will, in the second step, develop a detailed plan of opera-
tions for his force.

Illustration of the foregoing process may profitably beI initiated with respect to the highest echelon involved in the

case- of a State. The primary national objective of organized
government (Chapter 1, page 7) is the ensurance of en-
"visaged pr)sperity and of essential security for the social
system which is the fundamental basis of the community.
This aim, as embodied in basic policy (see pages 8 and 9),
is the objective visualized by the people of the State, or by
its policy-forming elements, in the capacity of an organized
government.

For the maintenance of the condition represented in
this policy, or for the creation of such a condition not
already existing, an appropriate task of the State, as the
political embodiment of the national will, might be to main-
tain or establish friendly (at least, not hostile) governments
and social systems in those key localities of the world
"whence, otherwise, effective threats may arise.

The national mission (the mission of the State) then
becomes:-

(Task) To maintain or establish friendly (at least, not
hostile) governments and social systems in
those key localities of the world whence,
otherwise, effective threats may arise,

(Purpose) in order to ensure envisaged prosperity and
essential security for the social system which is
the fundamental basis of the community.

A national estimate of the situation, by the highest
authority of the State, to determine the effect to be at-
"tained for the accomplishment of the foregoing mission,
takes account of the possibilities of accomplishment through
psychological, political, economic, or military pressure, or
by combinations thereof. As a result of this accounting,
the State adopts a national Decision which indicates the
best way of accomplishing its mission.

To carry out this Decision, each of the primary sub-
divisions of the State's organization is assigned a specific
task or tasks, whose total effect is designed to achieve the
"result embodied in the national Decision. The task of each
such primary subdivision is linked to a purpose which is
the attainment of the objective indicated in the national
Decision.

In like manner, each organization of the national armed
forces is governed in its action by a task assigned to it as a
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result of a Dpeision made by the proper authority on the
next higher c elon. Each commander is thus provided with
a mission which consists of an assigned task and of a pur-
pose as indicated by the general objective decided upon by
his immediate superior.

The Second Step
The second step, that of resolving the required action

into detailed military operations, may now be undertaken
unless the Decision reached In the first step is intended
for future reference only. During the second step the com-
mander, if he carries the procedure through to Its logical
end, visualizes his proposed operations as tasks, In order to
ensure their proper formulation. He may, if it is his intent
to issue a directive or directives for the execution of his
plan of operation, or a part thereof, arrange his procedure
so as to facilitate the third step.

The common characteristic of problems of the second
step is that they deal with matters pertaining to the sup-
port of the action decided upon in the first step, and that
they are properly problems for the commander who made
that Decision, and not for his subordinates, to solve. Such
problems are appropriately termed subsidiary problems.
Their full solution involves subsidiary estimates, subsidiary

decisions, and, not Infrequently, distinct subsidiary plans
and subsidiary directives.

Each detailed operation derived, during the second
step, fi 4 m the outlined plan of operations (as embodied in
the basic Decision) is determined upon the basis of an esti-
mate procedure essentially similar to the basic estimate.
There is thus a series of subsidiary estimates for this pur-

pose. Such estimates tend to be abbreviated and informal,
since the necessary data, and often much of the considera-
tion as to the subsidiary courses of action, may be avail-
able from the basie estimate.

Unless the detailed operations are of such a character
as to require development into subsidiary plans as a basis
for subsidiary directives, such operations are merely em-
bodied, in the form of tasks or otherwise as may be appro-
priate, in the basic plan. In the excepted cases, where sub-
sidiary plans, in detailed form, are necessary or desirable,
such a plan may be the result of a more formal and special-
ized subsidiary estimate.

Chapter VII is devoted to a discussion of the second
step.
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The -problem involved in the first step has been con-
veniently termed the basic problem because it is directly
concerned with the attainment of the assigned objective
(page 81). The solution of the basic problem in the first
step, and of its corollary in the second step, completes the
planning stage. 2

The Third Step
The third step consists of the formulation, and-if

appropriate--the issue, of the directives which convey to
the subordinate the will and intent of the commander. From
the mental standpoint, the third step begins when the com-
mander forms the intent of immediately promulgating his
directives for the execution of the planned action. Whether
or not the third step is partially combined with the second,
its problem is a separate one !is complete solution inaugu-
rates the action planned in the second step.

The third step is discussed and developed in Chapter
VU1L

The Fourth Step
The fourth step, which calls for mental effort in the

solution of the problem of supervising the action, requires
a constant, close observation of the unfolding of the orig-
Inal situation. The procedure employed is customarily
termed The Running Estimate of the Situation. Only an
alert commander can invariably determine whether the sit-
uation is unfolding along the lines desired by him, as pro-
mulgated in the directives of the third step. In effect, the
commander, after action is begun, considers the changing
situation as a variable in the problem presented for his solu-
tion by the original (basic) situation. With the march of
events, he is, therefore, constantly critical to detect whether
variations from the original situation are in accordance with
his design or whether these variations have introduced new
incentives which demand modification or alteration of his
plan, or its complete abandonmeT.t.

The fourth step is discussed and developed in Chapter
Ix.

Sequence of Events in the Four Stem
When all of the elements of the entire procedure of the

four steps are present, they take, from the viewpoint of the
same commander throughout, the foliowing form:

(1) First step: The commander, confronted with a
strategical situation (page 8S), makes a strategical estimate
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and comes to a strategical Decision. The problem, the es-
timate, and the Decision are basic.

(2) Second step: The commander now is confronted .
with a particular problem, one proceeding from his basic
problem and involving the details of a plai of execution
to carry out the Decision reached in the first step; this prob-
lem consists, itself, of numerous other problems of detail,
which require solution by the commander himself. The basic
Decision has embodied an outlined plan, strategical in na-
ture, for an operation to accomplish the motivating task of
the first step. This plan requires resolution into the detailed
operations necessary for its full accomplishment.

Each such detailed operation, as part of the outlined
plan embodied in the strategical Decision, calls for a proper
estimate. Though usually not formal in nature, more espc-
cially if th, necessary data can be found in the basic esti-
mate, such estimates are fundamentally the same as for the
basic problem. The assembly of such detailed operations
results in the formulation of a basic plan.

At this point, additional problems may present them-
selves, these being frequently tactical in nature. Such, for
example, may be sortie olans, approach plans, and Battle
Plans. Other specialized plans (training, intelligence, logis-
tics, etc.) may be needed. The data essential for the solution
of such problems are more detailed than for the usual stra-
tegical basic problem. In some instances, such suasidiary
plans may be developed directly from the basic Decision
by procedures distinctive of the second step. In other in-
stances, solution may require an additional subsidiary es-
timate, along the lines typical of the first step. These subsi-
diary estimates lead to subsidiary decisions. which in turn
require to be resolved Into the necessary detailed operations.

(3) Third step: In the third step, the directives, if
the basic problem was strategical in nature, will be of a
strategical character. However, if subsidiary tactical prob-
lems were also involved, tactical directives will frequently
be included. Logistics directives and other specialized in-
structions may also be a feature.

(4) Fourth step: The supervision of the planned ac-
tion, in the fourth step, may involve a new strategical prob-
lem, perhaps several. In such event each new basic problem
will initis+-. a new series of problems, with corresponding di-
rectives, as described above. Changes in strategical plans
may be called for. I' no strategical changes are involved,
there may nevertheless be Introduced one or more new tacti-
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cal or logistics problems, with corresponding changes in the
subsequent procedure. The fourth step may, however, merely
involve changes in supporting plans (tactical, logistics, etc.),
wh esultant change in the directives involved. Finally,
the fourth step may involve changes, for clarification, in the
directives formulated in the third step.

Variations in the foregoing procedure are frequent. The
most usual is perhaps the case where the commander, re-
ceiving a tactical (instead of a strategical) mission, solves
such a Wtical problem as a basic problem in the first step;
reseves his Decision into detailed tactical operations in the
second step; issues a tactical directive or directives in the
third step; and supervises his planivad tacticm. action in
the fourth step.

Phraseology as to "Course of Action", "Operation", and
"rank". It is important to avoid. the possibility of becom-
Ing confused because each of the terms "a course of action",
"an operation", and "a task", is correctly visualized as "an
act or a series of acts". In the first step, the selected
course of action (see page 104) indicates the "act or series
of acts" decided upon as representing, in general terms,
an effort for attainment of a specified objective and is
therefore stated us a comprehensive metbod of attaining
that objectve. The Decision thus adopts this course of
action as a general plan of operations, or as a basis there-
for.

In the second step, the required action is developed to
place It upon a practical, workable basis as a detailed plan to
be executed. The "act or series of acts" represented by the
selected "course of action" haw r.aw become a detailed "act or
series of acts". As such, it is now susceptible of being as-
signed, in whole or in part, to subordinate commanders as
"tasks". The cycle within that particular eche~on ic com-
pleted when the tasks are thus assigned. The commander
has tb•reby charged his immediate subordinates with the
commission of specific "acts or series of acts".

Each such subor.ate commander necessarily decides
on the best method of rccomplishing his assigned task. I. e.,
on the course of action (act or series of acts) which will
best accomplish the effort required of him. The .ure
(for each commander on that echelon) thus , '16iew
until an echelon is reached where the characterM he re-
quired action has already been determined as a matter of
routine (see page 84).
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ThI Use of a Form im the Solutim of Problems
The natural mental proceses (see page 19) are employ-

ed in all of the fiur steps. The processes, in each step, re-
quire modiflcat- -4 to an extent dependent upon the factors
to be evaluated.

A form has been adopted for the application of the
mental processes in the first step. This form, long known to
the military profession as The outlin of The Estimate of
The Situation (see Appendix), sets forth in a logical manner
and order the several considerations likely to influence the
selection of correct military objectives in problems of wide,
as well as of lesser, scope. The usa of this form is conducive
to uniformity of rewonlng. It centers the attention upon
essentials, in order to ensure that no material factor bear-
ing on the solution of the problem is overlooked. It guides
thought along a specific path and, through the influence of
suggestion, deliberately increases the expenditure of mental
effort.

The procedure indicated in the form contributes to the
Decision reached as a result of an Estimate of the Situation,
only to the extent that it provides an outline for, and en-
couragement of, systematic analysis and reasoning.

To prove successful in stimulating rather than stifling
creative thought, flexibility is a charac1eristic of any
form capable of application in such dissimilar circumstances
as may be presented by the varying scope of military prob-
lems. The Estimate Form is such a flexible guide. If a com-
mander, in solving a problem, feels the need of greater flexi-
bility, he may, of course, modify or adapt the form to his
particular needs. In so doing, however, he bears in mind
that departure from orderly processes of reasoning, on
which the form is based, tends, through possible neglect of
fundamental considerations, to lead to the omission of es-
sential features of the analysis.

On the other hand, a rigid followkig of the form may
frequently cause much repetitiom. This may be a7oided,
unless desired for emphasis or other appropriate reasons,
by reference back to preceding portions of the estimate. It
is also to be noted, however, that the Estimate Form is
adapted, Jo a progressive procedure. Very frequently the
earlier ý*ideration of some aspect of the problem can
later •*panded both in scope and in proper detail by
reason of additiknal information which has become avail-
able during the intervening stages of the procedure.

The distinction between certain strategical and tactical
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problems (page 68) may introduce variations In the han-
Sdung of the Estimate Form, and may affect the weight to be
given the various factors. The use of the Estamate Form, as
described in Chapter VI, applies in full to problems which
embrace the complete scope of broad strategical concepts. It 4

is sutitable Al for problems of limited scope, for which cer-
tain modilleations or abbreviations are required. When ap-
plied to problems of a-detailed tactical nature, the emphasis
on the factors of fighting strength is somewhat different
from that tor strategical problems. For certain subsidiary

- problems (page 106), the Form may be closely applicable orS~may require considerable adaptation. In no case is it difficult

to modify the Form to suit the requirements of the problen.
An estimate of a relatively broad strategical situation

rnay normally be reduced to writing, because time is usually
avaelable. On the other hand, an estimate of a localized
tactical situation frequently requires almost instantaneour,
decision. Except in the preparation of plans to moet contin-
gencies, such an estimate can rarely be given the elaborate
form frequent in estimates of situations which are broadly
strategical in .nature When such tactical plans are prepared
well in advance of the event, the commander bases the esti-
mate upon various awms ptions as to the circumstances of a
probable situation.

The written solution of tactical -situations under various
assumptions is a valuable feature of training to this end.

During the second step; i.e., the rtiblfttion of the siction,

as embodied in the Decision, into the 'detafied operations
required, the method considered most helpful ix to arrange
the procedure on the basis of the salient features to a miji.
tary operation (page 9 and Section HI of Chapter IV).
This procedure facilitates not only the determination of the
-necessary operations, but also the'later formulation of
directives.

The second step, like the first, makes use of the esti-
mate procedure. This is ievitable, in View of the fact that
the mental processes are identical (page 106) for the solu- 4
tion of the problem of both steps.

The application of the estimate procedure to the second
step may be tested, aside from the logic of the theory in-
volved, by careful nal.ysis of examples. For instance,
if the basic Decision was to determine the location of
eneeay forces in the area ABCD, this becomes the basis
for a plan embodying the best method of determining the
location of such eremy forces (an operation, or a series of
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operations). One method of procedure (course of action) to
achieve this objective may be to search the area by 4rcraft;
another may involve a search by cruisers; another by de-
stroyers; another by submarines; etc. The operation or op-
erations finally determincd upon may be any one of these,
or a combination of two or more of them, perhaps of all of
them. The fundamental procedure leading to this conclusion
is identical with that of the basic estimate.

There are a number of possible variations of the fun-
damental mental processes applicable to the second step, ac-
cording to the facility and the preference of the commander.
Practice seems to develop such facility (see also page 94)
that entire plans, each properly integrated with respect
to physical objectives, relative positions, appoitionment of
fighting strength, and freedom of action, may be visualized
separately from each other.

At the other extreme, the elementary procedure is to
utilize these salient features of such a plan,' successively,
to suggest detailed operations. The features after the first
are then used either to adapt or to complete the opera-
tions suggested by preceding features, or to suggest new
operations. This elementary procedure, being the simpler
and more methodical of the two, is the one explained here-
after (Chapter VII).

However, there are various possibilities as to proced-
ures intermediate between these exta-emes. One such pro-
cedure would visua!:ze operations primarily on the basis of
correct physical objectives, adapting and completing such
operations by reference to the other features; the procedure
would then utilize relative positions, etc., to suggest addi-
tional operations, which in turn may be similarly adapted or
completed. The commander is of course at liberty 'use the
procedure best suited to his own working methods and to
the particular situation; naturally, he bears full respon-
sibility for any errors due to a faulty choice of procedure.

From the staidpoint of the exercise of mental power in
the solution of military problems, the second stsp may be
taken to include the assembly of the commander's conclu-
sions in the form of directives. The third step begins, how-
ever (page 107), when the commander forms the intent of
immediately promulgating such directives.

The third step makes use of the Order Form. In our
naval service, this form is applicable, with certain modifi-
cations, to all written directives pertaining to operations
other than routine. The subject matter is presented in a
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logical sequence which experience has shown to be effective.
The Order Form assists in the solution of the problem by
providing a comprehensive vehicle with which all echelons

S~are familiar.

Sy In the fourtih step, i. e., the supervision of the planned
action, the prime essential is the maintenance, by the com-
mander of a Runnin Estimate (page 107). For this purpose7- ~there is a definite technique of which the Estimate Form

provides the basis, and by means of which the solution of
this important problem is aided.

Conclusion Ls To the Approach to the Solution
of Military Problems

The foregoing considerations indicate that planned
attainment of a military objective requires the application
of mental effort Ln four distinct steps.

The sequence of the four steps necessarily is fixed be-
cause of the consequential relationship among the prob-
lems typical of the several steps. The mission, in the first
step, furnishes the nature of the appropriate effect desired.
Until modified or revoked by higher authority, it clearly re-
mains the governing influence throughout the entire range
of mental effort which, in conjunction with the moral and I
physical effort, is calculated to result finally in the attain-

ment of the assigned objective.
The procedure involved, being natural and universal,

is fundamentally the same even in those tactical situations
where the commander performs all of the steps in almost
instantaneous succession. The Estimate Form, as presented
herein, is adaptable to military problems of any nature.
The systematic approach represented in the Form is sub-
ject to adaptation by the competent tommander-provided
that the essentials are preserved-in any manner appro-
priate to his personal preference and to the nature of his
particular problem.

The essentials of the military Estimate of the Situa-
tion, as a specialized use of the natural mental processes, are
in.'ierent in the proper application of the Fundamental Mili-
tary Principle (see page 82). The Estimate Form merely
provides a more detailed guide for the use of the Principle.
Facility in the use of the Principle will enable the compe-
tent commander, once he has formed a proper ur.derstand-
ing of the basis for solution of a problem, to solve the prob-
lem correctly without reference to the Estimate Form. Ref-
erence to the Form may be necessary in problems of broad
scope, in order to ensure a complete survey of factors of
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fighting strength. Time, in such cases, is usually available
for purposes of a detailed study. Subject to this exception,
the Principle, a'one, may be used effectively as a basis for
sound military decision,-a fact of particular significance
where time (page 22) is an element of immediate concern.

That this procedure may be successfully and repeatedly
applied in the fast-moving events of the decisive tactical
engagement is, more particularly, the goal of mental prep-
aration for the exercise of command.
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CHAPTER VI

ME• SEI ECTION OF A CORRECT OBJECTIVE
(Including the Determination, in Proper Detail, of the

Action Required for its Attainment)

The First Step- The Solution of a Basic Problem
(The Estimate of the Situation)

The type of problem distinctive of the first step, now to be dis-
cussed, is a basic problem. It is the most likely type when an organized
chain of command is in effective operation, the incentive for solution
being derived from a directive issued by higher authority (Chapter V).

The problem of the first step is described by the question, "What
objective should I select, and what action (in outline) should I take
for its attainment, in order to achieve the objective assigned to me
by higher authority?"

The procedure for solution of the type of problem dis-

tinctive of the first step is that already indicated as ap-
plicable to all military problems, i. e., a specialized employ-
ment of the ratural mental processes (Chapter II) through
the application of the Fundamental Military Principle.
The studied application of the Principle is assisted through
the Estimate Form which provides a more detailed guide.

The fundamentals of the Estimate Form have already
been discussed (Chapter V). Except for emphasis, or to
afford a basis for further detailed discussion, the basic mat-
ters previously dealt with are not repeated in the present
chapter. It is therefore advisable, before studying the de-
tails applicable to the first step, to make an adequate re-
view of the pertinent portions of the preceding chapter.
With the necessary background thus provided, the Esti-
mate Form can be followed with a minimum of distraction

caused by reference to related subjects.
For special emphasis, it is repeated here (see also page

110) that the Estimate Form is a flexible guide. The com-
mander is of course at liberty to vary the procedure accord-
ing to his particular needs and the nature of his problem;
however, he will bear in mind that errors of commission or
of omission arising by reason of departure from the essen-
tial features of the procedure may disrupt orderly reasoning.

The Estimate Form is divided into sections and sub-
sections, each of which presents a subject for con., .eration.

Preceding page blank 117



"The Form follows, sequentially, the salient features of the
natural mental process described in Chapter II. It will be
seen, from an examination of the section headings listed
below, that Section I has to do with establishing the basis
for solution of the problem; Sections II, HIl, and IV relate
to the actual process of solution through consideration of
various courses of action; while Seetion V states the conclu-
sion re.hed.

I. Establishment of the Basis for Solution of the
Problem.?

II. Determnination of Suitable, Feasible, and Accept-
able Courses of Action.

MI. Examination into the Capabilities of the Enemy.
IV. Selection of the Best Course of Action.
V. The Decision.

A tabular form inserted in the Appendix lists the fore-
going headings and their principal subdivisions within the
Estimate Form. For convenience, the appended Form also
includes page references to the di.ctlsion in this chapter.

SECTION I
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE BASIS FOR SOLUTION

OF THE PROBLEM
As noted in the Fundamental Military Principle, each

objective, prior to its selection, and each operation, prior
to its adoption, requires examination from the standpoint
of suitability, feasibility, and acceptability. Sr'tability in-
volves the factor of the appropriate effect dcsired; feas-
ibility involves the factors of the means available and op-
posed, as influenced by the characteristics of the theater;
and acceptability involves the factor of the conseq-ences as
to costs.

In order to establish a sound basis for the solution of a
military problem, one which will permit the tests for suit-
ability, feasibility, and acceptability (see pages 98-102) to
be intelligently applied, it is necessary that the factors in-
volved be studied.

A. The Appropriate Effect Desired.
The appropriate effect desired, the first factor listed,

is the goal toward which the commander is working. He is
enabled to form an understanding of this essential aspect
of his problem through (1) a grasp of the salient features
of the situation, (2) a recognitirn of the incentive to sold-
tion, and (3) an appreciation of the assigned objective. He
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expresses this understanding by (4) formulating the
mission.

The sequence in which the commander takes up these
considerations is a matter for his own choice. Usually, direc- A

tives from higher authority (see Chapter VIII as to the
Order Form) give him, first, information as to the situa-
tion; thereafter, such directives assign him a task (or
tasks) involving one or more assigned objectives. For this
reason, the sequence so indicated is the one utilized here.

(1) Summary of the Situation. Before the commander
can decide whether he wishes to maintain the existing situ-
ation or to change it, he requires a mental picture of its
salient features. On beginning the Estimate, the available
information is therefore briefly summarized. The picture
presented here will show in broad outline (page 79) the op-
posing forces as disposed in localities which constitute rela-
tive positions with reference to each other. Details are re-
'served for Section I-B of the Estimate.

The appropriate data are noted on the chart, and study
of the chart goes hand in hand with the development of the
Estimate.

The summary of the situation may include statements
as to present activities of own and enemy forces. It may
recite significant occurrences. Tt does not attempt to com-
pare or to deduce; such processes are deferred until Section
I-B. The commander extracts, from the information furn-
ished by higher authority, such data as are pertinent to his
own problem. He includes these data in his own summary,

supplementing them by information from other sources, to
the extent deemed advisable. In the exercise of judgment
as to the content of his summary, the commander is influ-
enced by the fact that the summary is the point of depar-
ture for visualizing the appropriate effect desired.

(2) Recognition of the Incentive. In basic problems
(the type now under discussion, see page 117), the com-
mander finds his incentive in directives received from
higher authority. Under the procedure of the Estimate, a
notation of that fact, with a citation of the directive(s), is
all that is required to indicate that the commander has
formed a proper recognition of his incentive.

(3) Appreciation of the Assigned Objective. A cor-
rect understanding of the nature and of the involvements
of the assigned objective is, naturally, an essential to the
establishment of the basis for the solution of a problem of
the first step.
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At this stage of the Estimate the commander cannot,
however, expect always to reach a final conclusion as to this
matter. He will have opportunity for further consideration,
later, in Section II. It will be realized that, after interve-ning
portions of the Estimate have been worked out, ths com-
mander will be in a position to examine the assigned ob-
jective again, and to make a more thorough analysis.

In a basic problem, the commander is assigned his
objective by higher authority, usually in the form of an
assigned task. Although, as stated on page 84, such task
may be expressed by one of various methods, a properly
conceived task always indicates, either specifically or in-
ferentially, an objective (or objectives).

Whatever method of expression may have been em-
ployed by higher authority, the commander will facilitate
his appreciation of the assigned objective if he now sets
down his assigned task, scrutinizes it carefully, and then
makes note of the objective which is either specifically or
inferentially indicated by that task. (See .ages 52-54).

The commander's basis for solving the problem is not
complete, however, with merely a statement of his own ob-
jective. Full visualization of the effect desired is not
obtained until the commander appreciates not only the re-
suit which he, himself, is required to accomplish, but also
the next further result which is expected to eventuate as,
at least in part, an effect of his accomplishment. His goal,
as an "effect desired", includes not only the effect desired of
him by higher authority, but also the effect which his im-
mediate superior desires to be accomplished by that su-
perior's entire force.

Occasionally, full appreciation of the commander's ob-
jective will require, also, consideration of the further effects
desired by yet higher successive ec:telons.

The natural requirement is that the goal be so clearly
defined as to obviate any material doubt as to the implica-
tions involved in the commander's assigned objective. When
the goal has been thus defined, there results a linking of
effect and further effect, of objective and further objec-
tive,-in short, of task and purpose,,the importance of
which has previously been emphasized (page 48).

In making notation of this further objective for the
solution of problems typical of the first step, the com-
mander normally sets down the general plan of his immedi-

ate superior for the employment of the latter's entire force.
When the linking of objective to objective, echelon by eche-
lon, has involved no complication, the immediate superior's
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I general plan will be a sufficient indication of the purposo
"'T for which the commander is to carry out his task.

(4) Formulation of the Mission.
The linking of the commander's assigned task to the

general plan of his immediate superior pexmits the corn-
, 4zmander to formulate his mission (page 87). His assigned

task becomes the task of his mission; his superior's general
plan becomes the purpose of his mission. In this manner heI• crystallizes into a clear statement the part of the common
effort which he is to carry out, indicating the assigned ob-

ST jective he is himself to attain, as well as the further
objective to whose attainment his effort is to contribute.

In establishing the basis for solution of his problem
with respect to suitability, the commander may have con-
sidered his assigned objective before studying his situa-
tion. If so, he may now desire to modify his earlier state-

T ment of that objective, before incorporating it in the formu-
lation of his mission, to the end that a more 'clear-cut and
concise expression may be obtained.

" " The relationship (restated from page 87 for emphasis)
is expre sed in the following:

My assigned task is to be accomplished for the purpose of
carrying out my designated part of my superior's general pla.
This formula is customarily simplified to the following:

(Task) (statement of the assigned tasky;
(Purpose) in order to assist in the suc-essful execution of

(statement of the superior's general plan).
The Words "assist in the successful execution of" may

frequently be understood and therefore omitted.
The mission, thus formulated, clearly indicates the ap-

propriate effect desired, i. e., the fact, r which establisheb
the basis for the solution of the problem from the stand-
point of suitability.

B. Relative Fighting Strength.
As indicated in the Fundamental Military Principle, the

second and third requirements for a sound solution of the
problem are feasibility of accomplishment and acceptability
of the consequences as to costs.

Both requirements have to do with the factors of rela-
tive fighting strength. Fighting strength is derived from
"the means availab!Ž as influenced by the characteristics of
the theater. Relative fighting strength is determined by a
weighing of these factors against the means opposed, as
influenced also by the characteristics of the theater.

These are the factors, then, which are next studied in
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the Estimate. They .e studied in order to complete the
establishment of the basis for the solution of the problem.

The factor of consequences, as listed in the F'.mda-
mental Military Principle, is related to the factors per-
tinent to feasibility. This is true because consequences are
assessed, in the Estimate, on the basis of the envisaged
results of proposed aoctions. These results are necessarily
predicated on tL- grounds established by consideration of
the factors of relative fighting strength. The study of
relative fighting strength thus provides not only a sound
basis for the determination, later, of the feasibility of
courses of action, but also of their acceptability with respect
to consequences as to costs.

Particular emphasis is placed on the conclusion as to
relative fighting strength, to the end that specific advan-
tages may be ascertained. Such a study is primarily con-
cerned with information:-its collection, its analysis, its
evaluation, and its interpretation so as to convert it into
military (naval) intellgence (page 76). with a view to its
use by the commander in the solution of his problem. Infor-

mation as to forces present and as to their positions is of
course prerequisite to a clear comprehension of the possi-
bilities as to physical objectives, as to relative positions,
as to apportionment of fighting strength, and as to freedom
of action.

The commander may choose whether he shall, in his
estimate, first consider the means available and opposed,
or reverse the order and give priority to the characteristics
of the theater. In a particular situation, the significance of
these characteristics is frequently determined by the capa-
bilities and limitations of the means available and opposed.
For this reason, these means are first discussed in this

treatment, which thereafter includes the analysis of th
characteristics of the theater.

The capabilities and limitations of the means, and the
significance of the characteristics of the theater, may be ex-
pressed in terms cf cen-tain specific factors (page 25). Each
of these factors may influence, or be influenced by, any or
all of the others. Situations octur in which certain factors
exert little or no influence. Yet, in other situations, these

same factors have a paramount effect.
The classification of factors utilized in the follor.ing

treatment is applicable to most military problems.
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A list of pertinent factors, to be of real use in the
solution of problems, is required, first, to be complete, so
that no factor will be overlooked, and, second, to be simple,
so that, as far as practicable, all similar data may be dis-
cussed under one heading.

With respect to the factors set forth in succeeding
pages, the solution of a particular problem may call for a
different listing.

Such listing may involve, in some cases, the contraction
or the omission of certain of the headings.

In other cases, an expansion will be necessary or de-
sirable under certain headings, in considerably greater de-
tail than shown here. For example, Section I-B of a National
Estimate may involve reference to several volumes of print-
ed books or of similar data, while, even in ordinary strate-
gical situations, numerous charts, books of sailing direc-

Ttions, and other ..mpilations may require study. Where
such references are not standard and generaly available,
they may be appended, preferably in condensed form.

7 The proper listing of pertinent factors will depend on
the nature of the problem.

(1) Survey of the Means Available and Opposed.
The application of power, actually or by threat, is de-

pendent on the ability of the human and material com-
ponents of fighting strength to develop energy and to exert

"7- effort for purposes of combat (page 8). These components,
as ranged on one side or the other, constitute the means
available and opposed. (See page 31). Analysis of these
means requires a classification of the various factors which
influence the situation.

For a broad strategical estimate made by the State,
economic and political factors require intensive study; phy-
sical objectives, relative posit'n, apportionment of fight-
ing strength, and freedom of action are all involved in
such a survey.

For a strategical estimate made by a high military comn-
"mander, these factors frequently enter to a lesser extent.
Such a commander is concerned only with the effect which
these factors will have on the operations projected for the
particular theater involved in his problem. From his point
of view, the economic and political factors often have little
bearing on the elements of a favorable military situation.
In such a case, the commander concentrates in this section
on the factors more directly relating to the armed forces;
his important considerations deal with such matters as nu-
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merical strength, types of weapons, disposition, and factors
an to freedom of action.

For strategical estimates of lesser scope, the com-
mander further restricts his study accordingly.

In detailed tactical estimates the commander requires
an exhaustive comprehension of the fighting capabilities of
his own and the enemy armed forces, because his selection
of physical objectives and his use of relative position are
affected by such considerations. This is mniafestly true for
studied tactical estimates made in advance to meet con-
tingencies, but its import is not always fully understood in
its bearing on the unfolding situation after the battle be-
gins. At that time, the most precise knowledge is called for,
under the then rapidly changing conditions. (Chapter IX)

In the Form treated herein, those matters particularly
applicable to broad estimates are included under "general
factors". These are followed by the factors more directly
applicable to the armed forces.
(a) General Factors. (i) Political Factors. The prosecution
of the war is directly influenced by such internal conditions
as the strength of the national government and its capacity
for unified effort, the moulding and maintaining of a firm
public opinion in support of war aims, the neutralization of
subversive propaganda, and the degree to which the govern-
ment can make available necessary resources, both domestic
and foreign. I

External relations modify the conduct of war, always
affecting broad estimates of the employment of national
forces. The wartime factors which influence these relations
include the effect of the clash between foreign opinion and
natio.-al policy, the national bias of interested neutrals and
of unneutral non-belligerent governments, and the normal
attitude of such neutrals and non-belligerents toward each
belligerent. The diplomatic skill of the opposing govern-
ments and the ability of propaganda to sway public opinion
abroad may well determine the manner in which neutrality
will be enforced.

Alliances, including those that are known and those
that are secret, directly influence an estimate. When a war
of any importance breaks out in any part of the world, all
States are affected to some degree. One may have an alli-
ance which, though not requiring active participation in the
war, will call for collaboration with the efforts of a belliger-
ent. Another alliance may require active participation, while
still another State may attempt to maintain strict neutrality.
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Every State remaining a: peace will thus be in a status rang- *

ing from that of a non-belligerent, with more or less close
ties to one of the contestants, to a position of strict im-
partiality. The estimate of the international situationIi becomes move complex as the magnitude of the war in-
creases. A correct appreciation of the status of each State
concerned is of first importance in any broad estimate of the
conduct of war.
(ii) Economic Factors. The capacity, organization, and mo- i
bilization of industry influence the rapidity and adequacy
with which material is prepared for, and supplied to, the
armed forces. The acceptance by the civilian population of
sacrifices, caused by the diversion to war uses of the pro-
ductive capacity of industry, will have a direct bearing upon
the industrial capacity of that State.

The ability and willingness to finance the war effort,
which includes the ability to tax, to float internal loans, and
to create foreign credits, may well determine the extent and
duration of the national capability for war.

The dependence of a nation upon the continuation of
foreign trade, including the necessity of obtaining new mar-
kets and new sources of supply, affects its strength. No
State yet has complete autarchy. Thus, there is the neces-
sity of obtaining from foreign sources certain of the
raw materials vhich are indispensible to the war effort.
As each belligerent may endeavor to deny sources of raw
materials to the other, a portion of the fighting power may
be. required for trad, protection.
(iii) Psychological Factors. The maintenance of a stable
more (page 72) at a high level is a primary concern. Such
sta.oility inures the nation or command against the full ef-
fects of surprise, fear, disappointment, despondency, and
other weakening moral influences, while at the same time
taking full advantage of those influences which strengthen
the moral fiber of a people.

Training and experience influence morale, playing a
part difficult to overestimate. They provide a basis for
evp!uatirg discipline. A study of the history of the State
may prove valuable in estimating the present condition in
this respect; a nation or command which may be classed as
a veteran has an advantage over a beginner at the art of
war.

Another important factor relates to the existence of
the skills necessary for the production and use of the
material means of war. The control of skilled personnel is
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a psychological consideration of gruat importance.
Unity of efort, or the lack of it, "especially betweon

management and labor, may be ane of the most important .
factors of the estimate.

Special attention is desirable as to national inventive-
ness and versatility in the production -of new and surprising
means of war or in development of methods that in any
way contribute to a successful war effort. -

Racial or national characteristics may affect the esti-
mates of morale and training. Reactions of various races
or groups to the conditions of war have been sufficiently re-
corded, on the basis of past performance, to prove of some
value. Service traditions may furnish clues for correct
evaluation of psychological factors.

While only the physical elementR of fighting strength
are susceptible of quantitative comparison, failure to take
account of mental and moral factors may involve serious
error. Nevertheless, in many situations, such factors
remain relatively indeterminate until subjected to test. In-
ferences may be drawn, and deductions made, on a basis of -:

peace-time observation and of historical precedent. In these,*
racial and natiornal characteristics may figure prominently.
History, however, has taught that, in a conflict between
modern industrial and military nations, it is unwise to en-
tertain any assumption other than that of moral equality
until such time as the conflict has demonstrated the exist-
ence of a difference, and the degree thereof, or unless prior
experience, observation, and acquaintance unquestionably
warrant otherwise.

(iv) Information and counter-information measures. Opera-
tions of war are tremendously affected by the information
which each belligerent possesses of the others. It is therefore
of vital importance to weigh the efficiency of the belligerents
in the employment of means of obtaining, denying, and
utilizing information.

There may appropriately be considered present, proba-
ble, or possible use or non-use of Indirect methods such as:

tutdy of press, captured documents, and material; re-
ports from other friendly units; interrogation of prisoners
of war, deserters, inhabitants, and escaped or exchangedI .-',,oners; radio direction-finding; efficiency of crypto-
graphy; interception of enemy radio, telegraph, telephone, "
and mail communications; espionage; censorship; propa-
ganda; efficiency of communications systems, ashore and
afloat, which include all means of interchange of thought.
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FIn this connection it will be recalled that information, how-

S• ever accurate and appropriate, is useless if it cannot be
'3 conveyed in time.

The direct methods of obtaining information are mili-
T tary operations intended for that purpose. such as observa-

tion, reconnaissance, scouting, trailing.
Counter-information measures are no less important

than those pertaining to collection of information. Such
measures include all provisions for secrecy, such as centor-
ship, counter-espionage, cryptography, control of own com-
munications, security of documents, camouflage, a"4 ap-
plicable tactical operations.

(b) Factors More Directly Applicable to Armed Forces. U)
Vessels, inca.t.ing aircraft. The numbers and characteriatics
of the ships and aircraft of the various nations of the world
are known with less and less accuracy from the time when
war becomes a probsbility. The information available is

given intense and comparative sci atiny, under the specific
headings of the factors of the Estimate Form as later
enumerated.

(ii) Land forces, including land-based aviation. Important
facts concerning the land forces of the enemy, including his
land-based aviation, will be, known, probably, to a lesser
extent than in the case of the naval forces. The value of a
comparison - naval, land, or air - may depend upon
whether the intelligence service has improved the accuracy
of these data, maintained them up to date, and collected
accurate additional information.
(iii) Personnel. The status of enemy personnel as to the
sufficiency of numbers effectively to man all implements,
as to training, morale, skill, stamina, and willingness
to accept the supreme sacrifice, can seldom be accurately
known. Unless thlere is positive inlormation to the contrary,
the wise commander will assume in this respect that the
stafvs of the personnel available to his opponent is at least
equal to that of his own command. Full consideration
will be given to all known facts concerning own personnel,
to the end that its worth h., any proposed situation may be
properly evaluated.

The basic discussion of thu psychological factors (page
125) is applicable here as to the respective armed forces.
Personal characteristics of commanders, so far as known,
deserve full study, since they have an important bearing on
relative fighting strength. The military value of the various
units and forces is a similar consideration. The present at-
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titude and'past'actions of enemy'commanders and of their
"commands, and the factor o, racial, national, and service
characteristics, may furnish clues for correct evaluation. in
this connection.
(iv) Material The material characteristics, of the comý
mander's own implements of war are generally known to
him. The characteristics of enemy material can only be esti-
mated from such data as have become available, but are not
to be underestimated.

Material characteristics embrace armament, life, and
mobility. -

Armament relates to the caliber and number of guns,
and to other weapons such as torpedoes, mines, depth-char-
ges and aircraft (with their own weapons). It also includes
chemical agents and other instrumentalities, together with -,

the types, potentialities as to range, and the number or
amount of each available, both foz immediate use and as -"

replacements. Ammunition supply is a factor here. In the
evaluation of foreign armaments, sufficient data are often
available to make a reasonable estimate, but care is desirable -
not to underestimate.

Life is the ability to withstand punishment; it is ex-
pressed in terms of standards -which can be clearly visu- --
aliz'>l. For a vessel, life is the ability to absorb damage
while carrying out its assigned task. In the absence of defi-

nite factual data, evaluation of the life of foreign vessels
will sometimes prove difficult. Here, again, an underestimate
is dangerous.

Mobility is capability of movement. It is compounded
of the elements of speel, radius, and the ability to operate -

under imposed conditions of weather, visibility, hydro-
graphy, and other possi':he obstacles to certain and free
movoment. Mobility is one of the most important factors
pertaining directly to relative position, to apportionment
of fighting strength, and to freedom of action. Closely re-
lated factors are the organization, disposition, and methods
of operation of the enemy, and of own forces. Accurate
knowledge of these factors, before an operation, greatly en- -"

hancca the possibilities of dealing effectively with the
enemy.

The condition of the implements of war embraces such
factors as the efficiency of motive machinery, the integrity
of underwater compartments and other material .onstiuc-
tion, and physical endurance. The last applies not only to
material, but also to living beings, and involves the ability
to withstand the wasting effects of operations, whether due
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to fatigue, hardship, disease, worry, wounds, or other
causes. Here again, it is cbvious that the commander will
often have only an inperfect idea of the condition of the
enemy in this respect. His experience will lead him to form

an accurate estimate of his own condition. Definitely, unless
he has positive informati n to the contrary, he assumes
that the condition of the e ierny is no worse or better than
his own. (See also the psy,.hological factors, page 125 and
the personnel factor, pape 127).

"(v) Logistics support is of primary concern to tie com-
mander. In the naval service, this is particularly true of the
strategical estimate. 7,"Mle the factor may also have some
bearing on a tactical estimate, logistics support will rarely
change sufficiently, during a naval battle, to affect the out-
come. This support exercises a dominant influence upon the"fighting power of anned forces. It is concerned with the

availability, adequacy, and supply of the following:

i•iateriah: items such as fuel, ammunition, weapons,
aircraft, food, clothing, spare parts, repair
materials, animals, and general supplies.

Personnel: military and civilian; number and quality of
replacements.

Facilities: factors such .as bases; manufacture and
repair facilities, afloat and ashore; shel-
ter; sanitation; hospitalizatior.; recreation;
transportation; education; counter - espion-
age; counter-propaganda.

The limitation imposed upon operations by logistics repre-
sents the final limit of a commander's plan of action.

(2) Survey of the Characterisf'cs of the Theater of
Operations.

The characteristics of the theater of operations exert
an influence, always important, sometimes paramount, upon
the possibility of attaining the objective, and upon the
strategical and tactical operations that may be employed.

At this point in his estimate the commander utilizes
his charts, intelligence reports, and hydrographic publica-
tions to make a factual study of the theater. This study is
not for the purpose, at this time, of drawing any conclusions
as to possible courses of action, but to furnish data which
will assist in consideration of later sections of the estimate.
The study may be made under several important headings,
as follows:
(a) Hydrography. A stry'y of the hydrogr'.phy will deter-
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mine the depth of water, the existence of shoals, the pres-
ence of unusual currents, the rise and fall of the tides, the
availability of channels, and ot!-er pertinent features. These
are recorded for later use.

Shallow wait.r may permit mining or may prevent the
operation of submarines. On the other hand, the ability to
mine in shallow water may be curtailed by strong currents
or by the rise and fall of the tide. Again, the depth of water,
the strength of currents, and the range of the tide may de-
termine the feasibility of netting the entrance to a port or
base. In a tactical action, ada.itage may be taken of shoals
to limit the freedomi of action of the enemy, without, how-
ever, interfering wath that of ane's own fcrces.
(b) Topography. The topography of the area Is also fre-
quently of interest to the naval commander. In actions close
to the shore, the character of the coast may play an im-
portant role. A high bluff, combined with considerations as
to light, may create a very definite advantage or disad-
vantage in a naval tactical situation.

Topography may be a most important consideration in
determining what bases are to be used. The commander
makes note of the topography of the various possible bases;
later in his estimate, the natv.ral features lending assistance
to the defense of the various F:ites may play an niportant
part in the selection of bases.

The use of channels may depend upon the topography
of the bordering land. Questions arise as to whether such
land can be seized and held, or, if in friendly hands, whether
it can afford adequate protection to the channel.

In any landing operation, the topography of the area
to be occupied may be the controlling factor.
(c) Weather. The seasonal v.sather in the theater will have
a direct bearing upon operations. The use of aircraft, the
employment of light forces, the habitability of ships over
long penzlods, the use of smoke, the range at which a gun
action may be. fought, the effect of spray and gases, - these
considerations are but some of the matters which will be
affected by weather.

The possession of, and the p-)sition of, meteorologiIl
stations within the theater are of growing importance in
the successful planning of coordinated air, submarine and
surface operations.
(d) Daylight and Dark Periods. It may be well under this
heading to put in tabular form the times of sunrise, sunset,
moonrise, moonset, the phases of the moon, and the du-
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ration of morning and evening twilight. When, for example,
the commander is considering night destroyer attacks, the
operation of submarines, or the type of protective screens
he desires to use, he may profitably refer to these tabula-S~tions.
(e) Relative Location and DiMtance. No part of the study of
the characteristics of the theater is of greater importance

S~than that pertaining to relative location and distance. At

this point it may be found advantageous to place in tabular
form the distances between the important positions within
the geographical area of the ti.eater. This study furnishes
knowledge as to the availability of certain localities for use
in support of, or in cooperation with, forces at other lo-
c~iities, and as to distances in relation to steaming capa-
bilities of the various units which make up the commander's
force.

I (f) Lines of Trmnsportation and Supply. The usual sea
routes which pass through the theater are an important
subject of study; also, particular focal points, defiles, and
restricted waters which are, or may prove to be, critical
areas with respect to own or enemy forces. Other items
are the -significant routes from home or enemy territory,
i.e., the lines of communication, the terminal points, and
the flanking positions along these lines.
(g) Facilities and Fortifications. The facilities for the sup-
poit, upkeep, and repair of the units of the commander's
forces and of the opposing force, as well as the fortifications
existing within the arer., may require consideration. Other
featuri.s which may render a port o, base of value, or which
may indicate a possible necessity of denying it to the enemy,
also merit attentiop

* (h) Communications. In strategical estimates, more par-
ticularly in bread ones covering 1. :ge theaters, study of
communications involves not only those means under the
commander's c-ýntrol, but also his relation to the system of
regional and r..-.onal communications operated by his gov-
ernment. E -. A.ation As made into the established physical
stations; sin examination includes radio, cables, and per-
haps land wires.

In tactical estimates the means of communication
which affect the enga.gement are more directly those under
ti-e control of the commander. An examination into the
organizv *ion of the means to mneet conditions prevailing in
the theater is appropriate here.

Another aspect of tommunications is that .• maintain-
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the comn,,.nder is considering night destroyer attacks, the
operation of submarines, or the type of protective screens
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(e) Relative Location and Distance. No part of the study of
the characteristics of the theater is of greater importance
than that pertaining to reladive location and distance. At
this point it may be found advantageous to place in tabular
forn. the distances between the important positions within
the geographical area of the theater. This study furnishes
knowledge as to the availability of certain localities for use
in support of, or in cooperation with, forces at other lo-
calities, and as to distances in relation to steaming capa-
bilities of the various units which make up the commander's
force.
(f) Lines of Transportation and Supply. The usual sea
routes which pass through the theater are an inLc'tant
subject of study; also, particular focal points, defiles, and
restricted waters which are, or may prove to be, critical
areas with respect to own or enemy forces. Other items
are the -significant routes from home or enemy territory,
i.e., the lines of communication, the terminal points, and
the flanking positions along these lines.
(g) Facilities and Fortifications. The facilities for the sup-
poit, upkeep, and repair of the units of the commander's
forces and of the opposing force, as well as the fortifications
existing within the area, may require consideration. Other
features which may render a port or base of value, or which
may indicate a possible necessity of denying it to the enemy,
also n.tc:rit attention.
(h) Communications, In strategical estimates, more par-
ticularly in brmad ones covering large theaters, study of
communications involves not only those means under the
commander's control, but also his relation to the system of
regional and national communicat.ons operated by his gov-
ernment. Examination is made into the established physical
stations; such examination includes radio, cables, and per-
haps land wires.

In tactical estimates the means of c-nimunication
which affect the engagement are more directly those under
the control of the commander. An examination ifito the
organization of the meazis to meet cond~ions prevailing in
the theater is appropriate here.

Another aspect of communications is that of maintain-
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iag all forms against enemy interference. The importance
of this feature in planning may not safely be overlooked,
and careful study is indicated to provide for guaranteeing
communications during action. The characteristics of the
theater, as they relate to this feature, are considered here.

For the same reason, consideration of interference with
enemy communications is included, so far as significance
attaches to them with respect to the theater of operations

This portion of the Estimate Form varies greatly with
the type of problem under consideration. However, in all
estimates, this is the place where the commander searches
the theater for factors affecting communications for the
particular problem.

With the completion of this subsection of the estimate,
the commander has assembled and placed in workable form
the information to which he expects to refer in the succeed-
ing parts of the estimate.

(3) Conclusions as to Relative Fighting Strength.
Having surveyed the means available and opposed, as

well as the characteristics of the theater of operations, the
commander will find it useful to summarize the pertinent
information available, in order that the strength and weak-
ness of own and enemy forces can be readily visualized and
compared. Thus the existing advantages and disadvantages
are made apparent, and conclusions are drawn as to relative
fighting strength.

A satisfactory procedure is to place strength and weak-
ness factors in parallel columns for own and enemy forces.
From careful consideration of the facts so far determined
in Section I-B, there are extracted and expressed briefly the
pertinent strength and weakness factors.

It is usually easier to determine all the strength and
weakness factors in detailed tactical estimates than in broad
strategical estimates.

The former deal in relatively more factual terms, with
definite comparisons such as with respect to maximum
speeds, numbers and caliber of guns, numbers and types of
aircraft. numbers and types of torpedoes, and other such
items which give the factual basis for comparison.

In broad strategical estimates, this fUctual basis is
present, e.g., as to distances, radii of ships, geographical lo-
catlons of forces, and the like. But other factors may not be
so definite, especially as regards enemy forces. For example,
it will often be difficult for the commander to say that the
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enemy's logistics problem is easier or more difficult than his
* own, unless he has a good idea of the amount of fuel, ammu-

nition, and stores available to the enemy within the time
limits involved. The evaluation of training, spirit, health, and
courage of personnel is, as previously noted, rel''ively easy
to determine for own forces, but more or less of a con-
jecture in regard to the enemy.

The value of the entries in the parallel columrii
at this point of the estimate will depend upon the skill of"" the c-)mmander in judging the factual data contained in all

of the known factors of strength and weakness. The proper
entries to be made will depend upon circumstances. In
one estimate, for example, the anti-aircraft armament
aailable to a carrier group will be of vital importance. In
another estimate of the sxne carrier group, anti-aircraft
defense will be of no importance because no enemy aircraft
can be employed in the situation being estimated. Again, in a
local tactical situation, if the ships involved have just been
fueled, the economical steaming radius may be of no im-
mediate importance. And while the total amount of high-

test gasoline which c.n be produced in a State in the coming
year may be vital to a broad strategical estimate involving
war against trade, that information may be of little use in.
a tactical estimate of a localized, fleeting situation.

Thus, in determining what factors to evaluate, and in
assessing their relative value, the commander considers
only such as can possibly affect the effort to be made in the
theater under consideration. The summary of strength and
weakness factors is, then, a summary of those factors which
the commander considers will affect the character of his
effort. This summary indicates the relative importance of
such factors.

A mere list of facts will not serve the purpose. What
is needed here is a series of evaluations and conclusions
which may result from-a study of the pertinent details.

With the circumstances attending his particular prob- I
lem clearly in mind, the commander carefully reviews each
of the factors of fighting strength in the theater; he classes

each as either a strength or weakness factor for himself or
his opponent, and enters it in the proper column. A strength
factor for one is not necessarily entered as a weakness fac-
tor for the opponent :-what is required is a well-digested
summary of the factors which give to either side an advan-
tage or a disadvantage as compared to the other.
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NOTE

The EstimAte procedure has, to this point, established
the basis for the solution of the problem through evaluation
of the factors pertaining to the requirements of suitability,
of feasibility, 'and of acceptability of th-; consequences as
to costs.

On this basis, the commander is ready to consider such
courses of action as may be pertinent. To this end, he has
a choice of procedures. He may first consider courses of
action for himself. He may prefer, however, to c,-tider first
those which are applicable to the enemy.

If the commander considers his own zourses of action
first, this procedure has an advantage in that it narrows,
later, the scope of enemy courses which are pertinent to his
situation. This is true because consideration of en-cy courses
may in such a case be restricted to those which give
promise of countering, effectively, his own courses of action.

This procedure may also have a certain psychological
advantage, in that the commander may thereby avoid be-
coming unduly impre-.sed by the potentialities of enemy ac-
tion. Occasionally, prior consideration of enemy courses may
tend to put the commander, unnecesaarily, on the mental
defensive.

First consideration of his own courses of action is
especially appropriate for a commander whose mission re-
quires him to assume the initiative, particularly when the
relative fighting strength indicates that he can compel
enemy action to conform to his. This is frequently the case
when enemy action will chiefly affect details rather than
the general trend of the operations.

These reflections indicate that first consideration (I
Mis own courses of action will very frequently be advantage-
ouis to the commander. Such a sequence is therefore indicated
preferentially in the Estimate Form, and next discussed.
However occasions may arise when consideration in the
reverse order is preferable. Sometimes the prior consid-
eration of enemy potentialities has the advantage of
making the commander's estimate more complete with re-
spect to the obstacles which he is to overcome. Further-
more, when the effectivenezs of his future action is seen
to depend chiefly upon what the ensmy can do, or when
the initiative lies manifestly with the enemy, and when the
commander's mission requires him to frustrate enemy ac-
tion, rather than to assume the initiative himself, the p~or
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consideration of enemy courses of action may be indicated.
The commander may therefore consider the subject

matter of Sections II and III in the order hereinafter fol-
lowed, or he may reverse -that order.

SECTION HE

DETERMINATION OF SUITABLE, FEASIBLE, AND

ACCEPTABLE COURSES OF ACTION

A. Analysis of the Assigned Objective.
In order further to clarify the problem, consideration

of the commander's courses of action may profitably com-
mence with an analysis (page 53) of the assigned objective.
Section I-A contained an appreciation of this objective on
the basis of the salient features of the situation. A close
examination is now possible in the light of the additional
information furnished.by the full details (Section I-B) as
to the means available and opposed, and as to the character-_
istics~of the theater (page 121).

Accordingly, the mission (page 121), is now again
stated, and is restudied. The task is thoughtfully examined
anew, in view of the forces and positions now known. The
purpose is scrutinized with equal care, because it indicates
the further end in view for the common effort. Now, ob-:
stacles to success which, in Section I-A, could not fully be
appreciated can be examined against the background afford-
ed by visualization of the enemy's ability to oppose the at-
tainment of the assigned objective.

This analysis calls for such discussion by the com-
mander as is essential to better understanding of his as-
signed objective. Some restatement and repetition may be
desirable as to the subjects already discussed under the ap-
preciation of the assigned objective. In solving certain types
of problems, where simple estimates, only, are required,
there may be no necessity for further treatment. Even in
these cases, however, the commander restates his mission
in this subsection, in order to ensure a clear comprehen-
sion of its task and purpose, as a sound basis for his fur-
ther solution of the problem.

B. Survey of Courses of Action.
The Fundamental Military Principle (page 41) repre-

sents an equation (page 23) based on five factors: the ap-
propriate effect desired, the means available, the means op-
posed, the characteristics of the theater, and the conse-
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quences as to costs. Of these five factors, all but the last
(the consequences as to costs) have by this time, in the
course of the estimate, been assigned values as definite as
the commander's information and his study permit.

From this point on, the problem is to evolve tentative
solutions (courses of action) and to test them (page 98),
severally, by reference to the factors. The tests as to suit-
ability and feasibility can now be made with reference to
the knowit factors. The test as to acceptability of the con-
sequences involves an unknown factor. However, for each
tentative solution of the problem, a value can be assigned
for this factor, because all five factors are interdependent
(pages 32 and following), so that the value of any of them
can be set by a study of the others. It is through this pro-
cedure that evaluation of the consequences factor is ac-
complished (an application of the corollary Principle of
the Acceptable Consequences as to Costs, page 35).

By means of the standard tests, the several tentative
solutions are also compared to each other in the light of
envisaged enemy action, so as to enable the commander to
select the best solution.

The commander now, as a result of his reflective think-
ing as to courses of action, makes a list of those which he
has visualized for himself. There may be one course of ac-
tion, or many; ordinarily there are several.

Examples of courses of action have been given in the
basic discussion of the subject (pages 89 and 92). In listing
his courses, the commander can add to clarity of thought
and of expression by visualizing the objective embodied in
each co. rse and by envisaging also, the action, expressed
in proper detail, for its attainment. This process is naturally
the more important when the objective is inferred rather
than specifically expressed, and when the action involved
calls for more description than can be obtained merely by
stating the objective.

For example, the commander may include a course of
action ouch as "to raid enemy trade in the area EFGH". The
objective is here inferred; it is not clearly stated. The com-
mander may therefore be well advised to add a notation of
what the objective is; indeed, more than one objective may
be involved. Objectives thus inferred might Include, when
specifically stated, the infliction of damage on enemy trade,
the infliction of damage on enemy combatant forces protect-
ing such trade, the disruption of enemy supply arrange-
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ments, or such others as may be applicable..
This-clear visualization is essential to the establishment

of the relationship between the assigned objective and the
objective inherent in the course of action (page 89). If, for
instance, the motivating task is to "divert enemy forces to
the area EFGH", the commander may consider the course of
action "to raid enemy trade in area EFGH". By infliction of
damage to, and by disruption of, enemy supply (objectives
of his raiding), he expects to accomplish the diversion of
enemy forces to the area EFGH, because the enemy will
wish to protect his trade against such raids. The relation-
ship between the assigned objective and the objective in-ferred in the course of action is thus made clear.

With regard to expression of the action to be taken,
the commander may properly desire to be more explicit than
by merely saying, for example, "lo destroy the enemy".
Here the objective is clear (it is "the destruction of the
enemy"), but the expression of the action is so general that
additional description may be needed. Examples of more

T explicit statement have been given previously (page 89).
On occasion the higher commander may predetermine

the commander's course of action for the attainment of the
objective assigned to the latter. Circumstances under which
such p.'oedure may be properly applicable, and the effect
which it has on the commander's estimate, have been pre-
viously discussed (page 86).

C. Application of Tests for Suitability, Feasibility,
and Aw eeptability.

The courses of action which the commander has en-
visaged are now subjected to test (page 98). This essential
stage in thought is intended to put the courses of action to
proof as tentative solutions of the problems. The principle
here recognized is that suggestion has no logical nor right-
ful claim upon action or belief until it has received adequate
confirmation. Such confirmation is, in part, provided by
these tests.

The tests applied are for suitability, for feasibility, and
for acceptability as to consequences. Each of these tests is
a separate one. Each course of action is formally subjected
to test. When the tests are completed, the courses of action
stand classified in these respects. During these tests, some
courses of action may be rejected; such are then omitted in
the final classification.

These formal tests are not to be confused with the pre-
liminary tests already given by the commander to each
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course of action as it occurs to mind. Necessarily, thera
is such a preliminary test, because the commander does
not wish to entertain inappropriate courses of action. For
a competent commander, the mental power to envisage
solutions of a military problem is so much grounded in
experience that appropriate suggestions are most likely to
occur; in fact, discriminating thought with respect to mili-
tary problems is natural for such a commander. This
immediate discrimination is, however, merely the prelimi-
nary test. It p,,events setting up wooden soldiers only to
knock them down, but it dues not necessarily subject each
suggested solution to a thorough analysis.

The commander may apply the tests '•o each course of
action as it occurs to his mind This procedure, however,
may be rendered impossible by the fertility of suggestion;
perhaps the commander has thought of several courses of
action practically simultaneously. It is, therefore, often
better to apply the tests to all of the courses of action, in
turn, during a separate stage of the process of thinking.
This is the procedure inaicated herein, as standard, by the
sequence of steps in this section of the Estimate. The
process of testing, itseli, may bring to mind those com-
binations of courses of action previously referred to (page
93).

The degree of formality characteristic of the tests
varies with the nature of the problem. In a broad strate-
gical estimate, these tests may be searchi.ig and extensive;
they may then consume much time. Yet, if the commander,
in making a quick decisi-n of great urgency in actual battle,
does not apply the tests, he may adopt a course of action
leading to tragic results. In such circumstances, the com-
petent commander, under pressure of danger, grasps the
whole complex situation without loss of time. He is not car-
ried away by any chance impressions. He does not overlook
what is significant in the unexpected event. Because he is
mentally prepared for the exercise of command (page 114)
he sc-• things in their true proportions (page 4). In immedi-
ate response, he coolly chooses the same course of action
which he would adopt if he had time for careful deliberation.

In making the tests, the commander rejects courses of
action found unsuitable in that they will not, if successfully
prosecutd, contribute to the attainment of the objective.
He does not, as yet, reject courses of action found to be
promising of only partial accomplishment of the task, be-
cause there may be later possibilities of effecting combina-
tions to this end.
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The commander also rejects, at this point, coursem of
action found to be infeasible of accomplishment. He is care-
ful, however, not to reject,. abruptly, any which may later
be found to be feasible in combination with other courses.

Similarly, the commander now rejects courses of acton 3
foumd to involve excessive consequences ivs ýo colsts. Here,
again, however, he 'bears in mind the possibilities of later
combinations.

The commander does not, as yet, make a selection of
one course of action in preference to another. He merely de-
sires to restrict further thought, toward his Decision, toI; those which are found, on the basis of the estimate so far,
to be suitable, feasible, and acceptable. He may, however,
make a selection to the extent of effecting proper combina-
tions whose applicability has already been demonstrated.

The commander also takes stock, at this stage of the
estimate, of the relative degree of suitability, feasibility,I and acceptability of ! tained courses, so far as can be sub-
"stantiated.

D. Listing Retained Courses of Action.
The foregoing process indicates to the commander the

courses of zction which may properly be retained as suit-
T able, as feasible, and as acceptable. He therefore draws up

a list of retained courses and classifies them according to
the aegree of their suitability, of their feasibility, and of
their acceptability with reqpect to consequences.

This list does not necessarily represent the final coin-
binations.of courses of action; the incomplete solutions may
yet become part of the course of action finally selected. Also
it is not impossible that combinations already made will sub-

- sequently be recombined as a result of further analysis.
It may be apparent to the commander at this time that

he does not have, as yet, any course of action which fulfills
the test of suitability as to scope, either originally or by
combination. A later conclusion is made (Section V) as
to final combinations to achieve full scope. This conclusion,
however, may point the way, as later observed, to a Decision
adopting an objective short of that which would, if achieved,I lead to the accomplishment of the motivating task.

"SECTION MIF EXAMINATION INTO THE CAPABILITIES OF TRE
ENEMY

While the commander realizes that the Fundamental
Military Principle (page 41) governs the enemy's problem
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no less than his own, he has to accept. more of hypothesis
and conjecture (the so-called "fog of war") in applying the
principle to the enemy's situation. The method of reflective
thinking utilized (Section II) for the commander's own
problem calls for certain further safeguards in 'application
to the enemy capabilities, since they are of course usually
not so well known to the commander as are his own.

Capabilities, in the meaning applicable herein, indicate
actions which the force concerned, unless forestalled or
prevented from taking such actions, has the capacity to
carry out. Such potentialities of the enemy are of course
among the vital factors to be considered in estimating the
situation. In his estimate, however, the commander's inter-
est is not confined to what the enemy will probably do; prob-
abilities are subject to change, and do not, therefore, cover
the whole field of capabilities. The commander is not exclu-
sively interested in what the enemy may intend to do, or
even in what the enemy may be known, at the time, to in-
tend to do; such intentions are also subject to change. The
commander is interested in everything that the enemy can
do which may materially influence the commander's own
courses of action.

In reaching a zonclusion as to enemy capabilities, the
commander makes an estimate from the enemy's viewpoint
and considers that the enemy commander, faced with the
counterpart of his own situation, is endeavoring to attain
objectives in furtherance of his own mission. Each com-
mander is endeavorir.g to create for himself a fa-7orable
military situation, and to prevent his opponent from suc-
ceeding in the same intent. The physical objectives for each
may be the other's armed forces; certain positiomis, sea
areas, harbors, or territory may also be likely physical ob-
jectives.

In such a parallel building up of plans, it is possible that
the opposing forces may not come, at least for a tirne, into
actual conflict. More especially in the initial stages, the re-
spective plans may lead to operations in different parts of
the theater. Again, the geographical direction of search may
cause the forces to miss contact. Moreover, unless one com-
mander definitely makes provision to seek out and engage,
the two forces, each on the defensive, may find themselves
"shaking fists" at each other across an ocean area.

Notwithstanding this possibility, however, a conclusion,
on an insufficient basis, that the enemy will or will not seek
him out and engage him, or that the enemy will or will not
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TI
do anything else, may be fraught with the most serious
comiequences for the commander. Accordingly, in esti-
mating the enemy's situation, he puts himself in the
enemy's position, while subordinating his own hopes and
de3ires. He credits the enemy with the possession of good
judgment and of the resolution and ability to apply with
skill the fundamentals of effective warfare, subject, natural-
ly, to the justified conclusions. which the commander has
drawn (Section I-B) on the basis of the available factual
data as to relative fighting strength.

A. Survey of the Enemy's Problem.
MThs portion of the commander's estimate pertains, of

couise, to the existing situation as viewed by the enemy.
This fact, alone, may inject into the problem certain fac-
tors which differ from those applicable with respect to
the commander's view of his own problem, as determined
to this point.

(1) Summary of the Enemy's Situation.
Frequently it may happen that the enemy does not

have certain oignificant information. The fact of such lack
Gf information may have been established by the conclu-
sions drawn as to relative fighting strength (Section I-B).
If this'be the case, notation of the fact is made at this point
in the commander's estimate of the enemy's situation. If

Sdoubt e•ists as to the extent and accuracy of the enemy'sinformation, it will be desirable to credit the enemy with any

knowledge which it would be dangerous for the commander
to conwl•-: r -s not available to his opponent.

In summarizing the enemy's situation, the commander
may brief the procedure by indicating those significant
features of his own situation, as sumnmarized in Section I-A
and as particularized in Section I-B, which he does not con-
sider are known to the enemy. The commander will also indi-
cate h6", any items of important information as to which
'.c has only -% suggestion or an inkling, but which he con-
siders may be known in greater detail to th2 enemy.

(2) Analysis of the Effect Desired by the Enemy.
It may appear on first thought that the best basis for

determining the pertinent enemy courses of action is to
make a deduction of the enemy's mission. Sometimes, un-
doubtedly, this is the case. However, it is not always pos-
sible to deduce the enemy's mission correctly. If the deduc-
tion is incorrect the remainder of the estimate will be on
an unsound basis. If, as may happen, the enemy's plan has
been captured, or if, by some other method, conclusive in-
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formation has been obtained, it may be possible to state
the enemy's mission. Even then, however, the enemy's M.184
sion may sometimes te changed. It is thus evident that the
commander, by restricting his thought, may frequently fail
to consider all of the enemy capabilities which may material-
ly influence his own course of action.

With this precaution in mind, the commander, at this
point in his Estimate, proceeds to analyze the effect desired
by the enemy. The commander intends to use his deduc-
tions, if such use appeas to be sound, to narrow the field
of consideration as to enemy courses of action. However, he
reminds himself that such restriction will be dangerous
unless it is established on sound grounds.

The first mental act toward determining the effect de-
sired by the enemy is to form a reasoned opinion as to the
situation which the enemy wishes to maintain or to create.
The maintenance or creation of this situation, existent or
to be brought aboit, is an enemy objective.

From earlier association wit:i the enemy, from intelli-
ge-s v.Z his peacetime preparations, and from a knowledge
of his political and militty history, his broad current policies
are generally matters of common report. The motives im-
pelling the enemy to action may thus be evident. Post or
present tendencies of the enemy, along certain spec.'ic lines
of endeavor, may be known. These may be corroborated by
the enemy action which has recently occurred.

In military undertakings of major scope the objec-
tives of the enemy are often difficult cf concealment. A
survey of the objectives which the enemy has been pursuing
may allow a reasoned opinion to be formed as to the enemy's
immediate objectives,-whether, at least, his future ac-
tion will be offensive or defensive. The importance to be
attached by the t temy to certain physical objectives may
be indicated by the broad aims known to exist. Present
composition and disposition of the enemy's forces may betray
the effort which lie intends. Circumstances, clearly disad-
vartagecus to the commander's fc-ces, •.ay disclose what
his enemy's aim may be for maintaining or creating a favor-
able (enemy) military situation.

However scant or incomplete the data from such
sources or from others, the commander seeks to gain, by
piecing together, i composite basis of workable value in
arriving at a sound conclusion as to the enemy's future
action.

The enermy objective thus visualized may serve as the
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"- .drpose of the enemy's mission. The situation thus en-
S- visaged may be specific or broad in nature, depending on the

soundness of the deductions. This, in turn, will depend on
the extent and character of the information available.

It may now be possible to deduce a definite task, whi-h
when accomplished, will attain the indicated purpose. How-
ever, as previously stated, it is not desirable to be unduly
specific. The commander reflects on the several possibilities
which if carried out will attain the purpose. By being inclu-
sive instead of restrictive in this matter, he avoids the dan-
ger of overlooki::• enemy capabilities. Moreover, the infor-
mation available will not always justify th., derivation of
a specific task.

By this process of reasoning, the commander may ar-
rive at a studied opinion as to the enemy's appropriate
effect desired. The commander's safeguard is that he has
not been too restrictive or specific. He expects to encompass
within his conclusion the limits of the enemy's objeti'ca
and actions, so that his own planned action will not fail to
cover all enemy action which can materially influence the
situation.

Situations may be encountered when, in the equation
referred to in Section II-B (page 135), no value can be as-
signed the factor of the appropriate effect desired which
will constitute a sufficient basis for deducing enemy courses
of action. Such situations are not unusual, especially in
pr-;blenm of lesser scope. In such cases, the commander is
compelled to consider all pevsble enemy courses of action
which can materially influence his own plan. Therefore, in
instances of this nature, it is apparent that the procedure
of giving first consideration to the commander's own
courses of action affords the advantage of (see page 13)
narrowing the field as to the enemy capabilities.

B Survey of Enemy Capabilities.
if, then (to repeat, because of the importance of the

matter), the commander believes that he has, in the deduced
enemy effect desired, a sufficient basis for evolving all per-
tinent enemy capabilities, he now proceeds, by the mental
process described in Section II, to liz *he enemy courses of
action which he thinks merit attention. If there be no ade-
quate basis, the commander will find it desirable to list all
enemy courses of actfor which can material!y affect his own
effort.

The survey of fighting atrength (Section I-B) has
established, through consideration of the "means available
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and opposed", and of the "characteristics of the theater",
the limitations of enemy capabilities from the standpoint
of feasibility. Because, however, so much of the enemy's
situation is usually conjectural, it is important to give the
most searching attention to the comparison summary in
Section I-B,-in fact, to consider fully every element of
weakness and strength, and of advantage and disadvantage.
Such a study will disclose every possibility which the enemy
might exploit. The commander may thus determine, for
example, the enemy strength which can be moved into
positions within time limits that can affect the com-
mander's courses of action; he can also examine into possi-
bilities of obtaining information concerning the enemy's
moves.

Such a study enables the commander to envisage the
enemy operations which presumably can materially affect
his own plans. He may now list the presumed capabilities
of the enemy, in the form of courses of action, for purposes
of further analysis. Naturally, he lists courses which appear
to be suitable, feasible, and acceptable as to consequences,
but formal tests are deferred until the next phase of the
estimate.

C. Application ol Teats for Suitability, Feasibility, and
Aaceptability.

Havoing listed pertinent enemy courses of action as de-
-cribed above, the comunander next tests them for suit-
ability, for feasibility, and for acceptability as -o their con-
sequences.

The procedure is the same as for his own courses of
action (Section II). However, since the enemy's appropriate
effect desired, if deducible at all, is often only an approxi-
mation, the test for suitability is usually less rigid or abso-
lute than for the commander's own courses of acticr. By the
same token, since the enemy's fighting strength will usually
include elements of conjecture and hypothesis, the test for
feasibility mfy be less reliable than when applied to the
commander's own courses. In fact, if there are any reason-
able doubts as to feasibility of an enemy course of action, it
is properly retained for further consideration. The 6ame
considerations and the same safeguard apply with respect
to acceptability of the consequences.

D. Listing Retained Enemy Courses of Action.
All enemy cojrses of action which, after test, are re-

tained for further study are now listed by the commander.
While it is manJfestly of advantage to the commander
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if the number of enemy courses can reasonably be reduced
to only a few or even to one, it is important that no material
enemy capability be neglected because of undue restriction
of the field.

The previous analysis will have indicated, at least, in
some cases, the degree of suitability and feasibility, and
will have enabled the commander to form a considered
opinion as to any preference, from the enemy viewpoint,
on the basis of consequences as to costs.

In many instances, therefore, it will be possible to ar-
range retained enemy cjurses in order of priority, i. e., the
more likely being listed before the less likely. In case of
doubt, the higher priority is ax, arded by the commander
to enemy courses which are.more dangerous from his (the
commander's) point of view.

In other instances, no priority can properly be indicated.
As a result of this study, the commander may now be

able to combine certain enemy ccurses. In any case, he
closes this portion of the estimate with a list of them,
classified so far as he finds justifiable, and thus made avail-
able for further effective use in the estimate.

SECTION IV
SELECTION OF THE BEST COURSE OF ACTION

The extent to which detail is desirable in Section IV of
the Estimate will vary with the nature of the problem (page
95). Experience usually demonstrates, however, that an
estimate in only the necessary detail escapes the danger
inherent in undue detail which would tend to befog the
main issues. As the commander proci-ods with his estimate,
he will recognize the need for additional examination into
details, and will conduct such examination accordingly.

A. Analysis and Comparison of Retained Courses of
Action.

The next step in the estimate is the natural one of
comparing the commander's retained courses of action witn
tho3e of the enemy which have beer. retained for further
study. This process consists of executing, in imagination,
the plan contained in each of the commander's courses of
action, against that in each of the enemy's. One method is
for the commander to take the initiative with each of his
plans and mentally to push it through with vigor. By this
procedure, he concentrates his thought on the effect to be
prGjuced, on the changed situation which that effect will
bring about for the enemy, on the modification in the enemy's
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effort wbith will be caused, on the resulting obstacles which
these modifications will create, and on the provisions which
will have to be made to overcome the obstacles.

It will at once be apparent that the commander may
have to re-estimate the enemy situation during this an-
alysis. Such necessity arises because of the changes made
by his own course of action upon the enemy situation. The
commander will desire to reach a studied conclusion as to
what counter action the enemy may take when the nature
of the planned action againnt him becomes evident. This
re-estimate of the situation may be brief, as it is an
adjustment of factors which are familiar through previous
examination. Sometimes the re-estimate will have been
made mentally, before reaching this point, and adjustments
may already have been made in the written estimate, in
anticipation of this contingency. Sometimes the commander
may find it desirable, after reaching this point, to re-write,
at least in part, his original enemy estimate (Section III).
The particular procedure adopted is unimportant; the im-
portant feature is to recognize that such a re-estimate
process is normal, and especially so with reference to this
portion of the Estimate.

The foregoing discussion illustrates the point that an
examination into enemy capabilities is not complete if the
commander puts himself in the enemy's place merely for
the purpose of estimating the original situation from the
enemy viewpoint. In addition, the commander examines
each of the enemy's modified problems which the changed
situation, created by the execution of the commander's plan,
has superimposed upon the enemy's original problem. Thus
only can the commander analyze the various ways whereby
the enemy may oppose his own proposed courses of action.
Thus only may sound conclusion later be reached, in the
next subsection of the estimate, as to what course of action,
or combination of courses, is the best.

The comparison of plan against plan thus far has been
restricted to the method whereby the commander takes the
initiative with each of his own retained courses of action.
Another method is to imagine the enemy as taking the
initiative, carrying through each of his coursea against
each of the commander's courses. This method is applic-
able, for instance, to cases where the enemy is able to
initiate action which, by its nature, would frustrate the
execution of any of the commander'e courses. The choice
of methods is a matter of judgment on the part of the com-
mander.
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It is rarely that courses of action can be compared with-
out resolving each, to some extent, into the detailed opera-
tions which it comprises. However, this analysis is confined,
as previously explained (see page 145), to the details whose
consideratioi is necessary for purposes of a sound compari-
son. In some cases there may be need for study in the
greatest detail. Generally, however, the requirement can
be met by considering for each operation the kind of action,
the types of weapons, and the physical objectives.

During the progress of these analyses of the impact
of operations upon each other, there may occur to mind
further operations which an alert and awakened enemy
may undertake in opposition; the counter to these opera-
tions may also suggest itself.

The use of the chart, with -xPsitions and forces plotted,
is here frequently essential; in tactical problems diagrams
and tables showing possibilities of position, distance, speed,
maneuver, gun ranges, rel-r.tive strength in types and
weapons are useful.

Through the procedure described above, the com-
niander is affo-ded further opportunity to test his courses
of action, as Eo suitability, feasibility, and acceptability. He
can, once more, view each of his courses from the stand-
point of it.; suitability. The visualized enemy action may
introduce considerations, not previously realized, as to
whether certain of his own courses are suitable to the appro-
priate effect desired, when results are envisaged on the basis
of the possible opposition. As to feasibility, the analysis
permits him to make a further estimate of the enemy
capabilities with respect to obstructing or preventing the
desired outcome of his (the commander's) courses of action.
In addition, by visualizing the pertinent operations involved,
he enables himself to evaluate the costs to be expected.

Should the cu'nmander conclude, at this stage, that
further consideration of any of his courses, so far retained,
is not justified, he will naturally reject such courses so as
to confine further analysis within narrower limits.

Should he find, during his analysis, that further com-
binations sho-ld be made among his retained courses, he
makes such combinations and uses them in his comparison.

However, he defers, until the next subsection, his
choice of the course to be finally selected, or his c ,nclusion
that none can justifiably be adopted. The process of com-
parison is confined to deduction, rearrangement, and justi-
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fled rejection, preliminary to weighing and selecting in the
next subsection.

B. Determination of the Best Course of Action.
The commander is now ready to ponder over his re-

tained courses of action as further analyzed in the light
of enemy opposition. All of these' courses, if carried out,
are presumably competent, in varying extent, to attain the
appropriate effect desired. He will now examine and con-
sider them with the specific intent of coming to a conclusion
as to which one, or which combination, he will select as the
best. The analysis of each course of action in comparison
with each enemy course has made possible a comparison, to
this end, of the commander's retained courses with each
other.

At this point, therefore, the commander again assem-
bles his retained courses of action.

He includes the combinations which the preceding
analysis has indicated belong properly together. He then
considers the final tabulation in the light of the considera-
tions now to be noted.

The conclusive tests are now made for suitability, for
feasibility, and for acceptability as to consequences. Be-
cause of the importance of this terminal analysis, it is
desirable that the tests be es precise as possible.

The commander now has, in iddition to his list of the
retained courses of action, a summarized comparison of each

with the others, under the several p.rthient headings. He
next examines this all-inclusive summary, with the intent
of selecting the best course of actioi,.

It may be found that one, or another, or a combination,
is best. Again, there is the possibility of considering, as
best, a course of action which, if carried out, will only corn-
plate an initial stage toward the accorn.Alishment of the
motivating task.

If the result of the analysis has demonstrated that
there is no satisfactory course of action, this fact is here
stated, with a notation as to the reasons for such opinion.
In this case the commander faces a dilemma.

Usually a task imposed on the commander by higher
authority will be a carefully considered assignment of part
of the superior's planned effort. The commander may expect
normally to find that his own estimate oa the situation will
yield courses of action which, if successfully carried out,
will accomplish the task assigned. The reasoned plan of the
superior is a safeguard in this respect.
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"Nevertheless, realism requircs that the commander be
fully prepared to meet the possible dilemma:-When he
cannot envisage a course of action for accomplishing the as-
signed task, or when, of the several courses of actie under
consideration, he finds none satisfactory, what is he to do?
(See page 70).

Under these circumstances the commander reviews his
estimate in all its aspects. By minute re-examination he en-
deavors to find ways of accomplishing his assigned task. If
he cannot accomplish the task, he seeks for ways whereby
he can further such accomplishment so far as is reasonably
feasible. If unable, in Any degree, to further the accomplish-
ment of his task, he endeavors to contribute, so far as he
feasibly and acceptably can, to the accomplishment of the
purAose of his mission.

It is to be expected, of course, that, if unable to ac-
complish his assigned task, the commander will make con-
structive representations (page 103) to higher authority.
The latter may then assign additional forces or may other-
Nse alter the problem,-for example, by assigning a new
task. However, a situation such as described may occur
when the commander is alone in a distant theater or when
for other reasons he finds himself unable to communicate,
in time, with higher authority.

In such a situation the commander is under the ne-
cessity of determining, for himself, a task which is suit-
able, feasible, and acceptable under the circumstances
(page 52).

It is evident that, at some point in the foregoing pro-
cedure, the commander has been forced to abandon the
solution of his basic problem, because he has found that
there 13 no sound ý,lution. He has not completely abandoned
the solution of bii original problem, because he has not yet
exhausted all of its possibilities. However, the solution of
the original problem has unquestionably entered a new
phase, or step.

The new step presents the commander with a new
problem, a phase in the solution of the original problem;
the new problem is related to the abandoned basic problem,
because it arises out of the same situation, which has not
changed. The new problem is, however, differentiated from
the basic problem because it is based on a different incen-
tive. The incezi t ive for the solution of the new problem
arises directly out -f a decision made by the commander
himself, i.e., his decision that no sound solution for the
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basic problem can be found. The new problem is one for
the commander himself to solve, i.e., it cannot properly be
delegated to a subordinate for solution, because Its solution
is necessary as a basis for the commander's detailed plan.
For these reasons the new problem is, by definition (page
106), a subsidiary probitm, of the type distinctive of the
second step.

At what point in the solution of the original problem
does the commander abandon the basic problem and pro-
ceed with the solution of the new, subsidiary problem which
has arisen as described? There are various possible an-
swers, all with a basis of reason, to this question.

From the standpoint of theoretical precision, it might
be said that the basic problem is abandoned when the con-
clusion is reached that its motivating task cannot be ac-
complished. It might also be said that the basic problem
is abandoned when the conclusion is reached that the com-
mander can in no way contribute toward the accomplish-
ment of the motivating task.

Practical experience indicates, however, that the basic
eatimate can profitably be utilized until the conclusion is
reached that no contribution can be made to the purpose
of the mission. At this point a new estimate, subsidiary
to the basic estimate, necessarily begins. This view is
confirmed, theoretically, by the fact that, at this point
in the procedure, a radical change occurs with respect to
the appropriate effect desired. In such circumstances, the
commander concludes that he cannot contribute, in any de-
gree, to the accomplishment of his immediate superior's
general plan.

The incentive for the solution of the subsidiary prob-
lem will therefore arise, on the basis thus adopted, when
the commander has concluded that he cannot contribute
to the accomplishment of his basic mission, and that he
is under the necessity of evolving a new mission for him-
self. His basic Decision (see discussion, hereafter, of Sec-
tion V of the Estimate Form) will reflect this conclusion
and will thereby afford him a basis for the solution of his
subsidiary problem.

Problems of the foregoing nature, where the com-
mander justifiably departs from his instructions, are not
unusual during the first step. However, they are scarcely
typical of that step so long as an organized chain of com-
mand is in effective operation. In the more usual case,
the commander, at this point in his estimate, makes note
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of his selected course of action. Whether he selects a single
course or a combination, the selection is thereafter known
as the best course of action (singular).

SECTION V
THE DECISION

In the final section of the Estimate the commander
is concerned with a decision as to the selection of an ol)-
jective or objectives determined by himself, for the ut-
tainment of the appropriate effect desired. This decisitin
also indicates, in proper detail, the action to be taken for
the attainment of the commander's selected objective. '.fhe
decision reached at this point becomes thL commander's
general plan of action or provides the basis therefor. It
is accordingly so important that when it has been for-
mally stated in a basic problem it is thenceforth krnown
as the Decision.

The Statement of the Decision. Frequently the state-
ment of the Decision may be merely a restatement of the
best course of action. Such phraseology is often adequate,
provided, naturally, that the selected course of action has
been, itself, correctly expressed (page 95). Sometimes,
however, the commander may desire, at this point in his
estimate, to develop such expression more fully. He may
at this point develop his selected course Into a general
plan, or he may defer this development to the second step.

In any event the commander now scrutinizes his se-
lected course of action to ensure that its expression con-
veys exactly the meaning which he has in mind.

He bears in mind, also, that his Decision will settle
the pattern of his future action. If the selected objective
is inferred, rather than specifically stated, the commander
will then ensure that the inference, with all its vital im-
plications, is plain.

As to the statement of the action required to achieve
this objective, the commander realizes that the pattern
laid down by the Decision is merely a shape or general
outiii•. The details will be introduced later. The Decision
covers the general outline of the action contemplated for
the en'tire force.

If, for example, only a part of the commander'q force
is to act, while the remainder is to remain inactive, the
Decision will cover not only the kind of activity but also
the extent Af the inactivity. However, for convenience in
stating the Decision, such inactivity may be inferred,
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rather than expressly stated, so long as the meaning is
made clear. Thus, if the force, except for a raiding task
group, is to remain inactive for the time being, the Decision
may properly be "to raid enemy communications in the
area - with a task group consisting of .............. ", so long
as the commander is satisfied that the implication is c!ear,
under the circumstances, that the remainder of his force
is to remain inactive.

The commander may properly include brief summar-
izing remarks as to the methods, broadly viewed, whereby
he intends to take action. However, he introduces such
detail only to the extent that he feels amplification is need-
ed, either for his own benefit or for the assistance of others
who may use his estimate.

Deductions or inferences which the commander wishes
to note may, at this point, be included with the Decision
as corollaries (see next page).

Where combinations of courses of action have been
made in selecting the best course, the meaning can some-
times be improved at this poinc by modification of the
previous wording.

WhL as previously discussed (page 151), the com-
mander ha& concluded that he cannot feasibly or acceptably
adopt any course of action which will accomplish his task,
contribute in any measure to its accomplishment, or even
contribute in any degree to the accomplishment of the
purpose of his mission, he records that fact in his Decision.
His study of the problem will by this time, however, have
given him the necessary data for a conclusion as to what
his new mission should be. He therefore closes his basic
estimate with a Decision, coupled with a purpose therefor,
(see below), which will serve as a new mission, i.e., as an
appropriate effect desired. This provides a basis for his so-
lution of a subsidiary problem whose incentive is derived
from this Decision.

Of course, if the commander has had time and oppor-
tunity to represent his sitution on this basis to higher
authority, and has received a new task therefrom, the
new task, coupled with the purpose also indicated by
higher authority, will provide the mission for the solution
of a new basic problem.

The Purpose of the Decision. The purpose of the
Decision is identiiat with the motivating task,-provided,
of course, that the Decision, if carried out, will accomplish
that task in full. When stated, the purpose is usually con-
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nected with the Decision by the words "in order to".
If the commander has concluded that he will take

action by stages, the Decision may cover only the first
stage. In all cases where the Decision will only partially
accomplish •he motivating task, appropriate words to link
the Decision to its purpose may be such as "to assist in"
or "preparatory to".

The statement of this purpose, in connection with the A
Decision, is frequently helpful and is sometimes P-cessary
in making clear the exact relationship between the De-
cision and the motivating task. In the next planning step,
where the detailed operations are determined, this pur-
pose is an important guide because each detailed opera-
tion is expected to contribute to the accomplishment, not
only of the Decision, but also of the motivating task.

Corolfries to the Decision. The Decision may involve

itcertain deductions or inferences, either delimiting or am-
plifying its nature. The commander may find it desirable
to make note of these matters ein connection with his
iDecision. He may later wish to use these notes when for-
mulating his plan. Since these matters relate to deductions
or inferences which naturally follow as results of the De-

Scision they are properly referred to as "corollaries" to the
Ir Decision.

The nature of such corollaries may best be shown by
i an example. It is supposed, for instance, that the com-

mander has made the Decision "to guard the Eastern Carib-
bean barrier against enemy penetration". During the course
I ,F his estimate of the situation, he has come to the conclu-

- ' his operations to carry out this Decision will ex-
tez,. into the area limited by Port X on the north, and
Port Y on the south. This conclusion is a deduction, which
fimmediately assumes importance when the Decision is made.
The commander states this deduced conclusion here, in con-
nection with the Decision, for future guidance in resolving
the Decision into detailed operations, as well as for later
use ;,. his directives to limit the action of his subordinates.

No particular form is specified for such corollaries. It
is satisfactory to list them as Corollary I, Corollary II, etc.
They do not constitute a part of the Decision.

Relation of the Decision to the Detailed Plan and
Directives. The Decision is the basis for the commander's
plan of action for his entire force. This plan is promulgated
in one or more directives. The Decision, as it appears in
the Estimate, is not yet *+: concern of subordinate com-
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manders. It does not become their concern until it is used
in directives. As incorporated in the commander's detailed
plan and in his directives, the Decision, whether further
developed or not, constitutes the commander's general plan
and is referred to in those terms.

The Decision, as it appears in the Estimate, is not
bound by any rigid specifications as to form. Later (Chap-
ter VII), when the commander prepares for the inaugu-
ration of planned action by the formulation and issue of
directives, he assumes the obligation of conveying the
substance of his Decision to his subordinates in clear
language. At that time he will again have to subject its
expression to scrutiny, and may find that he has to make
modifications solely for clarification.
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CHAPTER VII

THE RESOLUTION OF ThE REQUIRED ACTIONINTO DETAILED t PERATIONS

*! (The Second Step-The Solution of Subtdiary Problems)
The problem of the secor," step may be stated in question form

as follows: "WMLt action should I take for the attainment of my
I objective rq selected in the first step?"

Having arrived at his basic Decision, the commandei,
I if he wishes to put it into effect, will proceed to formulate

a plan of actiin which can be cast into the forms of di-
rectives for execution. In making such a plan, he provides
for operaticns in the detail proper for his situation. He
thereby expands the general plan, indicated in or develop-
ed from his basic Decision, into a complete pl'.n which
can readily be placed in the Order Form (Chapter VIII)
as a directive or directives for the guidance of his sub-
ordinates.

The prrcedure involved in formulating such a de-
*tailed plan of action has been described previously In gen-
eral terms (Chapter V). Tne method of determining tip.
salient features of the operations required has also been
discussed (in Section 1II of Chapter IV). Therefore. these
mat'rs are not repeated at this point.

The problems distinctive of this procedure (the secopd
step, as described in Chapter V) "are subsidiary pioblems,
in the sense that the incentive for their solution arises by
reason of a decision already made by the commander.,
i.e., the bapic Decision, "and because they are problems
which the commander recognizes are to be solved by him-

i self and not by his subordinates.
Assumptions. The commander's plan has been dirivod

from an estimate of the situation based on the best infor-
* matiun available to him. Complete and accurate infornmatin

is frequently lacking; hence, many military plans c6nsid-
ir contingencies which, to make a plan possible, have been
accepted in' the estimate as assumptions.

The word assumption, when used to denote a basis" for
a plan, signifies "the taking of something for granted".
' It does not mean a conjecture, guess, or probability. The
proposed action, resulti'g from a decision made under an
assumption, is designed to be taken only upon the disclosure
of the truth of the assumption. The fact ihat the assump-
tion upon which the plan is based may prove false indicates
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the advisability of developing several plans based upon
various sets of assumptions.

It would be erroneous to believe that all contingencies
can be fort'.-een, and to be content with a particular set of
plans, all of which may prove to be wrong. It is not to be
expected that a plan based upon assumptions will, in all
respects, be suitable for use in an actual situation. For
example, it will seldom occur that an elaborate Battle Plan,
based upon assumptions as to the various types, disposi-
tions, and strengths of forces presmnt, the weather condi-
tions, and the intent of the enemy, can be used without
changes.

On the other hand, a plan for the sortie of a fleet
from a harbor under assumptions that high visibility
exists, that airplanes can operate, and that hostile si'b-
marines will be the only force in opposition, may frequentiy
be found entirely applicable to the actual situation, or so
nearly so as to require only slight modification. It is pos-
sible so to standardize such plans that only minor variables
need be indicated when the plan is to be used.

The visualization of valid and useful assumptions fre-
quently makes the most serious demands on professional
knowledge and judgment.

Alternative Plans. The word "alternative" is generally
applied to contingent planw intended to accomplish a common
task, but developed from varying sets of assumptions.
"A choice between several" is the meaning of the word ashere used. When such choice becomes neces ary in a situa-

tion not yet clarified, that plan will be selei-ted which has
been derived from the set of assumptions considered by
the commander as most likely to be correct. The selected
plan is usually called the plan or the "accepted plan", and
the other plans, coming from other less likely but still pos-
sible sets of assumptions, are called Alternative Plan No. 1,
Alternative Plan No. 2, etc.

Naval tactical situations particularly lend themselves
to the drawing up of alternative plans in advance. There
are numerous general categories of such tactical plans.
Among these the Battle Plan is of paramount concern.
Others include plans for sortie, entrance, defense while
(.r -nt, etc. In each category, alternative plans may be
e-' ved, based on various sets of assumptions.

-.r.ac;ve plans evolved in advance of Jetailed in-
ay be found useful as a general bssis for

at imstances may prove to be different from
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those previously visualized. The correct procedure is to
"keep th'o plans up to date, testing them, by the latest in-
formation, in a Running Estimate (Cbapter IX). The corn-
mander will thus have a fouclation for sound decision in
the circumstances which actually arise.

Still another use of alternr:tive plans merits considera-
tion. Early coordinated action during actual operations may
be demanded although neither time nor the information
available has permitted a detailed estimate. If the com-
mander has drawn up, in advance, plans based on as-
sumptions as to conditions that conceivably might exist,
he will be better able to appreciate the situations which
actually arise. He can thus direct the necessary action with
more rapidity and understanding than if completely un-
prepared because of lack of planning. If he informs his
subo.dL-ates of his proposed action under certain assumed
conditions, he will facilitate cooperation, because better
mutual understanding will exist. The advance alternative
plans here discussed are not necessarily confined to prob-
lems confronting a Lommander during actual war opera-
tions. They may profitabiy be drawn up in peace, and may
be the basis of training exercises.

A oplication of the Essential Elements of a Favorable
M"Iitary Operation

In the solution of the problems distinctive of the or.
ond step, the commander starts with a consideration of the
salient features of . favorably progressing military opera-
tion. This procedure -;s appropriate because any series of
these problems, consid.red as a whole, pertaiis to the s.ngle
problem of determining the most effective operation, or
series of operations, for carrying his basic Decision into
effect. If tbe action contemplated in the basic Decision
is of such a nature as to call for succes.sive included efforts
in more than one stage, the commander limits his consid-
eration, should he find such restriction advisable on sound
grounds, to the operation or operutions included in the
first stage.

On this basis, the commander considers, first, the fea-
ture of correct physical objectives. He has first to de-
termine what his correct physical objectives will be.

This determination may or may not present a per-
plexity. Frequently, the procedure of the first step (Chap-
ter VI) will have plainly indicated one or more, perhaps
all, of the physical objectives involved. In some cases, also,
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the basic Decision will have plalnly pointed out the action
to be taken, and with respect to what physical objectives.
In these instances, the commander may, with little further
analysis or none, set down the operations which he con-
siders necessary or desirable with respect to these physical
objectives.

In other cases, however, the action indicated in the
Decision, though piainly irdicating the commander's intent
-that is, his calculated line of endeavor- may not have
designated the numerous physical objectives as to which
his effort is to be exerted. For example, the Decision "to
interrupt enemy trade on the southern maritime routes"
is o':ite clear, but what are the numerous exertions of
force requ'red, and with relation to what physical objec-
tives? Inunediately there is a perplexity. Guided by the
analysis made in his previous estimate of the situation,
the commander now determines what the physical objec-
tives are, action as to which will contribute to the accom-
plishment of the effort. The sum total of the actions
taken against these physical objectives is properly equiva-
lent to the accomplishment of the action indicated in his
Decision. He may not be able at this time to determine
all of the correct physical objectives, but he can determine
certain correct ones (for the method, see Section III of
Chapter IV).

The correct physical objectives having been deter-
mined, so far as can be done at this time, the commander
studies each thoroughly, developing the possibiiities of
certain effective actions (operations) with reference there-
to. For instance, in the case of a commander who has been
ordered to "interrupt enemy trade on the southern maritime
routes", he might develop one operation "to bomb enemy
facilities at Port X", and another "to capture or destroy
enemy shipping along trade routes" (with an indication of
the routes involved).

The operations thus developed are now listed in a
definite seqacuce, in order to provide a proper basis for the
further procedure. The commander may find it desirable
to s.ate them in their order of importance. Sometimes,
however, it may be found advantageous to list the opera-
tions in chronological sequence, i. e., in the order of their
execution. This point is further discussed hereafter (pages
166 and 192). The commander is at liberty, of course, to
use either method according to if3 helpfulness in enablinig
him to visualize the elements of his problem.
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The commander now considers the second feature:
advantageous relative positions. He may already occupy an

I advantageous geographical location or locations (see pages
64 (bottom) and 65 (top)), or he may desire to improve
ih;.i positions in ceitain respects. An advantageous position

might be between the enemy and his base, in order to
"deny it to him. Another advantageous position might be
to windward of the enemy, for the purpose of making a
destroyer attack under the protection of a smoke s•reen.

The com~mnder now reconsiders, from the viewpoint of
"advantageous relative positions", the operations deduced
with respect to "correct physical objectives". As a result
of this reconsideration, he may find that certain of these
operations may b, retained without change, whereas others
may require modification.

Suppose, for example, that two of the operations listed
are those noted above, viz:

"To bomb enemy facilities at Port X", and
"To capture or destroy enemy shipping along trade routes

between the - - - - parallels of north latitude and the - - -
meridians of west longitude."

From the viewpoint of relative position, it may appear
that the first operation is not affected seriously, if at all.
Therefore, this operation may be left unchanged. However,
the second operation may be definitely affected by relative
position, because the best method of interrupting enemy
trade may be to employ raiding forces in focal areas.
Therefore this operation might be altered to the form,
"to capture or destroy enemy trade by raiding focal areas"(with a designation of the areas).

The commander's study is now likely to suggest opera-
tions which were not apparent when the analysis \.-s con-
fined to the correct physical objectives, alone. New physical
objectives may appear to require attention. If so. all such
new operations are added to the list compiled.

The commander may now study , !ist of operations,
compiled to this point, from the standpoint of the third
feature, proper apportionment of fighting strength. How-
ever, if the commander considers such apportionment now,
his subsequent study of the fourth element -"adequate
freedom of action" - may develop a need for further opera-
tions which will in turn call for a re-analysis as to his
apportionment of fighting strength. Therefore, for purposes
of this discussion, it is assumed that the commander now
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defers consideration of such apportionment, and that he
proceeds at this I int to study measures for ensuring ade-
quate freedom of action.

This study requires consideration of such matters as
training, morale, surprise, secrecy, cooperation, intelli-
gence, logistics, and provisions (communications, location
of the commander, and the like) for effective exerc:L of
command. (See page 76). The commander exercises his
judgment as to the degree of detail in which such matters
should be treated, according to the nature of his problems.

If any such subject-for example, communications-
involves the development of a subsidiary plan (page 168),
the measures noted in connection with the formulation of
the basic plan may be stated along broad lin2s, s,,ih as: "To
provide for effective communications." Any spe-ific matters
of considerable importance may also be included,-for
example, as to secrecy with respect 1o the use of com-
munications. Other details may then be deferred until the
commander takes up the necessary subsidiary plan. Other-
wise, all pertinent operations in connection with these
measures are naturally noted at this point.

Certain of these measures for freedom of action are
now to be discussed in some detail because of their im-
portant bearing on basic plans.

In certain operations contemplated by the commander,
there ma-' be a requirement for additional training, some-
times of a special nature. This may be true, for instance,
if an operation involves the landing of an expeditionary
force. Conditions permitting, the commander will naturally
desire to make provision for training exercises. If time
or other conditions do not permit necessary training, he
may find it desirable to modify his plans accordingly. The
salient features of a subsidiary training problem are dis-
cussed hereafter (page 176), and may well be considered
at this point in developing the basic plan.

The commander may already have noted, in consider-
ing operations suggested by his previous study of the
situation, a need for certain action as to security, stcrecy,
and intelligence. Any additional operations of this nature,
not previously noted, may well be incorporated at this
point.

Security of his own plan, and secrecy therefor, are
important considerations with reference to intelligence
activities. The requirements as to intelligence and counter-
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intelligence features are primary considerations as to any
plan. Such considerations involve the collection of infor-
mation and its conversion into intelligence. The hampering
of enemy intelligence activities is a related consideration.

The collection of useful information, and its denial
to the enemy, call for a definite plan. When information hias
been collected, it is subjected to the processes (page 122) of
analysis, evaluation, interpretation, and dissemination.
Collection, to be consistently effective, calls for specific
directives to, or requests on, the appropriate collecting
agencies. Analysis determines the source of the informa-
tion and the circumstances under which it was obtained.
Evaluation determines its degree of relialility. Interpre-
tation consists of drawing conclusions; when informationI thus takes the form of facts (so far as they can be as-
ccrtained) and of sound conclusions drawn therefrom, it
becomes military (iaval) intelligence. It is then dis-

!J seminated to thos4 concerned and is used in the solution
of the commander's own problems.

The basis for collection of such data is the determin-j ation of the essential elements of information desired by
the commander. The notation of these essential elements,
for later incorporation in his directive(s), naturally con-
stitutes a primary feature of his basic plan. The essential
elements of information are frequently formulated as
questions-e.g., Will the enemy do this? Is the enemy
doing that? What are the principal topographic features of
Y Island, with respect to so and so?

These questions cover the essential matters of per-
plexity as to enemy courses of action and as to the char-
acteristics of the theater. Each enemy course of action, for

* example, may provide the basis for a question; or, if the
scope of the problem has narrowed sufficiently, such ques-
tion may deal with one of the enemy's possible operations,
related to a course of action whic.- he may be pursuing or is
known to be pursuing.

On the basis of the essential elements of information,
the commander provides for proper reconnaissance activi-
ties by the several collecting agencies under his command,or fcr appropriatc requests to be made by him on other

collecting agencies. A sound plan will always mak-- ade-
quate provision for such measures.

These subjects are treated in more detail in the laterJ discussion (page 177) of intelligence problems.
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in connection with freedom of action, the commander
will also make adequate provision for Io .'es support.
In its unrestricted sense, the term "logf'- relates to
the supply and movement of a military force, and to such
related riat rs ss the disposition and replacement of in-
effective personnel. Logistics measures, as comprehended in
the development of the basic plan, exclude movement pri-
marily of a strategical or tactical nature, but include move-
ment related primarily to supply and similar matters. This
requirement gives rise to the necessity for logistics meas-
ures which may further call for operations such as to pro-
vide fuel oil and supplies at rendezvous X and Y, and tender
"facilities at port D. An incidental requirement will relate
to movements of train ships. Hence, the commander fornu-
lates these, also, and includes them in his list of operations
for later assignment as logistics tasks. (Page 166). Fuel
oil may likewise be required at Port D, but if the com-
mander knows that ample fuel oil is in store there, no
operation to cover this feature is required of him.

The solution of logistics problems is further discussed
hereafter (page 179).

The commander has now, it may be presumed, evolved
all of the operations that his analysis tells him are appro-
pri:.te with respect to correct physical objectives, advan-
tageous relative positions, and freedom of action. Therefore,
he now studies all of these operations from the viewpoint of
the rentaining element- proper apportionment of fighting
strength. This consideration invoives, initially, a determina-
tion of what forces will be necessary to carry out the or "--

ations listed. The commander thereby determines the re-
quirements, as to forces, for each such operation.

For example, the operation "to locate an enemy fore'."
may require the use of several types of naval vessels and
aircraft. The commander determines what method of searchis best for the purposes of thib specific operation; there-
after, he determines what forces are necessary to conduct
the search. The procedure has previously been indicated (in
the Principle of "he Proper Means to be Made Available
-page 34).

In this study the commander will often find it necessary
to divide some of the more extensive operations into com-
ponent parts, suitable for later assignment as tasks for sub-
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ordinates. Fundamentally, there Is no difference between an
operation and a task, except that the latter includes also the
idea of imposing on another person, or assigning to him, a
definite amount of work or duty (page 84). At this stage,
then, the commander deals with components suitable for
performance by available weapons, in the usual units, or
combinations of units, in which they are effective. Of course,
when an operation meets this requirement without subdivi-
sion into components, it need not be subdivided.

These component parts are not yet actually tasks, be-
cause the commander does not plan to assign them at this
time to any one for execution. However, the components are
visualized as clearly, and are formulated as definitely, as is
possible at this point. The requirement is that they be acts
that available forces can perform.

The method of breaking down an operation into com-
ponent parts is one of analysis and deduction. Having vis-
ualized the manner whereby the operation can contribute to
the accomplishment of the effort, the commander has now
to determine the means to be employed to this end. Ex-
perience and knowledge tell him what numbers and types
of ships, aircraft, and other weapons, if properly employed,
will attain the effect desired.

Each component part will indicate both the action and
the physical objectives of the action. For each component,
the commander estimates what forces are required. He
knows the extent of the armed forces available, and he can,
if his total force is adequate, adjust matters to allow each
component a force capable of carrying it out.

For example, a component operation might call for a
search by destroyers, but the commander might find that
his destroyers were in such poor relative position as to pre-
vent them from reaching the point of origin in time. There-
fore he would be unable to conduct the search by using
destroyers alone. He might now consider a search by air-
craft. A study of this proposal might indicate that it could
be carried out in part by aircraft, but that available air-
craft were inadequate to carry it out in its entirety. In such
event, consideration would be in order of the possibility
of conducting this search by use of other forces also, e.g..
submarines and cruisers.

In case the commander believes an indicated operation
to be infeasible, he first restudies that operation to see
whether he can modify it, without adversely affecting the
accomplishment of the effort. He may even find that he can
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eliminate it by "ncludig its essential features in some other
operation.

If the commander finds that his forces are Inadequate
for the accomplishment of an effort .•n one stage, but that
they are adequate for its accomplishmniiLt in succe .eve
stag.le may draw a conclusion as to which of the operav-
tions he can carry out first. On this. ba3is, he may proceed
with the formulation of tasks to include these operations,
leaving the remainder to a future time (see page 56).

It may be that all operations set down cannot be accom-
plished by the forces available, but that they will be possible
of accomplishment if other forces are provided. This knowl-
tdge, of the sum total of forces required for the action
indicated in the Decision, is an essential. It is only by such
a searching inquiry that the commander ensurws that the
operations resolved from the Decision will result in a full
solution of, his problem. Usually the forces available will
be .found adequate, because the superior who provided them
gave consideration, on his part, to the requirements. How-
eyer, if the forces available are not deemed adequate, the
commander either modifies the operations, or restricts
them, or subdivides them into parts for performance in
succession by stages. In any such case, conditions per-
mitting, he makes constructive representations, together
with a report of the facts, to his superior (see page 103).

* * *

Testing for Suitability, Feasibility, and Acceptability.
Each of the operations finalli deemed necessary or

desirable is now tested as to its suitability, its feasibility,
and its acceptability as to consequences. The considerations
involved have been explained previously (Section III of
Chapter IV) and are therefore not repeated here.

The testing process will eliminate those operations
found not suitable, feasible, or acceptable.

In addition, the tests may lead to the elimination of
operations which, while both suitable and feasible, do not
contribute enough toward the accomplishment of the effort
to warrant their retenition. For example, among the opera-
tions listed might be one to capture X island and one to
capture Y island, both suitable and feasible. The com-
mander, having analyzed these proposals, might conclude
that the capture of Y island would not constitute a sufficient
contribution to warrant its adoption as an operation at this
time. Therefore, he might omit this operation, or he might
defer it to a later stage.
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A feasible operation may similarly be rejected or

deferred out of preference for another which can more
readily be accomplished.

The tests may also reveal important facts as to the
,• | relative consequences with respect to costs. For example, .
•| two operations might both be acceptable as to this factor,

but one might be less acceptable than the other. Accord-ori ingly, the less rcceptable operation might be omitted, or
mmight be deferred for the time being.

Upon the completion of the tests, all operations re-
rained are listed for further development.

The Formulation of Tasks
The correct resolution of the Decision into the detailed

operations required is further ensured by the visualization
of these operations as tasks. Tasks so fermulated (page
162), become a basis for the preparation of directives.

To prepare a plan as a basis for directives, or for use
as such, the commander first finds it desirable to formulate
and assemble the various tasks. The tasks arc formulated
as a result of his study of (1) those operations which do not
require to be broken down, ane which may now be rewritten
as tasks, and of (2) the component parts of the more ex-
tensive operations (See page 102, bottom).

Each of the tasks, as now listed, is tested for suit-
ability, for feasibility, and for acceptability with respect to
the consequences as to costs. In view of the fact that the
operations have all been thoroughly tested, this process now
becomes not a formal analysis but merely a check.

The Organization of Task Forces and Task Groups

The commander now classifies the tasks on the basis
of their suitability for accomplishment by appropriate task
forces or subdivisions thereof: i. e., task groups. In so doing
he endeavors to avoid forming any more classifications than
are necessary for the accomplishment of the full effort.

Note: In the remainder of this work, the term Task
Group, except as may otherwise be indicated, will be under-
stood in the inclusive sense of either "task force" or "task
group".

Tasks are assigned to task groups on the basis of such
factors as the nature and geographical location of physical
objectives, the existing disposition of the several units, their
capabilities, and their freedom of action. The last-named
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may Pe the determinant, and, because of the importance of
such considerations, tasks which would.otherwise fall to one
irOup M*ight be assigned to another. Features influencinga
change might. include lack of training of the personnel
available in the first group, or the special qualificatiQns of a
particular commander, or; a justiftd desire to adhere to a
preýiously 'determined permanent task organizatiofi.

Logistics tasks, i. e, those requiring operations for --

placing logistics measures in effect, require the same care-
ful consideration as do combat tasks. (See page 162).

Certain tasks apply to all of the task groups, or pertain
to the general conduct of the common effoi&. Among such
may be provision for security, for unity among the subdi-
visions, and for intelligence activities (page 160). In order
to avoid repetition, these tasks are assembled in one group.

The commander analyzes the requirements of fighting
strength for each task group. He then, from the means
available to him, assigns the necessary strength to each
group, making adjustment between the theoretical require-
ments and the actual strength available.

He is familiar with the types of vessels and aircraft
constituting his command, and with their military char-
acteristics; with the capabilities and cooperative qualities of
his commanders; with the degree of training of his various
units; and with the geographical location of physical ob-
jectives. He recognizes that each task requires adequate
strength for its accomplishment. Because these require-
ments have been thoroughly considered during the study
of the effective apportionment of fighting strength, he is
able to make adjustments as necessary.

The comm- 4er how fully organizes each classification
of tasks and itRL ore'esponding task group by namihg the
task group (or task force), by making notation of its com-
rpsition and of the rank and name of its commander, and
then by listing the tasks of each group. The principal task
(or tasks) may be listed first, the other tasks following in
the order of their importance If preferred, the sequence of
tasks may be chronological. Also, either major or minor
tasks may be listed chronologically. (See pages 158 and
192).

If the chronological sequence of tasks is utilized, that
fact, in order to avoid confusion, is clearly indicated.

Thus organized, the whole plan can be transferred a!-
most bodily into the Order Form (Chapter VIII).
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Application of the Fundamental Military Principle to the
Determination of Objectives Embodied in TarsiI In formulating tasks for the several task groups, the

commander has now visualized, for each such group, an ob-
jective (or objectives) for the subordinate to attain. InI• selecting these objectives, the commander has placed him-
self, mentally, in the subordinate's situation, visualizing the
problem which the subordinate is to solve. On this basis the
commander has apportioned the strength needed for the at-
tainment of the objectives assigned to his subordinates. This
proced.re, of evident importance, is frequently one of con-
siderabie difficulty, because a higher commander, lacking
detailed iriformation of the situation which may confront
a subordinate cannot always anticipate all the obstacles to
the latter's success.

In formulating tasks, and in apportioning strength, by
the procedure already described, the commander has applied
the Fundamental Military Principle. Now, tb, ensure the
practical adjustment of means to ends (page 66), the com-
mander reviews the process in the light of that Principle,
so that he may be assured that he has selected a correct ob-
jective (or objectives) for each subordinate. By using the
tests indicated in the Principle, the commander confirms
the suitability of each objective so selected, satiefies him-
self of its feasibility of attainment, and assures himself
that the costs involved will be acceptable. If these require-
ments cannot be so satisfied, necessary adjustments are ;n
order.

These tests may frequently be of a routine nature, by
reasorn of the previous painstaking tests of the several oper-
ations involved. However, such final tests cannot be omitted
without incurring the danger of selecting incorrect objec-
tives for subordinates to attain.

The Assembly of Measures for Freedom olf Action
I Having completed the classification of his tasks, the

commander next assembles the measures determined upon
as necessary for ensuring adequate freedom of action.

When the subject matter is not too bulky, these
measures are incorporated in their proper place in the basic
plan. Otherwise, instructions as to these matters will be

I issued as annexes.
The various measures are assembled under the classi-

fication shown below.
! (a) Measures required for security, for cooperation, 1
I and for intelligence activities.

(b) Measures for logistics support. These cover pro-
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vision for procurement and replenishment of sup-
plies, disposition and replacement of ineffective
personnel, satisfactory material maintenance, san-
itation, battle casualties, and the like.

(c) Measures for the exercise of command. These in-
clude provision for communications, location of
rendezvous, zone time to be used, and the location
of the commander.

This classification corresponds to that used in the
Order Form (page 193). Experience has indicated that
such a classification facilitates the transmission of instruc-
tions to subordinate commanders.

If desired, the material which will be required to be
incorporated in paragraph (1) of the Order Form (see pages
190, 191, 219 and 221) may be also assembled at this point.

The Preparation of Subsidiary Plans
As previously noted (page 106), certain subsidiary

problems require the preparation of subsidiary plans to be
included with the directive as annexes. In broad strategical
estimates, the solution of such subsidiary problems involves
a vast amount of mental effort; even in restricted esti-
mates, these problems may require most intensive tbought.
rc is; therefore appropriate at this point to discuss, in some
detail, the nature of these subsidiary problems.

During the solution of his basic problem and later, dur-
ing the process of evolving his basic plan, the commander
may become aware of the need for further action of a sup-
porting nature with respect to his basic mission, distinct
from that which he intends to assign as tasks to subordin-
ate commanders. If the nature of this action involves per-
plexity, he will be confronted with new problems to be
solved. When he recognizes that such problems exist and
are to be solved by himself, this awareness is a recogni-
tion of the incentive.

For example, one of these problems may involve a bat-
tle in which the entire force will participate, or perhaps a
sortie requiring coordination of the several subdivisions of
his force. Others will be concerned with measures recognized
as necessary for ensuring freedom of action.

These problems give rise to the subsidiary plans pre-
viously referred to (page 106). They are not necessarily
subsidiary in importance; even the Battle Plan, the basis
for the culmination of tactical effort, may result from the
solution of a subsidiary problem. The word "subsidiary",
as here used, merely indicates that the problem has its
origin in the commander's own Decision.

When the incentive is thus recognized during the solu-
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tion of the basic problem or during the second step, the corn- I
mander solves these new problems, and includes their solu-
tions as a part of the directives prepared for the carrying

out of the basic plan. As will be seen later (Chapter VIII),
there is a prescribed place for such solutions in the usual
form in which directives are issued. Often, however, be-
cause of extont and bulk, these solutions are included with
the directives as annexes.

The commander will desire to provide for all contin-
gencies, but he can rarely, during the planning stage, see

completely into the future, so as to foretell all pertinent
events which may befall. During the unfolding of events,
"therefore, unforeseen subsidiary problems will probably

-arise. Whether visualized during planning, or Pncountered
during the execution of the plan, these problems have the
"same relationship with the basic problem. Reference is later
made (Chapter IX) to subsidiary problems which arise
during the action.

Subsidiary problems, according to their nature in each
case, may be solved by the procedure distinctive of '-e first
step or by that distinctive oZ the second. In many instances
either may be applicable, the choice being a matter of con-
venience.

Battle Plans, for example, can demonstrably be for-
mulated by the use of either procedure. Thus, a Decision
"to destroy the enemy in a daylight fleet engagement" may
be used as the basis for an Estimate of the Situation, by the
procedure distinctive of the first step, in order to reach a
decision as to the plan, in outline, for the contemplated
engagement. However, the same result can also be attained

"' through the procedure distinctive of the second sllp, with

the basic Decision as the point of departure.
A solution also ci.n be reached by a method which is,

in effect, intermediate between the procedures of the first
and second steps. For example, the basic (broad strategical)
Decision noted above can be taken, in a detailed tactical
"XEstimate, as the only suitable, feasible, and acceptable
course of action. Then, in Section IV of the Estimate, a study

of the more detailed operations involved can be developed
into an outlined plan for the battle. Thus, a single course of
action, expanded to include the outlined plan so developed,
can then be adopted as the decision and can in tuni be ex-
panded by second-step methods into a detailed tactical plan.

On the grounds of simplicity, the procedure distinctive
of the second step is preferable, when it is applicable to the
particular problem. Therefore, when a subsidiary plan is to
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be developed directly from a basic Decision, this is frequently
the better procedure This ccament is applicable not only
to battle plans but also to other subsidiary plans such as
sortie '"ýIs, entrance plans, and logistics plans. The com-
mand, .--ay find i. necessary, however, to expind the study
of fighting streigth made in Section I-B of he basic
estimate, in order to obtain the detailed data needed for
formulating the sv~bsidiary plan.

In spite of the relative simp!icity of ths second-step
method, cases occu! "-here the procedure of the first stej. is
nevertheless p':eferable. For ex anple, 5, basic Decision mak-
ing provision for a major campdign, divided into stages of
some scope, may involve, as part of one of these stages, an
o,,eration to c2.Dture an island. Such an operation may itself
require e. consi. lerable effort on the part of the whole force;
yet the orn.ati )n may be so specialized or localized, or both,
with -,eference 'o the entire effort contemplated in the basic
Decision, that the solution of this subsidiary problem can
best be accomp'ished thrcogh the procedur': distinctive of
the first step.

'ibe commander will therefore ne.essarily be the judge,
in cach cae , as to tie particular procedure to be adopted.

There are wide variations in the requirements of tlhe
Estimr.te iorm, when used for the solution of subsidiary
problems. -his is raturA because these problems vary
v :Jv in nattire. They include, on the one hand, problems

iling directly with the conflict of armed forces, for which
ti, Foyw is e.necially designed. On the other hand, these
pý, ,blems ii.-' .Ae those deaiing with the factors related
to freedom of a,tion. To be suitable for this purpose, the
Form requires modification in varying degrees. Certain
examples are included in the latter part of this chapter
(page 176 and fo2ewing).

T:. applicati.-r of the procedure of the first step to the
solution of such subsidiary prol:ims requires provision for
deriving, in each case, a (subsidiary) mission appropriate
to the ,roblem. Of the two elements of the mission, .he
(subsidiary) purpose is first determined, because 4he (sob-
sidiary) ta.k will necessarily be suitable to the (sub'di ary)
purpo.c. These elements of the (subsidiary) mission may
be oý,taine%,. from one or more of the operations into which
the basic Decision has hepn resolved. The.:y may also .e cb-
tained from a preceding subsidiary prol"'em, already solved.

In iliuwtration of the preceding, disuassion is firot cen-
tered or a strategical problem Jf usual type, involving a
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subsidiary tactical problem calling for the detailed em-
ployinent of weapons in a naval engagement. Other illus-
trations will deal with subsidiary problems relating to par-
ticular aapects of freedom of action.

In the first example it is supposed that the commander
has already solved a basic problem of broad strategial
scope, and has arrived at a Decision which contemplates an
engagement. A further logical act of planning is now to
develop a Battle Plan. Such dew lopment involves the solu-
tion of a subsidiary problem. in this care the commander is
supposed to have found it desirable to solve thih subsidiary
problem by the procedtre distinctive of the first step.

In this problem, the situation sununarized is an im-
aginary one. It may eventuate either through the natural
future developments of the situation existing at ',he time
of the so"ition of the basic problem, or it may confront the
commander during the execution of the plans derived from
the Decision of that (basic) problem. The Battle Plan finally
to be formulated will be fo- use under the conditions as-
sumed in this situation.

The cormnander will desire to draw rp a Battle Plan
as a provision for the situatio. which he believes most
likely to eventuate. However, as he cannot be certain that
this situation will occur, he may also desire to assume other
situations, i. e., prepare in advance for other contingencies.
It is then necessary for him to solve several problems, each
differing from the others in the assumptiop; (p. Te 155) as
to the form tne situation may take. The surnmay of the
situation therefore requires a brief statement of t ie condi-
tions which are assumed. In addition, such part- )f the basic
problem may be included as are deer.. ; nertinex,. +o the new
problem in hand.

In his new pijblem the purpose of the (subsidiar/) riis-
"r;3n may readily be obtained from the basic problem. Sup-
pose the assigned task, motivating the estimate of the basic
problem, to havi beer, to "prevent enemy convoy from
reaching destination". This, the motivating task of the basic
problem, then becomes a suitable (subsidiary: purpose for
the missioih of the subsidiary problem.

For the m:1qsion of the subsidiqý • problem, a motivat-
ing task, suitable to the purpose th- ietermined, will be
found in the Decision of the basic prob etn. Suppose the De-
cision in this case to have been "to destroy the enemy
ronvoy". The task thus determine. for the subsidiary prob-
ler) become-, an assigned task in th_ sense that it is assigned
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by the commander to himself, instead of to a subordinate;
however, it is also an assigned task in the sense that it has
been indirectly assigned by the immediate superior, because
it has beer derived, in the basic estimate, from the motivat-
ing task which was diredtly assigned by the superior.

The two eleme.ts, of task and purpose, when linked to-
gether, enable the commander to visualize the appropriate
effect desird, as the basis for his subsidiary estimate, - a
procedure identical with that followed in a basic estimate.
As in the latter, the commander can now formulate his sub-
sidiary mission, as:-

(Task) To destroy the enemy convoy,
(Pe; ipose) in order to prevent it from reaching its destination.

The miasion of the subsidiary problem is thus seen to
be identical with the basic Decision linked to the pinpose of
that Decision.

However, this is not always the case. A subsidiary prob-
lem may merely involve the execution by the commanaer,
i. e., under his own immediate direction, of a designated part
of his general plan. Or, such a problem may involve execu-
tion, by the commander, of one or more of the detailed oper-
ations for the accomplishment of his general plan or of a
part therof. The commander may also find it necessary to
solve numerous subsidiary problems of relatively restricted
scope pertainirg either *f- 'ii3 general plan or to a part
thereof or to the detailed operations involved.

In some of these c.aes the purpose of the subsidiary
mission may be readily apparent. In others, its nature may
become elcar orn;y after the appiication of considerable
mental effort. In every case the determination of a proper
(subsidiary) purpose involves visualization of a situation
which the commander desires to bring about or to maintain.
The (subsidiaT) task, appropriate to the (subsidiary) pur-
pose, will always necessarily b, suitable to the latter. This
task 3 then the mnotivating task for the solution of the par-
ticular subsidiary problem in hand. This will be the case
whether the commander makes a simple mental solution or
produces a more complex one in which the formal written
estimate of the situation is employed. In the former instan :e,
the brevity of the mental process tends to obscure this fatt.

An example might occur in a situatic hiere the com-
mander hus received an, order to "Protect che base at A".
It is "her, supposed that, after estimatinj lie situation, he
h-s reached the Decision "to deny the ei..emy the use of
base sites within effective bombing range of A", the pur-
pose of the Decision being, of course: "in order to pretect the
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base at A". The action required might then be undertaken
in two stages. The first stage might be confined to the area
ABCD. If, then, all available base sites in this area, except
Y island, were already securely in friendly hands, the com-
mander would find it necessary to make provision for an
operation to deny the use of this island to the enemy. If this
operation is of such a nature that the commander desires to

execute it under his own direct control, instead of assigning
it to a subordinate, it presents a subsidiary poblem which
the commander, himself, has to solve.

The commander has now determined the necessity of
solving a subsidiary problem relating to the accomplishment
of a designated part of his general plan. He has also deter-
mined the necessity of solving another subsidiary problem
presented by an operation pertaining to the first stage of
the accomplishment o' " is general plan.

Each subsidiary proulem requires an estimate of the
situation although "the brevity of the mental process tends
to obscure this fact" (page 172).

In making his basic estimate, the commander may have
discovered the need for these subsidiary estimates. In this
case, he may have included them in his estimate, as "es-
timates within the estimate" (page 83), in his analysis of
the operations involved in the various courses of action
which he considered. For instance, his basic Decision may
have included the capture of Y island, and he may have
covered this feature by a corollary to that Decision, as
follows:

Corollary: As a . st stace. to deny the enemy the use ut
available base sites in the area ABCD, by capturing Y island.

However, the commander may not diicwver the desir-
ability or need of solving these subsidiary problems until
the second step, when resolving the basic Decision into the
detailed operations required. In this case, he might make
due provision at that time for the operations involved in the
subsidiary problems. The mental procedure would be the
same in either event.

The commander may find, however, that he prefers to
make a separate, subsidiary estimate with respect to the
determination of the stages of his operation, including the
details as to the performance af the first stag!. In this case
he finds a proper mission for his subsidiary cstimate in the
basic Decision, linked to its purpose. This missicn. woulk be
as follows:-

(Task) To deny the enemy the use of base oites within effecti'e
bonbing range of A,



(Purpose) in order to protect the bare at A.
Durinf, the subsidiary estimate the commander may

discover, in his study of the area ABCD, the necessity for
an operation to deny Y island to the enemy, and may even
go so far, in this study, as to decide on the capture of this
Island. The decision, settling on this area as the scene of the
first stage of his effort, may then include provision for the
capture of the island, as follows:

-- ision: To deny the en'emy the use of base sites in the
are CD as a first stage toward denying him the use of all
base sites within effective bombing range of the base at A.

Corollary: To capture Y island.

However, thc commander may not take up the matter
of denying Y island, specifically, to enemy use until he
studies the detailed operations required for the accomplish-
ment of the action involved in his first stage. In such event,
he may make provision for the capture of the island in his
subsidiary plan for the execuiion of the first stage. He may
find, on the other hand, that he prefers to make a separate,
subsidiary ePtimate as to this feature. If so, the mission
for this subsidiary estimate would be identical with the
decision (less the corollary, but plus the purpose of the
estimate), i.e.,-

(Task) To deny the enemy the use of base sites within effective
bombing range of the area ABCD as a first stage

(Purpose) toward denying him the use of all base sites within
effetive bombing range of the base ,. A.

During this estimate the commander considers the vari-
ous courses of action whereby he can deny to the enemy all
bases in the area of the first stage. Concluding that Y island
is the onWy base site, not securely in friendly hands, and that
the best method of denying it to the enemy is to capture it
himself, he reaches a decision as follows:

Decision: To capture Y island. in order to deny to the
,-nemv t.z use ,,f the only available bast site in the area ABCD.

In each of the foregoing cases, the commander is said
to have "deduced" the mission for his subsidiary problem.
As has been demonstrated, the process of deduction is mere-
ly the application of the natural mental processes through
the use of the estimate of the situation. Whether the esti-
mate is formal or informal, detailed or brief, wriV'.,- or
mental, is immaterial; in any case, the estimate Its
in a decision which provides, with its purpose, a prcper
mission for the succeeding problem which has been r re-
sented by, solution of its predecessors.

Slogical sequence, from problem to problem, the pro-
cedui outlined in the preceding discussion enables the
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commander to derive a correct mission for the problem in-
volving the capture of Y Island. Clear visualization of such
a subsid~ary mission is frequently of great importance, and
may be difficult unless the procedure has been carefully
traced from each problem to the next. In this particular
example, if the commander finds that the capture of Y
Island is of such a specialized and localized nature (page
170) as to call for a formal estimate (as may frequently be
the case in capturing a well-defended island base), he will
be especially desirious of deriving a correct (subsidiary)
mission as a basis for this estimate. In this instance a cor-
rect mission would be:-

(Tahk) To capture Y Island,
(Purpose) in order to deny to the enemy the use of the only

available base site in the area ABCD.
This mission is identical with the decision, linked to its

purpose, of the preceding subsidiary problem.

Subsidiary problems relating to training (page 160),
when solved by the procedure distinctive of the first
step, involve estimates of the situation very similar to those
explained previously (Chapter VI).

Section I-A of such a training estimate will include a
summary of the salient features of the existing situation,
from the strategical or tactical viewpoint, together with
a statement of the salient features of the operations to be
caried out for which the projected training is designed. The
incentive will be found in a previous decision calling for the
operations which require the training to be given. The as-
signed objective will be the making of adequate provision
for training appropriate to the projected operations. The
(subsidiary) mission will be:-

(Task) to provide appropriate trainirg,
(Purpose) in order to contribute to freedom of action during

the operations contemplated. (In each particular case the oper-
ations contemplated will be indicated by proper phraseology in '.he
mi.sion or by reference to the preceding summary of the situation.)

Section I-B of a traiihng estimate will take account of
the training factors cited in the Estimate Form (Chapter
VI) for a basic problem, but will specify details with respect
to both own and enemy forces. This section will also cover
existing facilities for training, as well as the characteristics
of the theater which have now or may have a bearing on the
training to be given.

Section II will discuss the various possible procedures
for affording the appropriate training.

Section III will defl with any measures which may be
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adopted by the enemy (through actual attack, through
propaganda, or any other methods) to hinder or prevent
the desired training.

Section IV will be devoted to the selection -i the best
training procedure.

Section V will state the decision as to the essentials
of th. training to be given and as to the method of giving
the training. The decision will be in such detail as to consti-
tute a general plan, or a proper basis therefor, from which
a detailed plan may be developed.

A detailed training plan, developed from the foregoing
decision, will assemble the necessary information and as-
sumptions, will state the general plan for training, and will
prescribe the appropriate training tasks. It will also include
any proper coordinating measures, make provision for the
bt':.tics of .Ae training plan, and finally provide for the
exercise of command and for supervision over the training.

A training plan may be briefed by annexing appro-
priate documents,-e. g., a program and a schedule. The
commander will ordinarily issue a schedule for training to
be given under his own supervision; he will usually issue a
program for training to be given by his subordinctes, who
will in tur prepare their own schedules.

Subsidiary problems involving intelligence (page 160),
when solved by the procedure distinctive of the first step,
call for an inte'ligence estimate along the lines indicuted,
in general, in Chapter ,'I.

Section I-A of the Estimate will include a summary of
the salient features of the present situation and of the con-
templated strategical and tactical operations. The incentive,
to be found in a Previous decision of the commander, will be
noted. The assigned objective will be the making of provi-
sion for adequate intelligence of the enemy and of the
theater of operations. The mission will be:-

(Task) To make provision for adequate intelligence of the
enemy and of the theater of operations,

(Purpose) in order to contribute to freedom of action in
the oporntio•s contfmp'ated.
Section I-B of the intelligence estimate will take ac-

count of the factors as to intelligence and as to related
matters which are noted in the Estimate Form (Chapter
VI) for a basic estimate.

Section II will consider the possible procedures for
obtaining information, i. e., for its collection, including
reports from collecting agencies.
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II
Section III will cinsider the capabilities of the enemy

as to counter-intelligence measures.
Section IV will compare the various procedures open

for the collection of information and for reports thereof.
Section V will include a decision as to the esi.ntial

elements of information desired. The decision will be in
sufficient detail to serve as a general plan (or a basis there-
for), to be developed into a detailed plan for obtaining
information and for converting it into intelligence.

A detailed intelligence plan will include appropriate
* information and assumptions. It will state the general plan

for obtaining intelligence. This statement will include the
essential elements of information desired. The plan will
include appropriate tasks for information-collecting agen-
cies, with times and destinations for reports of information.
The task for each collecting agency will be based on the

*• general plan (above); such task will also be synchronized
! ~ with the projected operations prescribed for such agency

in current Operation Orders (Chapter VIII). The agency's
inherent capabilities-its limitations as well as its powers
-will be given due considerati n. Requests to be made on

collecting agencies not under the commander'S control will
be noted in the information (as to own forces) given in the
plan (see above).

Logistics arrangements will include, for example, pro-
visions for handling prisoners of war, the disposition of
captured documents and other materials, and the supply
of maps, charts, and photographs. Counter intelligence
measures will be specified where applicable. These include
such matters as censorship, press relations, camouflage,
and propaganda. Finally, the plan will include provision
for the rendition of routine and special reports, for special
charts (or mars) accompanying or pertinient to such re-
"ports, and for any intelligence conferences.

Thu essential elements of information desired are fre-
quently stated in question form. Each question deals with
an enemy course of action or with one or more of the
enemy operations pertaining to such a course (page 161).

The tasks assigned to collecting agencies, or the re-
quests made on collecting agencies not under the com-
mander's control, will call for information (negative, if
desired, as well as positive) as to specific indications of
the enemy's action-past, present, or intended-and of the
characteristics of the theater as related thereto. The indi-
cations to be sought for and reported are carefully deter-
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mined by the commander in expectation that information
obtained as to such matters will enable him to draw con-
clusione which will answer the questions posed by the
essential elements of information.

For e%- "-le, essential elements of information, with
correspor ndications, may be as follows:

EA . : Elements Indications
1. Will the enemy patrol the a. Presence or absence of enemy

trade route from A to B? forces (number and types of
vessels) between meridians-
and-, as far north as-- and as
far south as--.

b. Times enemy forces observed.
in area noted.

c. Apparent activity of enemy
forces so noted.

2. Will the enemy cover focal a. Presence or absence of enemy
points M and N? forces (numbers and types of

vessels) in (a specified area or
areas).

b. Times enemy forces observed
in areas noted in a, above.

c. Apparent activity of enemy so
noted.

d. Has M or N been prepared
as a naval base; an air base
for seaplanes, for land planes?
Is M or N readily accessible to
enemy battleships? What are
the characteristics of the avail-
able entrances to sheltered an-
cborages? (Etc.)

Another type of subsidiary problem which may call
for a separate subsidiary plan relates to logistics (page
162). This problem is particularly applicable to the plan-
ning stage, because the contingencies which it involves
can, to a considerable degree, be foreseen. In this case the
situation which the commander usually desires to bring
about is adequate freedom of action with respect to supply
and related matters. He wishes to solve this problem so
completely during the present step that a logistics plan,
concurrently executed with his basic plan, wili require
minimum subsequent attention.

A logistics estimate by the procedure distinctive of the
first step will include in Section I-A a summary of the
pertinent features of the existing strategical and tactical
situation, and of contemplated strategical and tactical
operations. It will also include a statement of the salient
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features of the existing logistics situation. The incentive,
to be found in a previous decision of the commander, will
be noted. The assigned objective will be the making of
adequate provision for logistics support. The mission will
be:-

(Task) to make provision for adequate logictics support,
(Purpode) in order to contribute to freedom of action in the

operations contemnplated. (In each particular case the operations con-
templated will be indicated by proper phraseology in the mission or
by reference to the summary of the situation).

Section I-B of the es*": e will take account of the
logistics factors cited .,e Lustirnate Form (Chapter VI)
for a basic estimate, ,. will specify details to the further
extent necessary.

Section II will discuss the various possible procedures
for affording appropriate logistics support of the various
categories.

Section III will discuss enemy actions to hamper or pre-
vent adequate logistics support.

Section IV will deal with selection of the best logistics
procedure.

Section V will state the decision a!- to the essential ele-
ments of the logistics support to be afforded, in such detail

as will constitute a general plan (or a proper basis therefor)
from which a detailed plan can be developed.

A detailed logistics plan, developed from the foregoing
estimate, will assemble the necessary information and as-
sumptions. It will state the general plan for logistics sup-
port. It will then provide for appropriate action as to each
type of logistics support, or will state proper tasks for the
several subdivisions of the force concerned therewith. It
will include, also, any coordinating measures. It will, finally,
make provision for exercise of command with reference to
logistics support, as well as for any necessary or desirable
time elements and similar considerations.

* * *

From all of the foregoing discussions it is apparent
that the numerous possible subsidiary problems are all re-
lated to the basic problem either directly or through an in-
tervening subsidiary problem. The nature of this relation-
ship is seen through the (subsidiary) purpose, determined
for the particular (subaidiary) task; therefore, the under-
standing of the problem involves a statement or visualiza-
tion of the (subsidiary) purpose in each case.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE INAUGURATION OF THE PLANNED ACTION

"(The Third Step-The Formulation and Issue of Directives)
In the discussion which now follows, it is demonstrited that,

if the second step (Chapter VII) has been carried throu~gh completely,
the formulation of directives requires only the completion 3f details
of the Order Form, which is evplained. The various types of naval
planp and directives are also described.

Scope of the Third Step. As previously stated (in
Chapter V, on page 107), the inauguration of the planned
action (the third step) begins when the commander forms
the intention of immcdiately promulgating, as one or more
directives, his solution of the problem represented by the
second step. The third step ends at the moment when the
problem becomes one of supervising the planned action in
the course of its execution.

Military Plans and Military Directives. A plan is a pro-
posed scheme, procedure, or method of action for the at-
tainment of an objective. It is one of the essential links
between decision and action.

A directive, in the general sense, initiates or governs
conduct or procedure. It is the means by which one's will or
intent is made known to others. Sometimes the word is
employed as a synonym for "order"; at others, it carries
the significance of various instructions ranging from the
simple to the complex; at still others, it denotes a plan
formulated to be placed in effect in a particular contingency
or when so directed. In all cases, a directive, to be suitable
as a guide for others, has as its origin a plan.

The words plan and directive are used herein as fol-
lows :-A plan may exist only in the mind. Even if formu-
lated and set down in writing, it may receive no distribution.
A plan continues to be exclusively a plan so long as it
concerns the originating commander alone, and it never
loses its identity as v proposed procedure or method of ac-
Lon. When, however, the commander forms the intent of
promulgating the plan .mmediately, the plan becomes also
a directive. At this point, as noted in the preceding para-
graph ("Scope of the Third Step"), the execution phase be-
gins, from the standpoint of the exercise of mental power.
with the inauguration of the planned action.

A directive may therefore be (1) an order effective
upon receipt, in which case it may be an order placing int
effect a plan already issued; or a directive may be (2) a
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formulated plan which the commander intends to issue
Immediately to his subordinates.

Accordingly, certain written instruments prepared un-
der the designation of plans are also included under the
classification of directives. In the use of these terms here-
inafter, the distinction between a plan viewed as a basis for
a directive, and a plan intended to be promulgated as a
directive, will be indicated in the context.

Whether written or mental, the complete plan will
cover the scope of the Decisiors, and will be the commander's
method of procedure for his future conduct of operations. A
commander may, or may not, formulate his complcte plan
in writing, or embody it in a formal directive which will pro-
vide for the execution, in full, of the Decision of his esti- T
mate. He may find that his plan divides into several parts,
and he may make separate provision for the execution of
each of these parts. While the integrity of a plan depends
upon the soundness of its essential details, the plan is
properly formulated as a directive or directives projected
in detail, only so far into the future as the commander's
estimate of the situation assures him of reasonable freedom
of action (see page 57).

Where the commander divides his plan into parts for
separate accomplishment, he will naturaily exercise care that
each part is, in itself, the suitable basis for a complete and
homogeneous plan. Successful execution of all these plans
results in the complete accomplishment of hin Decision.

Directives required to further the success of a partic-
ular operation may be issued without awaiting formulation
of the entire plan. Parts of the plan may be transmitted as
fragmentary directives to guide the action of subordinates
in instantaneous or early execution. Such cases are far
more frequent than are those in which a formal written
plan, to guide either the operations in their entirety or a
part thereof, is prepared and distributed as a directive.
Effective action by the subordinate is thus not delayed by
the absence of complete written directives.

The commander, more especially during war, may be
the only individual who is conversant with the entire plan.
He may consider that the necessity for screcy is para-
mount, or that there are features to whose details he is
unwilling to commit himself until the situation is clearer.
However, he may usually expect to disclose its scope and
general features to his immediate superior, and the plan
in its entirety to his next junior; or, in the interests of mu-
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tual understanding, to all his subordinates of the next lower
echelon or even to his entire comniand. The scope of theI plan also may be a determining factor. If the plan covers
an er.tire campaign or an extended series of operations, its
dissemination is less likely and less general than if it isI concerned with only a minor operation.

During peace, in exercises simulating war, the com-
plete plan is frequently given circulation for purposes of
training.

Subsidiary Plans. Subsidiary plans, discussed in Chap-
ter VII (page 158), are frequently issued as annexes to the
Operation Plan (page 196) which carries into effect the
basic Decision. The commander will be the judge as to
whether alternative subsidiary plans are necessary or desir-
able under the circumstances.

Essentials of Military Directives.
T General. By the issue of directives, a Zommander com-

municates to his subordinates his plais or such parts of
them as lie desires. Directives may be oral c." written, or
may be transmitted by despatch.

Whether a directive is to be effective upon rtcei t,, or
under specified conditions, or at a specific time, or uron
further instructions from the commander, will be ev' "
from its nature, or will be prescribed in the body of ttie
directive itself.

The manner of determining the details of a plan has
been discussed in Chapter VII. The matter contained
therein is pertinent to "he preparation of a plan that is
not to be issued as a directive as well as to one that is to
be so issued.

The various categories of directives customarily era-
ployed in our naval service, and -tandard forms for these,
are described hereinafter.

The essentials of a military directive which is designed
to govern the execution of a plan are:

(a) That it indicate the p, -al plan for the
common effort of the •. ire force.

(b) That it organize the force with a view to the
effective accomplishment of this plan.

(c) That it assign tasks to the 3ubdivisions of the
force, such that the accomplishment of these
tasks will result in the accomplishment of the
plan adopted for the entire force.

(d) That it make appropriate provision for coordi-
nation arrong subdivisions, for logistics sup-
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port, and for the collection of information and
the dissemination of intellignce, that it 3
state the conditions under which the plan is
to become effective; and that it ia'cte the
location of the commander during the period
of execution.

Some of theae essentials may have found their expres-
sion in previous instructions, or may be unnecessary be-
cause of the state of mutual understanding. (b the other
hand, the directive may include annexes in the form of
alternative and subsidiary plans, letters of instructions
(page 188), and other material designed to be of assistance
in the intelligent accomplishment of the assigned task.

In issuing a directive, whether written or oral, except
such a fragmentary order as has previously been described
(page 184), a commander has the foilowing definite retspon-
aibilities:

(a) To ensure that subordinates understand the
situation,-therefore, to give them pertinent
available information.

(b) To set forth clearly the general plan to be
carried out by his entire force, as well as the
tasks to be accomplished by each subdivision
of his force.

(c) To provide each of these subdivisions with
adequate means to accomplish its assigned
task.

(d) To allow subordinate conmmanders appropriate
discretion within the limits of their assigned
tasks, without, however, sacrifice of the aeces-
sary coordination.

He will also bear in mind that a directive will best
convey his will wid intent and will be most easily under-
stood by his subordinates if it is clear, brief, and positive.

Clarity demands the use of precise expressions sus-
ceptible of only the desired interpretation. Normally, the
affirmative form is preferable to the negative. The im-
portance of clarity has been summed up in the saying, "An
order which can be misunderstood will be misunderstood".
If misunderstandings arise on the part of trained subor-
dinates the chief fault often lies with the person who issued
the directive.

Brevity calls for the omission of superfluous words and
of unnecessary details. Short sentences are ordinarily more
easily and rapidly understood than longer ones. Brevity,
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however, is never to be sought at the expense of clarity.
The attainment of brevity often requires considerable ex-
penditure, of effort and of time. But time is 'not to be sacri- I
ficed in the Lntereats of obtaining brevity in directives,
when tbh proper emphasis should rather be on initiating
early ation.

S~Positivtness of expression suggests the superior's fixity
S• of purpose, with consequent iusiration to subordinates toprosecutf their tasks with determination. The use of in-

definite and weakening expressions leads to suspicion of
vacillation and indecision. Such ex--"ssions tend to im-
pose upon subordinate- the responsibi-Aes which belong to
and amre fully accepted by a resolute superior.

Rstatement of the Decisica for Use in the Directive
Except where special considerations exist to the con-

trary, it will be found that the expression of the Decision
for use in a directive will most clearly indicate the inte'it
oi the conmmnder if stated in term,- of the objective to be
attained by his force (i. e., of the situation to be ý-aated or
maintained) and of the outlined action for Its AttAinment
(page 104). ,luAh expression is usually possible in problems
of broad strategical scope (page 88). In other cases diffl-
culty may be encountered. For instance, in tactical problemsI, dealing with the detailed employment of weapons, the action

r• may necessarily be couched in the terms of a series of acts
(see page 95).

No precise form is prescribed; thoughts clearly ex-
pressed are more importast than form. It is customary to
begin with 'This force (or group) will", and then state with
brevity the Decision as (and if) modified, adding the moti-
vating task which is the purpose of the Decision. TheJ motivating task is connected with the preceding stateinent M
by words such as "in order to", "to assist in", or "prepara- I
tory to", as the case may be.

I Since his original expression of the Decision in the first
step (Chapter VI), the commander has studied the opera-

I tions required to carry it out. He therefore has gained a
knowledge, which he did not then have, of how his action is
to be carried out. He may now be able to compile a brief of
these operations, app~cable to all of them and therefore
informstive to all subordinate commanders. He may be able
to say how, or even where and when, the effort of his force
will be exerted.

As an illustration, if his Decision is "to destroy enemy
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battle-line strength", his operations might be described 'by
gun action at long range during high visibility". Should the
commander, solely for the purpose of making his Intent
clearer to his subordinate commanders, now decide to in-
clude the latter phrase in the re-wording of his Decision, he
may do so at this point.

It may sometimes be necessary to restate the Decision
for another reason. It will be recalled that the commander
is frequently obliged to recognize that he cannot carry out
all of these operations, and that he therefore decides to
issue a directive to carry out certain ones selected for the
first stage (page 164). In such a case, he may not now be
able to use the full Decision as originally determined. In that
event he couches the Decision in terms of the partial ac-complishment inherent in the operations to be undertaken.

Standard Forms for Plans and Directives
Form. Experience has shown that military directives

usually give best results if cast in a standard form well
known alike to originator and recipient. Such a form tends
to prevent the omission of relevant features, and to mini-
mize error and misi:nderstanding. However, a commander
may find that lack of opportunity to facilitate mutual under-
standing by personal conference requires that one or more
subordinates receive instructions in greater detail than a
standard form seems to permit. A letter of instructioms may
then be appropriate. The commander himself is the best
judge as to the application of a form to his needs of the
moment, and as to the necessity for adherence to form in
whatever particular.

Useful as fe-m is, it is important to keep in mind that
it is the serve .nd not the master.

The standard form in use in our naval service, long
known as the Order Form, is applicable, with certain modifi-
caticins, to all written plans and. directives.

The Order Form will now be described in detail from
the standpoint of its general application to all classes of
directives, including the commander's written plan, whether
or not promulgated as a directive.

The Order Form. Because of established usage, and
for other reasons noted hereinafter, it is desirable that cer-
tain clerical details be handled as follows:

(a) To minimize errors, all numerals are spelled
out, except paragraph numbers and those in
the heading.

(b) For emphasis, and to minimize errors, all geo-
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graphical names and names of vessels are
spelled entirely with capitals.

(c) To standardize arrangement and facilitate
reading, a narrow left-hand margin is left
abreast the heading and the task organization,
and a wider margin is left abreast the para-
graphs.

(d) For the same reasons, the main paragraph
numbers are indented in the wider margin.

(e) For emphasis, the task-force or task-group
titles of the task organization, wherever oc-
curring, are underlined.

The sequence in which the subject matter is presented
is a logical arrangement which experience has shown to be
effective. Since every item has a definite place in the form,
formulation is simplified, and ready reference is facilitated.

In a written directive, the prescribed paragraph num-
bering is always followed, even if no text is inserted after a
number. This practice serves as a check against accidental
omission, and as cnfirmatory evidence that omissions are
intentional. For example, if there is no new information to
be disseminated, the paragraph number "1" is written in
its proper place, followed by the words "No further infor-
mation".

When the subject matter to be presented under any
one paragraph is voluminous, it may be broken up into a
number of subparagraphs. Except in paragraph 3, these
subparagraphs are unlettered.

The Heading contains:
In the upper right-hand corner in the following sequence:

(a) The title of the issuing officer's command, such as
NORTHERN SCOUTS, or ADVANCED FORCE,
etc., preceded by the titles, in proper order within
the chain of command, of all superior echelons or
of such higher echelons as will ensure adequate
identification.

(b) The name of the flagship, as U. S. S. AUGUSTA,
Flagship.

(c) The place of issue: for example, NEWPORT, P. I.,
or, At Sea, Lat. 34-40' N., Long. 162°-20' W.

(d) The time of issue: that is, the month, day, year,
and hour; for example, July 12, 1935; 1100.

In the upper left-hand corner in the following sequence:
(e) The file notations and classification: SECRET o-.

CONFIDENTIAL, the classification being under-
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lined and spelled with capitals. This classification
is repeated on succeeding pages.

(f) The type and serial number of the directive, such . -

as Operation Plan No. 5, the words Operation
Plan being underlined. This is repeated on suc-
ceeding pages.

The Body. The task organization, which consists of a
tabular enumeration of task forces or task groups, the corn-
position of each, and the rank and name of its commander, .1 '
is the beginning of the body of the directive. It is customary
to omit the name of the issuing officer from any task force
or task group commanded by him. Any unit included in a
force named in the task org&-tization is, by virtue of that "i "
fact, directed to act under the command of the commander
of the specified force.

When so desired for additional ready identification,
task forces and their subdivisions may be numbered. In our
naval service, systematic methods for such numerical desig-
nation are indicated from time to time by proper authority.
Numerals for this purpose are entered in the task organi- --

zation to the left of the title of each appropriate task force
or subdivision thereof. The numerals may be placed in
paretheses.

The directive is addressed for action solely to the com-
manders of the task forces or task groups listed in the task °

organization.

Train vessels assigned exclusively to particular corn-
batant task forces are listed among the units of those forces
in the task organization. If the directive is to be used for
assigning tasks involving strategi Wl or tactical movement
directly to the Train, or to any Train units, such units zre
grouped together to form a separate task force. If instruc-
tions to the Train are to be issued in another directive, the
Train need not appear as a separate force in the task organi-
zation. As a matter of general custom, the Train is usually
not included as a task force unless it is to accompany, or act
in tactical concert with, some one or more of the combatant
task forces listed.

Each task force named in this table, together with its
numerical designation, is preceded by a separate letter, (a),
(b), (c), etc., and its assigned task is set forth in a simi-
larly lettered subparagraph in paragraph 3.

Paragraph 1 is the information paragraph. It contains
such available information of enemy and own forces as is
necessary for subordinates to understand the situation and
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to cooperate efficiently. Paragraph 1 contains no part of the
tasks assigned by the commander. Information of the enemy
and that of own forces, and assumptions where pertinent,
are usually set forth in separate unlettered subparagraphs.

When deemed advisable, unless secrecy or other con-
siderations forbid, paragraph 1 may include statements of
the general plans of various higher echelons in the chain of
command. A statement of the general plan of the next
higher commander will frequently be included. For the same
reasons, the commander will often include in this paragraph
a statement of his own assigned task, unless, of course, this
point is adequately covered in the statement of his general
plan in paragraph 2. Inclusion of such matters may enable
subordinates to gain a clearer visualization of the relation-
ships existing among the several objectives envisaged by
the higher command.

To promote cooperation, paragraph 1 may also state
the principal tasks of coordinate forces of the commander's
own echelon; for like reasons, the principal tasks of other
task forces of the command not listed in the task organi-
zation may be included. Where the immediate superior has
prescribed particular methods to other forces for coopera-
tion and security, these may also be set forth as a matter
of information. (See page 167.)

In this paragraph, distinction is drawn between in-
formation which is based upon established facts, and that
of merely probable accuracy. The latter is not to be con-
fused with assumptions which, in Operation Plans, are
accepted as a basis. (See page 155.)

When writing their own information paragraphs, sub-
ordinate commanders do not necessarily copy verbatim the
information contained in the order of their superior. Good
procedure cAlls for them to digest that information, select
what is essential, and present it with any additional in-
formation considered necese"ry. Care is taken to include
niecessary infon-ation of coordiiate task forces.

Paragraph 2 states the general plan of the complete
force under the command of the officer who issued the
directive. If several directives are issued for carrying out a
single, complete plan (see, for example, discussion of frag-
mentary orders, page 184), then paragraph 2 is usually the
same in all of them. The amount of detail given in this
paragraph is sufficient to ensure a clear comprehension by
the subordinates as to what is to be aecomplished by the
force as a whole. It is customary to begin with the words,
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"This force will", followed by a statement of the general
plan and, unless secrecy or other considerations forbid, by
the purpose of the effort embodied therein. (See Restate-
ment of the Decision, page 187).

Paragraph 3 assigns individual Wasks to all of the task
forces fisted in the task organization.' 1his paragraph is
divided into as many subparagraphs, (a), (b), .(c), etc.,
as there are task forces enumerated in the task organiza-
tion. Each subparagraph commences with the designating
letter in parentheses, followed by the title of the task force,
underlined.

Normally the tasks for each task force are stated in
order of their Importance. If preferred, however, the se-
quence of tasks may be chronological, i. e., in the order of .
their execution. Each method has certain advantages, ac- . £

cording to the nature of the situation. Where the chrono-
logical sequence is utilized, that fact is clearly indicated, in
order to avoid confusion. (See also page 166). After the
statement of the tasks, these subparagraphs conclude with
such detailed instructions as are necessary.

In cases where the entire force is listed in the task
organization, the proper formulation of tasks requires that
the accomplishment of all the tasks of paragraph 3 result
in the accomplishment of the general plan set forth for
the entire force in paragraph 2. On the other hand, where
several directives are issued, each to a different part of
the force, with a paragraph 2 common to all, then the
accomplishment of the tasks of all of the paragraphs 8, of
the several directives is properly equivalent to the accom-
plishment of the general plan prescribed in the common
paragraph 2.

Where two or more task forces have identical task
assignments, only the conmmon subparagraph need be writ-
ten after the title of the task forces concerned, thus:

(a) Submarine Detachment,
(b) Air Patrol, (assignment of the common task or

tasks).
If the Train has been included as a separate force of

the task organization, it will be given its tasks as to tactical
and strategical movement in a separate subparagraph of
paragraph 3.

In order to avoid repetition, task asignments and
instructions which apply to all task forces, or which pertain
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to the general conduct of the operation, are embodied in a
final subparagraph, designated as 3(x). It is particularly
necessary that there be included in this subparagraph the
measures (e. g., as to cooperation, security, intelligence, and
the like) pertaining to freedom of action and applicable to
the force as a whole. Any tasks or instructions applicable to
individual, task forces, only, will have been included in the
appropriate earlier subparagraph(s) (i. e., 3 (a), (b), (c),
etc.). To avoid repetition in these subparagraphs, coordi-
nating instructions applying to more than one task force
may also be included, when convenient to do so, in para-
graph 3 (x).

Paragraph 3 (x) of Operation Plans and Bpttle Plans
prescribes, in addition to other applicable matters, the time
and/or manner of placing the plan in effect.

Paragraph 4 is the logistics paragraph. It sets forth
the availability of services and supplies, and describes and
gives effect to the general plan for the logistics support
of the operation. If the information and instructions ah
to logistics are long and detailed, they may be embodied in
a separate logistics plan, which is referred to in paragraph
4, and is attached as an annex.

Paragraph 4 is not used for assigning tasks as to move-
ment, either for the Train or for any otlher subdivision of
the force.

Paragraph 5 is the command paragraph. It contains
instructions considered necessary for the control of the
command during the operation, such as the plan of com-
munications, zone time to be used, rendezvous, and location
of the commander. Paragraph 5 completes the body.

The Ending consists of the signature, the list of an-
nlexes, the distribution, and the authentication, as notedbelow:

The Signature of the commander issuing the
directive, with his rank and command title, is placed
at the end, for example: John Doe, Vice Admiral, Com-
mander Northern Scouts.

Annexes consist of amplifying instructions which
are so extensive as to make them undersirable for
inclusion in the directive itself. They contain detailed
instructions, in written form or in the form of charts or
sketches. Separate Communications, Logistics, Sortie,
Movement, Cruising, Intelligence, Scouting, Screening,
Approach and Deployment Plans may be, and fre-
quently are, disseminated as annexes to a directive.
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Alternative Plans may alb, .,4 annexed.
Annexes are referred . An the appropriate paa-

graph of the body ,i the dirative, and are listed and
serially lettered in capitals at the end near the left-
hand margin, immediately below the body and the sig-
nature, ane' above the distribu','--n.

The Distribution indicates to whom the directive
will hz," transmitted and the medium of tr:r:smission.
The r -.ording of this distribz',tion in the directive is
etwie for tV'4 inf ,rmation of all concerned.

'ar, ?estrib.•,4,o may be indicatc,., as ristri-
butic.: 7. etc

Au iI' 1i.. ., gned by 'he issuing offi-
cer, eac' zopy of t' .&. ,ive distributed ": authenti-
cated by ,ne signs o-ank, and designation of the .

Flag Secretary, with the addition of the seal whenever
possible.
Campaign PMns. Campaign Plans (see page 196), when

communicated to ,Mcers on the highest echelons, are
usually, in the Order Form, modified as follows:

Heading. No change..
Task Organization. Not usually used.
Paragraph 1. In addition to the information to be

furnished, a statement is given of the
assumptions (page 155) forming the
basis of the plan.

Paragraph 2. No change.
Paragraph 3. This shows the stages into which the

campaigr has been divided; the several
operations which will be undertaken in
each stage, and the order of their ac-
complishment; and us:lly the forces
to be made available for toe first stage.

Paragraph 4. No change.
Paragraph 5. No change.
If it be found desirable, however, to employ a letter of

instructions instead of a formal directive, this may be done.
In this case the letter sets forth the essential features of
the subject matter as above described for the Order Form.

Sample Outline Form. For convenient reference, the
outline form of an Operation Plan is appended (see page
219). The Operation Order follows the same form, the es-
sential difference being that the Operation Order makes no
provision for assumptions, and is effective upon receipt un-
less otherwise provided in the body of the Order.
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Types of Naval Directives
Naval directives in common use are: War Plans, Cam-

palgn Plans, Operation Plans, Operation Orders, Battle
Plans, aiid Battle Orders.

Basic War Plans designate operating forces, assign
ruad st--ategical tasks to these forces, and, where required,

delimit theaters of operations. These plans also assign
* duties tj the supporting services such as naval communica-

tions, etc. Requirements as to logistics plans are also in-.
cluded. Accepted usage designates, as Contributory Plans,
the subsidiary plans which are prepared in support of Basic
War Plans.

Campaign Plans. A ,campaign, as initially visualized, is
a clearly defined major stage of a war. A campaign, after it A
has passed into history, sometimes bears the name of a
leader, or a seasonal or geographical designation. It may
consist of a single operation, or of successive or concurientI operations. The operations of a campaign have properly a
definite objective, the attainment or abandonment of which
marks the end of the campaign. (See also page 37, as to

I operations.)
A Campaign Plan indicates what might be called the

i "schedule of strategy" which the commander intends to em-
ploy to attain his ultimate objective for the campaign. Such
a plan usually sets forth the stages into which he proposes
to divide the campaign, showa theIr sequence, and outlines:

(a) The general plan for the entire campaign.
(b) The general plan involved in each stage and the

order of &ccomplishment, so far as the commander has beenable to project his action into the future, and usually,

(c) The forces to be made available for the first stage.
3 The Campaign Plan is primarily for the guidance of

the commander himself. When necessary for information
or approval, it is forwarded to higher authority. To provide

Ithe necs-T background, it may sometimes be furnished
to the principal subordinates. In any case, the interests of
secrecy demand that its di.itribution be extremely limited.

Operation Plans. An Operation PMan may cover pro-
jected operations, or may be contingent upon the occurrence
ofra particu!ar event, or combination of events. It may be
issued in advance of the event. It is placed in effect at a
specified time or by special order, as prescribed in the body
oL the plan itself. It provides for either a single operation,
or for a connected series of operations to be carried out
simultaneously or in successive steps. It is prepared for
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dissemination to task-force commander.
Usually, an Operation Plan covers more complex ope.ra-

tions than does an Operation Order, and projects operationSI
over a greater time and space. It allows more latitude to
subordinate commanders, and provides for less direct super- "
vision by the issuing officer. It has typically the distinguish-
ing feature of including, in paragraph 1, the assumptions -
upon which the plan is based.

To provide for eventualities under varying sets of as-
sumptions, the commander may formulate several alterna. .

tive Operation Plans (see pages 155 and 156).
Operation Oiders. An Operation Order deals with an I

actual situation, usually of limited scope, in which the corn-

mander considers that he possesses sufficient reliable infor-
mation to warrant an expectation that certain specifc op-
erations can be initiated and carried through to completion
as ordered. The Operation Order does not include assump.
tions and, unless it contains a proviso to the contrary, is
effective upon receipt.

Under the conditions obtaining in modern warfare.
there are few occasions where the Operation Plan will not
accomplish the full purpose of the Operation Order. The
use of the Operation Plaa removes the undesirable feature
of imposing possible restriction on the latitude allowed the
subordinate without, in any degree, lessening the authority
of the commander.

Battle Plans. A Battle Plan sets forth methods for
the coordinated employment of forces during battle. If -

prepared in advance, it usually is based on c~rtain assump-
tions which are clearly stated in the plan.

Battle Plans may merely include provisions for a partic-
ular combat, or they may include provisions for a connected
series of separate or ccordinate engagements, possibly cul-
mn;ating in a general action, and all directed toward the
early attainment of a specified tactical objective. Such
combats may range in scope from engagements between
small forces to engagements between entire fleets.

Battle Orders are generally limited to the despatches
required to placw a Baitie Plan in effect, and to direct such
changes in plan, or to initiate ouch detailed operations, as
may be necessary during the progress of battle.
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!" ~CHAPTER IX
THE SUPERVISION OF THE PLANNED ACTION

(The Fourth Step)

The discussion in Chapter IX invites attention to the special
considmrations which influence the supernision of the planned Action.
The Running Estimate, which employs the procedure typical of the
fourth step, is described in detail.

Nature of Discussion. As explained previously (ýare-
word, page 4), the vast and important subject of the exe-
cution of the plan is treated herein, as to details, chiefly
from the standpoint of the mental effort.

After the commander has issued a directive placing a
plan in effect, it is his responsibility to supervise the execu-
tion of the planned action. Through the collection, analysis,
evaluation, and interpretation of new information (page
161), he will be able to maintain a grasp of present progress
and of future possibilities. He will correct deficiencies and
errCe. in the plan and in its execution. He will guide the
direct-m of effort toward the attainment of the objective.
He Vill ensure that his forces conform their movement in
correct relation to the physical objectives and to each other.
He will reapportion strength to meet new conditions,
through comparison of his accrued losses with respect to

those he has anticipated. He will take appropriate measures
for freedom of action.

If a new plan is needed, the commander will evolve
one and adopt it. If the old plan requires changes as to its
larger aspects, he will make such changes. Otherwise, he
will modify details of his plan as the situation may demand,
always, however, endeavoring to retain the integrity of
the larger aspects. He wili issue additional directives as
may be required from tinie to time.

Goal of Planning. The function of planning (Part II,
preceding) is to afford a proper basis fcr effective execution.
Effective action, therefore, is the goal of planning.

Otherwise, planning is aimless, except as a mental
exercise. Such mental exercise, though it be with no
thought of s-ecific application in the realm of action, has
nevertheless the same fundamental aim as if the planning
were so intended. The aim of such mental exercise is the
inculcation of habits of thought which will provide a sound
basie f effective action.
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Importance of Execution. Sound planning is, as explain-
• ed in previous chapters, the best basis for cornwstently
effective action. Yet, important as planning is, the effective
outcome of plans depends upon their execution.

While an unsound plan affords no firm basis for suc-
cessful action, recognition has long been accorded to the .6

companioi, fact that a perfect plan, poorly executed, may
not provide as firm a founaation for success as a reasonably
good plan, carried out with resolution.

No plan, moreover, can be confidently expected to an-
ticipate all eventualities. Notwithstanding every effort to
foresee all possibilities, unexpected changes are to be re-
garded as normal. This r'act emphasizes the importance of
effective supervision of the planned action.

The importance of such supervision reaches its maxi-
mum during actual hostilities; then (page 4) the necessity
for alert s.pervision creates an accentuated demand for the
intelligenc application of mental power to the solution of
military problems. Professional judgment then assumes
supreme importance because vital issues may hinge upon
the decisions reached during the development of the action.

Conditions in War. Standards of performance in peace-
time exercises cannot be a conclusive guide as to what may
be expected under the conditions of war. In the conduct of
hostilities against a strong and determined enemy, men and
materiel do not always function at their best. Commaiders
undergo extreme strains. Orders are often misinterpreted
or go astray. Men, and the machines which they operate,
frequently give less effective service than under the condi-
tions of per.ce.

In war, mistakes are normal; errors are usual; infor-
mation is seldom complete, often inaccurate, and frequently
misleading. Success is won, not by personnel and materiel in
prime condition, but by the debris of an organization worn
by the strain of campaign and shaken by the shock of battle.
7The objective is attained, in war, under conditions which
often impose extreme disadvantages. It is in the light of
these facts that the commander expects to shape his course
during the supervision of the planned action.

The Incentive. During the supervision of the action,
problems calling for decision may derive their incentive,
as already noted (page 79) either from a directive issued by
superior authority, or by reason of a Decision which the
commander himself has already made, or because of a recog-
nition, by the comm2nder concerned, of an incentive origi-
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nating from the demands of the situation.
In the event that the incentive appears in the form of

a new task assigned by a higher echelon, the commander's
problem may become, relatively, sin'le. In such a case he
is relieved of the necessity of recognizing for himself that
the time is ripe for a new decision. This fact, however,
in no wise alters his fundamental responsibility for taking
action, or for abstaining therefrom, in accordance with the
actual demands of the situation (page 15) in the event that
the assigned task requires modification or alteration, or,
further, in the event that circumstances even call for a
departure from his instructions. Should modification, alter-
ation, or departure be in order, the c mmander is re-
sponsible for recognition of the fact that the demands of
the situation have introduced further problems.

Such recognition, therefore, irrespective of whether
higher authority has issued instructions covering the new
situation, constitutes an incentive to take action. No com-
mander is justified in taking wrong action, or in taking
none, merely because no instructions have been received.
The ability to recognize the fact that the situation presents
a new problem is therefore a primary qualification for com-
mand.

Recognition of New Problems. The supervision of the
planned action, as the fourth step (see Chapter V) of the
exercise of mental effort in the solution of military prob-
lems, therefore constitutes in itself a problem, in that it in-
volves fundamentally the ability to recognize the existence I
of new situations which present new problems for solution.

To recognize such new problems requires a constant, close
observation of the unfolding of the original situation.

Only an alert commander can invariably determine
whether the situation is unfolding along the lines which he
desires aid as promulgated in the directives formulated
in the third step (see Chapter V and Chapter VIII). In
effect, the commander, after action has begun, considers
the changing situation as a variable in the problem pre-
sented by the original situation. With the march of events
he is, therefore, constantly critical to detect whether varia-
tions in the original situation are in accordance with his

design or whether these variations demand a departure
from his plan.

Nature of Readjustments Required. If variations in the
original situation are in accordance with his design, thc
commander has the assurance that all goes well, and that
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the unfolding of the situation is following his intent. How-
ever, if this is not the case, changed circumstances may
demand recognition of the fact that a new problem has
presented itself. In this event a new incentive, arising from
the demands of the situation, calls for the solution of the
new problem by the procedure distinctive of the first step
(Chapter VI).

Should directives of higher authority introduce a new
incentive, the commander solves such a new problem, also, .
by employing the procedure distinctive of the first step.

On the other hand, the commander may find that the
changed situation motivates merely a modification of his
previously determined operations and of his directives al-
ready in force. In other words, while his basic problem
(Chapters V and VI) may remain the same, need may arise I
for certain deviations from the decisions arrived at in ti.:
first and second steps of its solution. Should this be the case,
each such problem will require solution by a return to the
procedures described (Chapter VII) with reference to the
second step.

In the event of a demonstrated nieed, not for any change
of plan, but for a clarification of directives, the procedure in-
volved is that distinctive of the third step (Chapter VIII).

The commander may not safely view the succession
of events with complacency, even though the situation
appears to be unfolding according to plan. Perhaps the
enemy may be purposely lessening his opposition, in order
to prepare for the launching of an offensive elsewhere. As
the situation unfolds, everything is viewed with intelligent
suspicion.

It is also possible that, during the progress of an
operation, an unforeseen opportunity may present itself
to take advantage of a new situation and to strike the
enemy a more serious blow than that originally intended.

Unwise caution is to be avoided no less than undue
temerity. Where a change appears, after proper con-
sideration, to be indicated, no hesitancy is justified in aban-
doning the original plan. Blind adherence to plan is to be
condemned no less than unwarranted departures from
predetermined procedure. Obstinate insistence on the use of
a certain riethod, to the exclusion of others calculated
to attain the same effect, may jeopardize the success of the
effort. Undue emphasis on the particular means to be used,
and on the manner of their employment, may exact a
penalty by obscuring the objective.
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On the other hand, undesirable departures from plan

involve a corresponding penalty, because changes, unless

duly justified by the situation, increase the possibility of
' failie. Frequency of such changes, to the point of vaclla-
tion, is a sure indication of a lack of aptitude for the exer-

i t cise of command.
Importance of the Will of the Commander. It is ac-

cordingly clear that qualification for the exercise of com-[ mand requires the mentel capacity to recognize the need
for changes in plim, or for no change. No less essential,
however, are the moral qualities required to carry justified
changes into effect, or to resist the pressure of events in

favor of changes not justified by the situation. (See also
- pages 8, 9, and 72.)
j Hence the universal importance accorded, by the pro-

fession of arms, to the will of the commander. This is the
quality which, together with the mental ability to under- 5
stand what is needed, enables the commander to bend events
in conformity with his plan (page 47), or, where such shup-[ ing of circumstances is infeasible, to ensure for his com-
mand every posa;.'ble advantage which can be obtained.

A recognized defect of certain forms of theoretical I
problems lies in the fact that they indicate, themselves, the

I time when a Decision is needed. In other words, they fail to
vest the commander with responsibility for the decision that

3the timehas come for a Decision to be made. Hence the
great iniportance, from the viewpoint of timing, of those
problems and exercises which partake more fully of "ie 4
reality of war. The successful conduct of war, notwithstand-ing its demand for utmost mental power, is founded pre-
dominantly on those moral qualities (see pages 9 and 72)
which spring less from the intellect than from the will.

Problems Involving Modifications of the Basic Plan

Relatively minor deviations from decisions reached dur-
ing the first and second steps of the solution of a military
problem are frequently required during the action phase, be- 4

cause of incentives arising from the demands of the situa-
tion. Such requirements will not occasion serious dislocation
in the predetermined effort of the competent conmnander.

However, more momentous situations are also to be ex-
pected. These will present new problems for the commander
to solve. Such new problems, so long as they do not challenge
the integrity of the basic plan, will not prevent the compe-
tent commander from proceeding with his predetermined
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effort if he takes appropriate action in due time to control
the unfolding situation. To maintain such control may call
for the exercise of outstanding qualities of the mind and of
the will.

For example, it is assumed that the commander's basic
Decision was to destroy an enemy convoy, thie purpose of
the Decision being to prevent the convoy from reaching its
destination. Now, it is supposed that, during the supervision
of the action planned for the destruction of the enemy con-
voy, the commander receives infotmation of a hostile re-

inforcement. It is further supposed that this reinforcement,
if it joins the enemy convoy's escort, can jeopardize the
success of the basic plan.

The commander is now confronted with a serious situa-
tion which, if not controlled by action of the right kind, at
the right time, and at the right place, may result in shatter-
along correct lines in due time, he can still preserve the in-

tegrity of his basic plan and so continue to control the
shaping of the situation.

Having re-examined his solution of his basic problem
and found it sound, the commander finds himself under the
necessity of resolving a perplexity as to what to do about
the enemy reinforcement. In this case, he concludes that his

proper action is to prevent the enemy reinforcement from
proteuting the convoy. This task, self-assigned because of
the demands of the situation, becomes the basis for the
mission of his new problem, the mission being:-

(Task) To prevent the enemy reinforcements from protecting
the convoy,

(Purpose) in order to contribute to the eventual destruction ofthe convoy.

The commander now considers the various courses of
action open to him for the accomplishment of this mission.
He also considers the enemy courses of action. He then con-
siders each of the former in relation to each of the latter.
He compares, on this basis, each of his retained courses of
action with the others and so selects the best course of
action. Finally. he arrives, in this manner, by the same pro-
cess as in a basic probltm (Chapter VI), at a decision as to
the best course of action. Should this decision be to sink the
enemy reinforcement, its statement linked to its purpose,
would be:-

To destroy the enemy reinforcement, in order to prevent it
from protecting the convoy.
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Problems Challenging the Integrity of the Bosdc PIm

During the planned action, a change in the situation
may have the effect of challenging the integrity of the basic
plan. The commander is then faced by a problem calling for
the exercise of the highest order of ability. While problems
of this type probably occur with least frequency, they are
the most important of those which may be ercountered
during the fourth step.

Because such a problem, arising from the demands of
a new situation, requires a re-estimate of the basic situa-

Iftion, the essential procedure is the same as for a basic prob-
lem (Chapter VI), but certain modifications necessarily
appear.

Summary of the Situation. While a commander will
rarely find himself operating without instructions, the im-
portance of problems arising when no directive applies is
not lessened by the fact that such prob!l3ms may infre-
quently occur. When the commander is faced wi.th a situa-
tion not covered in orders of his superior, action may be

I" necessary before he can inform higher authority and re-i. ceive Instructions. Usually this situation will be an emer-

gency. Often it will not allow time for a written estimate.
FThe fact that such a situation has arisen, and the reasons

causing the commander to conclude that it has arisen, are
appropriately included in Section I-A of the Estimate, un-

|" der the "Summary of the Situation".
Recognition of the Incentive. The conclusion on the partof the commander that the situation requires him to make

provision for its maintenance, or for a change, which in
either case calls for a departure from his basic Decision,
constitutes a recogniHon of his new incentive.

Appreciation of the Objective. Frequently the new in-
centive will indicate that the objective embodied in the com-
mander's present task is no longer suitable, but that the
purpose of his mission still applies. By modifying the ob-
jective indicated In his assigned task, but adhering to that
in the purpose of his mission, he may be able to visualize
a new objective which will be appropriate to the new cir-
cumstances. In this case the retained purpose assists the
commander to select a new objective which he can con-
fidently adopt as the basis for a new task which he assigns
to himself.

If neither the commander's task nor the purpose of his
mission apply in the new situation, the evolution of a
proper new objective may be much more difficult. Under
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such circumstances the commander, by the use of such in-
formation as may be in his posewsion, will first eneavor
to deduce an objective whose attainment constitutes a
suitable purpose. Such a deduction will be made on the basis
of the larger circumstances of the war, the campaign, or the
operation. Having made this determination, the commander
will then deduce a task appropriate to the new situation and
in furtherance of the adopted purpose. (See Chapter IV,
page 52.)

Formulation of the New Mission. An appropriate new
task having been determined, as well as a proper purpose, the
commander is now in a position to formulate his mission. ,

The procedure to this end is the same as described (Chapter
VI) with respect to the estimate of a basic problem.

Other Items of the Estimate. For such problems of
the fourth step, other items of the Estimate Form require
no essential modification of the procedures described (Chap-
ter VI) as applicable for the first step.

The Further Procedure Applileble to Such Problems of
The Fourth Step

After the commander has reached his new decision, the
further course of events may call for the resolution of the
required new action into detailed operations and for the
inauguration of a new planned effort. In such case, these
procedilres are accomplished through processes ementially
similar to, and fortified by the experience gained in, those
distinctive of the second and third steps. (Chapters VII and
VI1, respectively).

The new planned effort having been inaugurated, its
supervision continues, in turn, through the critical obser-
vation and the appropriate action described herein as dis-
tinctive of the fourth step.

The Running Estimate of the Situation
The procedure employed in the constant, close ob-

servation of the unfolding of the situation- to the end
that justified changes of plan may be initiated, while
those uncalled-for may be avoided-is known as the
"Running Estimate of the Situation". Such an estimate, as
indicated by its name, is intended to keep pace with the flow
of events, so that the commander may be assured, at any
time, that his concurrent action will be based on sound de-
cision. To this end, there is a definite technique for which
the standard Estimate Form provides the basis. This
technique is an aid for solution of the problem involved in
the supervision of the planned action.
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Aim of the Technique Involved. Any procedure adopted
to this end is properly intended to assist in the supervision
of the planned action, but not to restrict the commander to
particular methods. Flexibility is a prime consideration.
The ultimate aim of the technique is (see also page 114)
the rapid and successful exercise of mentfl effort In the
fast-oving events, of the tactical engagenet. It is under
such conditions, more especially, that effective supervision
of the planned action becomes a problem calling for every
facility, that can be afforded the commander.

Nature of the Technique. The solution of this problem
requires mentally or in writing accoreing to the particular
ease, (a) the assembly of information as to events bear-
ing on the situation, and (b) the organization of this knowl-
edge in a manner permitting its ready use. Accordingly, it
will be found helpful, where circumstances permit written
records to be kept, to provide for (a) a journal (a form of
diary) of events, with a file to support it, and (b) a work
sheet to organize applicable information in proper form for
use. The journal afford, a basis for the work sheet. The lat-
ter in turn facilitates the procedure, continuous while the
action lasts, of estimating the situation so that a Decision
maybe rendered at any time desired.

Where written records are unnecessary or impractic-
able, the same fundamental process is nevertheless employ-
ed. The fact that the proess is then wholly mental, without

extraneous aids, involves no change in the basic character
of the essential procedure.

Journal. The journal, to serve the purpose indicated
above, is kept in a form permitcing entry of essential
data as to information needed for the Running Estimate.
Such data may include (see the suggested Form, next page)
the appropriate heading of the journal, the entries applica-
ble to each item of pertinent information, and the authenti-
cation with which the journal, for any chosen period, is
closed.
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JOURNAL

(Organization, staf aubdlvialoL, etc.)

F rom : ....................................................................
(date and hour)

To: ..................................................................
(date and hour)

P lac:...........e............ ... ........

TIIN TOD DThtd I No. Fro-. (A~e~om) Ordm. . 2%ksm

I -a

I I j

I-

The heading of the journal is completed by inserting
the designation of the organization and, where appropriate,
the staff subdivision concerned, as well as the date and hour
of beginning and closing the journal, and the place (or gen-
eral area) where the commander is located.

Each entry includes, where appropriate, a time nota-
tion: for example, as to the occurrence of an incident; the
receipt (TOR) or despatch (TOD) of a message; the receipt
or issue of an order. The serial number assigned to the
entry is recorded. The "time dated" is the date and hour
of the incident, or, in the case of the message or order,
the date and hour appearing thereon.

Entry of the nature of incidents or of the content of
messages and orders, etc., is made under the heading "Inci-
dents, Messages, Orders, etc."; for example:

As to an incident:
Enemy bombed light forces in screen from northward.

As to a message:
Our troops held up on BfAch A since 0500 this date.

In the case of a message or order, the source and the
action addressee(s) are recorded in the columns marked
"From" and "To (action)" respectively. The content of
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the despatch or order then follows. The amount of detail
to be included depends upon the needs of the work sheet
(see below) in its capacity as a basis for the running esti-
mate of the situation. Further details can be ascertained, if
needed, by reference to the journal file.

The action taken ("None" entered, if none is taken) is
Indicated briefly under that heading. In the case of the
above entry as to the enemy bombbig light forces, the
"action taken" might, for example Lead:

Prepared for torpedo attack.
A single journil may be miintained for the commander j

concerned; or, if so desired, separate jou.rals may be kept,
for their respective purposes, by the several principal 4
officers of his staff.

The journal itself and its use are readily adaptable to
informal methods of preparation and maintenance. The
Journal Form may be prepared hastily, as needed or desired.
Where appropriate, the Journzul Form may be made up in
quantity by printing, multigraphing, or other practicable
methods.

Journal File, The file to support the journal is merely an
assembly of the records (messages, records of oral orders,
and the like) from which the journal is compiled. Each item
of the file bears a serial number corresponding to that of
its entry in the journal. An ordinary spike-file is frequently
adequate for safe-keeping of these records while in use.
When the journal is closed, the mrresponding journal-file is
filed with the journal, in accordance wi" - standing anstruc-
tions or in compliance with any particular disposition di-
rected by the commnander concerned or by higher authority.

Work Sheet. The usual form of the work sheet follows
the form of the estimate of the situation. A single work
sheet may be kept for the commander concerned, or, if
so desired, separate work sheets may be maintained, for
their zespective purposes, by the %everal principal subdivi-
sions of his staff. If a single work sheet is maintained, en-
tries by the several staff subdivisions may be facilitated by
dividing the work sheet among them, provided that the
entire document can always be promptly awembled for
use as needed.

The work sheet, while an important official document,
Is ordinarily informal in nature. Th. various headings,
"items, or titles (other than the main heading) are merely
"copied, ordinarily, from the usual Estimate Form. An ex-
ample of a work sheet is as follows %see next page):
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WORK SHBIT
(For Running EBsmate of the Situtiun)

S.......................................... ....... ,.... . ...... o.....

(Organization, staff subdivision, et.)

1F•oin ....................................................................
(Date and hour)

T o: ................................ ....... ..........................

(Date and hour, if pertinent)

Pl ce . ............ ........... .o ...o..o.. ...... . ,,.. . .......... . o.....

I. XBtabllshment of the Basis for Solutiss of the Problem.

A. U iSThe Apprepriate Edect Desired.

(1) Summary of the Situation. .
(Note: No other heading would be entered on the first

page.)

(2) Recognition of the Incentive.

(Note: No other beading would be entered on the (initial)
(second) page.)

(3) Appreciation of the Assigned Objective.

(Note: No other heading would be entered on the (initial)
(third) page.)

(4) Formulation of the ;,wsaon.

(Note: No other heading would be entered on the (in-
itial) (fourth) pare.)

B. (Note: This and subsequent headings are cntered in the manner
indicated as to Section I-A, above.)

The remaining necessary headings and subheadings of
the Estimate Form would be entered similarly, in due
order, on succeeding pages.

The use of a voiuminous work-sheet is facilitated by
entering item headings in a narrow column at the left, and
by cutting away unused space below the several hesdings
in such column, so that all the headings (or the more I
important ones) can be seen at a glance. A person using
the work-sheet an then readily find any page desired.

The main heading (top, first page) i filled out in the
same manner as for the journal.
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I
Vht other headings, for subdivisions of the work sheet,

are ordinarily transcribed from the usual Estimate Form,according to the needs for the purpose of the particular

work sheet. Such needs will vary with circumstances. As has
also been noted, the Estimate Form, itself (Chapter 1JI),
varies with the situation. For these reasons, the work-sheet
form i& necessarily flexib)le, and will rarely be prescribed in

detail. Reproduction by printing, etc., will not be so fre.
quent as in the case of more rigid forms. The work sheet is
authenticated only if it is filed (see below), or if authenti-
cation is desired for other reasons. The work sheet is, in
fact, as indicrted by its name, merely a vehicle to facilitate
the performance of important mental work.

T When the work sheet has served its purpose, it is
usually destroyed. It is not, ordinarily, a permanent record,
since such purpose is served by the journal and its fili.
When a formal Estimate is made up from the work sheet,
such Estimate may serve the purpose of an additional re-
cord. If no formal Estimate is made up for a given period
and the commander desires the corresponding work sheet
to be preserved for record, he may so direct.

Ordinarily, the work sheet is not destroyed or filed
T (and a new one started) at any specified time. The work

sheet is kept current by marking out old entries no longer
applicable; by inserting new entries; and by inserting fresh
pages when old ones have been filled. The old pages, unless
otherwise desired, may be destroyed.

A separate page of the work sheet is ordinarily used
for each item under which entries are to be made. This
procedure applies not only to principal headings, but also
to subordinate titles, acording to the convenience of the
user.

The procedure of devoting a separate page, initially,
to each item of the form enables additional pages +o bejinserted, where needed. Manifestly, the amount of space
needed for particular items of the form cannot always be
foreseen. The entries, for %:,ample, under the "Summary of
the Situation", in Section I- of the Estimate Form,
may require little space or a great deal, depending upon the
occurrence of events and upon the period of time covered
by the particular work sheet. The same considerations are
applicable as to other items.

When a work sheet Is usex as the basis for rendering
special reports (e.g., as to intelligence or operations), its
form follows that used for such reports. It is, there-
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fore, in essence, merely an outline-form, for entry of ap-
plicable data.

Procedure as to Entries. When a report, a plan, a des-
patch, or other pertinent item Is received, its applicable
content may first be entered on the chart (or charts) main-
tained by the commander (or by his astaff). Thereafter the
usual procedure would be an entry in the journal, followed
by a corresponding entry in the work sheet. The document
so received and recorded would then be placed in the journal
file. This procedure is subject to proper variation, as desired.
Immediate entry of data on the chart enables the com-
mander and staff to study the implications of the item,
without waiting for completion of routine clerical work.

Outgoing messages, instructions, etc., after approval
or signature by the commander, are handled by a similar
routine. Where applicable, such routine involves appropriate
entry on the chart, in the journal, and in the work sheet.
The routine of entry is preferably based on a copy (or
copies), in order to avoid delay in despatch.

Staff Organization and Functioning. The commander
may desire important documents to be handed to him at
once, on receipt. He may, of course, call for them at any
time. He naturally will not, however, permit any unneces-
sary delay to occur in the usual routine disposition of such
items. The routine exists to assist him, and its arbitrary dis-
ruption, if -he has properly defined the essential routine in
the first instance, raviiut but work to his disadventage.

Few things are more d&sturbing to the functioning of a
staff than undue eccentricity on the pzrt of the commander
or of senior members of the staff. For instance, a personai
habit to be rigorously suppressc.-d--a habit not infrequently
in evidence, especially under straki of active operations--iv
that of absent-mindedly pocketing documents needed in the
work under way. This subject might, but for limitatioAs of
space, be illustrated by numerous other examples whose
homely character may not safely be permitted to detract
from their considered importance to unity of effort.

Where circumstances permit, it is desirable that in-
coming and outgoing items be reproduced in quantity suf-
ficient to supply separate copies for the commander and for
the several interested members of his staff.

A competent staff brings to the commander's attention
all the items necessary-but only those necessary-for his
proper performance of his duties. Inordinate attention by
the commander to unnecessary detail cannot but tend to
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distract his attention from his proper duties.
The importance of smooth and effective functioning of k

a staff emphasizes the need for an established, though
flexible, procedilre. Such procedure, if reasonably stan-
dardized, facilitates unity of action, not only within staffs,
but also among the several commanders, and their staffs,
throughout the chain of command.

The some fundamentals apply as to staff organization,

If proper functioning of staffs is generally understood, and
if staffs are correctly organized to perform their functions,
the basis for their sound organization will become a matter
of general understanding. Such organization, so understood,
becomes a powerful influence in behalf of unity of effort. '

TStaff functions-i, e., characteristic activities of staffs
-- divide fundamentally into two classifications. These may
be referred to, for convenience of terminolugy, aa "general"I and "special".

The latter have to do with the characteristic operations
of the command, rather thhan of the commander; they there-
fore relate to such matters as routine administration and
to the technical aspects of movement, of the use of weapons,and of supply, sanitation, and hospitalization. The adminis-

I trative, technical, and supply staff, thus broadly considered,
may be said to ý.e concerned with special functions relating
to the operations of the command.

By contrast, the functions of the commander, as such,
have to do with the necessary supervision of these special
funtions and, more especially, with the important duty of

Iplanning for the future employment of the command. The
superisory and planning activities may, for purposes of
differentiation from the specialties noted above, be properly

Idescribed as general functions. They relate more particu-
larly to the -luties performed personally by the commander
or, w*ere such duties become too onerous for performance
by on, person, by specifically designated members of his
staff.

i In our naval service, the higher commanders are pro-
vided, where appropriate, with a chief of staff, who coordi-
nates and supervises the work of the entire staff. Provision
is also made, where the nature and amount of the work to
be done calls for such assignment, for the detail of addi-
tional svnff officers to perform the important general func-

n tions mentioned above. Appropriate provision is also made
for staff officers to care for the special functions inherent
in the character of the particv!ar command.
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The important general functions referred to are those
relating to intelligence duties, and to operations. Intelligence
duties have to do with the collection of information as to the
enemy and the theater of operations, the analysis of this
information, its evaluation, its conversion into intelligence
by the process of drawing conclusions, i. e., by interpreta-
tion, and, finally, its dissemination to the command or to
other appropriate destinations (page 161). Intelligence
estimates and plans have been discussed previously (Chap-
ters VII and VIII).

Operations, in the sense in which the term is employed
in this connection, relate to the strategical or tactical activi-
ties of the command, as distinguished from routine func-
tions pertaining to such matters as administration and
supply. Operations, therefore, as a term employed in con-
tradistinction to intelligence activities, refer more especially
to the performance of the commander's own force, while
intelligence functions are oriented more particularly with

respect to the activities of the enemy. Operation plans,
which m.y include subsidiary intelligence plans, have been
discussed previously (Chapters VII and VIII).

Further details in this connection are touched on here-
after with respect to rendition of reports and estimates.

Reports. rhe work-sheet facilitates the rendition, at
any time, of such special reports ai. may be required by
higher authority, or by the commander from his staff.
The appropriate staff officer is prepared at all times to
render a report, oral or written, informal or formal, brief
or detailed, of the situation of the command and of other "
friendly forces, or of the situation with reference to the
enemy.

No less important than rendition of reports to the
commander and to higher authority is the du~y of the staff,
or of the commander if he lacks such staff assistance, to in-
sure that subordinate commands receive pertinent infrmna-

tion at the proper time. Cooperating friendly forces will also
require such information. This need is sometimes met by
the issue of periodical reports or bulletins. However, dur-
ing the intervals between such reports, and at all times
when such r-ports are lacking, it is a primary duty of the
commander and staff to ensure that all concerned are
informed as to the situation. The work sheet is a valuable
aid for the performance of this duty.

Oral Estimates. When called for by higher authority,
or by the commander from his staff, oral estimates of the
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situation can be rendered promptly and effectively by
I - reference to the work sheet. Estimates called for by the

commander are presented by the appropriate staff officers.
Presentatio• is made to the commander or, if so directed,
to the chief of staff, the latter being prepared to render, in
turn, an estimate to the commander. Oral estimates desirel
by higher authority are made by the commander, or by the
staff officer concerned, at the direction of his commander.

Partial estimates may be called for from time to

time as to particular aspects of the situation.
In the larger staffs, the work is facilitated if each

principal staff officer is prepared to present his appropriate
portion of the estimate. In such case the intelligence officer
deals with matters relating to the enemy; the operations
officer deals with those relating to own forces, etc. The en-
tire staff sets as. a team in the presentation of a well-
rounded estimate which will bring all pertinent matters to
the attention of the commander so that he may arrive at
a sound decision.

Should the commander call also for recommendations
as to the decision or decisions to be made, the appropriate
members of the staff will be prepared to submit t"'-ir views.
They will be prepared, as well, to answer at any time the
calls of higher authority for information, fer the con-
clusions of the commander, or for his recommendations.

Should the commander have no staff for the perform-
ance of the foregoing functions, such detailed duties devolve
upon him personally.

Certain further aspects of estimates of the situation,
with reference to the circumstances obtaining during the
supervision of the planned action, are noted under the dis-
cussion of written estimates, which follows.

Written Estimates. The foregoing remarks as to oral
estimates are no less applicable to those submitted in writ-
ten form, whether formal or informal, partial or full, brief
or detailed. The nature of an estimate, as to these charac-
teristics, will largely depend on the time element. A ong
and detailed estimate, often desirable when time is available,
may be wholly impracticable when the press of events re-
quires rapid decision. The written estimate, even if infor-
mal, partial, or brief, would frequently be out of place in sit-
uations where an oral estimate would be adequate or, if not
adequate, would be all that could be accomplished under the
circumstances of the case.
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Special Remarks as to Entries

Entries ja Charts. Entries on charts are made by the
usual conventional signs and symbols. Colors are employed
where appropriate. Information not yet confirmed is indi-
cated as doubtful; e.g., by a qty-stion mark. Special remarks,
comments, or other notations may also be entered, but in
such a manner as not to obscure other data on the chart.

Where operations of land forces are involved, maps
are prepared by the methods prescribed for own land forces.
The higher naval staffs, or those of forres specially desig-
nated for such operations, may include army officers who
will look after these matters; marine officers may also be
assigned such duties.

Special charts or maps are those prepared for special
purposes. A chart (or map) maintained to show the existing
situation is known as a "situation chart" (or map). Charts
(or maps) prepared for particular operations are known as
"operations charts" (or maps).

Entries in Journals. Entries in journals, already re-
ferred to, are purely factual. Such entries may be complete
copies of the content of incoming or outgoing orders or
messages. Again, as already indicated (page 209), entries
may consist of condensations of such matters. The oral in-
structions of the commander are also appropilate items for
entry, when the matter is of sufficient importance. 'Ihe jour-
nal may also make note of the movements of the command-
er, his staff officers, and other persons. Other pertinent
happenings may also be made the subject of entry.

Entries in Work Sheets. Entries in the work sheet,
since it is the basis for estimates of the situation, are both
factual and otherwise. All matters entered in the journal
are normally appropriate for notation in the work sheet.
Information not yet confirmed is indicated as doubtful.
The work sheet is also the proper place for notation of
matters of conjecture (noted as such) and for other like
items related to estimates of the situation. The various con-
siderations influencing the commander and staff, with re-
spect to current operations, are proper entries in the work
sheet. Its informal character affords wide latitude as to
entries which may be considered worthy of record in this
manner. The underlying consideration is that anything may
and should be entered which will be of value in preparing
estimates or rendering the special reports for which the
work sheet is to provide the basis.
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A succin-.-t runnin account of the situation is kept
p"posted to date under the appropriate heading of the work
sheet.

Entry is also made of the imentive which motivates
the solution of the problem presented by the situation. No-
totlon is made as to whether the incentive arises from a
task imposed by higher authority or is derived by the
commander from cther sources (see page 200). In either
case, the work sheet is the proper place for the entry of
such facts and of the reasons which have led the commander
to regzrd this incentive as motivating his actions in the
situation existing at the time.

Information of the enemy, after receipt from the vati-
ous collecting agencies ( radio, observers, subordinate forces,
etc.), is subject to the usual procedures of analysis, evalu-
ation, interpretation, and dissemination (page 214). Anal-
ysis determlines the -source and the circumstances which
led to the despatch of the message. Evaluation determines

its degree of reliability. Interpretation calls for drawing con-
clusions. The resulting intelligence is then disseminated to
those concerned, either within the command or elsewhere.

Since information of the enemy tes not become in-
telligence until converted thereinto by the process of draw-
ing conclusions, this important procedure is recorded briefly
in the work sheet. Such record makes available, for inclu-
sion In estimates or in reports, the readons which have
formed the basis for such conclusions.

Information of friendly forces, with any deductions
drawn therefrom, is similarly entered in the appropriate
portions of the work sheet.

The facts and conclusions as to fighting strength of
own and enemy forces are important entries. The summary
of fighting strength includes proper conclusions as to the
relative fighting strength of the opposing forces, own and
enemy's.

The work sheet is also the proper document for other
entries pertinent to estimates of the situation: e. g., the
determination of own counee of action, the examination
into enemy capabilities, and the selection of own best course
of actiors. The commander's decisio=, as rendered from time
to time, are also entered for purposes of temporary record.
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Summary
The work sheet, therefore, if properly utilized, con-

tain the Running Estimate of the Situation, and is sup-
ported by the journal and the journal file. By the use of the
Running Estimate and its supporting documents, the com-mander is enabled to keep himself apprised of the develop-.ments of the situation. On this basis he is able to detectthe necessity for any changes in Wis plan and to arrivepromptly at decisions in accordance with such needs. Thesedecisions become the basis for new or modifed plans and
directives, to cause the action of his command to conformto changes in the situation. 

,

Where the full procedure described in this Chapter isunnecessary or impracticable, a suitable modification with- ""out fwndamental change will be found applicable. The .mental process, even if no records are kept in writing, ap.
plies to the supervision of the planned action in every ,situation.

EI
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CONCLUSION

The discusslon of "SeaM Military Decisin" now closes with a
brief review of the application of mental power to the solution of
military problems.

Mental power, which includes the ability to arrive at
sound solutions of military problems, is a recognized essen-

U" tial component of fighting strength because (page 18) it
is the source of profesonal judgment.

The procedure most likely to ensure sound solutions isthe studied employment of a natural mental process, differ-

ing in no fundamental respect from that effectively utilized
Sin all other human activities. The basic mental procedure

remains unchanged, irrespective of the nature of the prob-
lem, - be it simple or complex, its sol ..on instantanecus
or slow. The procedure is especially adapted to the needs
of the profession of arms through the use of the Funda-
mental Military Principle. By outlining the essential ele-
ments involved, this Principle, a valid guide for the solution
of military problems, covers the full scope of the applica-
tion of mental power as a recognized component of fighting

SI istrength.
It is more especially during the swift-moving action of

the tactical engagement that moral cai acity to command,
and mental ability to solve military problems, experience the
maximum pressure of events. It is then, also, that the re-

i sponsibility of the commander creates an added demand for
intelligent application of mental power because of the vital
issues which may hinge upon his decisions. That this pres-
sure be successfully sustained, and this responsibility effec-
tively discharged, is the goal of any system of mental
training in the profession of arms (page 114).

On a fundamental basis of earnest thought, mental
ability, character, knowledge, and experience, finally rests
the soundness of decision.

A
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"OUTLINE FORM OF AN OPERATION PLAN
TITLES OF THE

SUPERIOR ECHELONS,
File Notations TITLE OF THE FORCE,
SECRET (or CONFIDENTIAL) NAME OF SHIP, Flagship.
Operation Plan PLACE OF ISSUE,

No. Date and hour of iume.

TASK ORGANIZATION.
(a) 'Task Force Tit R ank and name of its commander.
(a) Task ~ Task Foc.e. te prpitComposition of Tuk Force.

(b) (Similarly enumerate other Task Foram after appropriate
latter (b), (c). etc.)
L. Information. Information of enemy and own forces affect-

Rng the Plan and needed by subordinate commanders. If no
further information in availaLle, the statement "No further
information" is inaerted. Distinction is made between mat-
ters of conjecture and of fact. If desired, indicate the tasks
and general objectives of higher echelons and of coordinate
forces of the commander's echelon, and of other forces of
the command, not listed in the Task Organization. If de-
sired, include general measures prescribed by the immedi-
ate sup.rior for cooperation and security.
Assum dons. Statement of the assumptions upon which
t1It1 s ed. Assumptions are things taken for grant-
ed as the basis for action.

2. The general plan for the whole force actually under the
command of the officer issuirig the Plan, and, if desired,
the methods of executing it, and its purpose. If additionalmatter in needed to convey clearly the will and intent of
the commander, such matter may be added.

3. a) Title of Task Force (a) followed by a statement of
the principal task, other tasks, &nd detailed instructions
for the parti.ular Task Force. Tasks may be stated, if pre-
ferred, in chronological order. Include directions as to co-
operation, security, and intelligence activities.
(b) Title of Task Force (bf followed by a subpara-
graph of similar substance and arrangements as in (a)
above.
(x) Instructions that apply to all Task Forces or that
p.-rtain to the general conduct of the operation, including,
if desired, coordinating instructions applying to more than
one task force. Include, particularly, measures for co-
operation, security, and intelligence activities. Include
statement of the time and/or wrmnrer in which the Opere-
tion Plan is to be placed in effect.

4. Broad instructions concerning logistics measures neces-
sary to the operation, or reference to Logistics Annex, if
one has been prepared in connection with the operation.

5. Measures necessary to the exercise of command, such as
plan of communications, zone time to be used, rendezvous,
and location of Commander during operation.

(Signature)
Rank,
Title of Command.ANNEXES.

A. (game)
B. do NOT3--2he Opration Order ("a p&aN iN) follois this

Form except that it Makes no provision for eJwls

DISTRIBUTION. and I. effect. on receipt uue o prvoided In
the body of tO Order.

(Authentication)

(Seal) 219
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TABULAR FORM OF

THE ESTIMATE OF THE SITUATION

Section Page

1. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE BASIS FOR SOLU-
TION OF THE PROBLEM.

A. The Appropriate Effect Desired 118
(1) Summary of the Situation ....................... 119
(2) Recognition of the Incentiv .............. 119
(3) Appreciation of the Assigned Objective..119
(4) Formulation of the Mission ................... 121

B. Relative Fighting Strength 121

(To include only such of the following factors as
appear to be necessary background for the later
reasoning in Sections an to IV.)

iz (1) Survey of the Means Available and Opposed..123

* (a) General Factors .. ............ .... 124
(i) Political Factors .................. ... 124
(ii) Economics Factors ......... 1215
(iii) Psychological Factors ... ...... .. 125
(iv) Information and Counter- Information

Measures ......................... 12
(b) Factors More Directly Applicable to the

Armed Forces ................... 127
(i) Vessels, including Aircraft .................. 127

(ii) Land Forces, including land- based
aviation ................... 127

7 (iii) Personnel ........... 127
(iv) Material ......... .... . ....... ..... 128
(v) Logistics ........ .............. 128

(2) Survey of the Characteristics of the Theater 7'
of Operations ........................ ......... 129

(a) Hydrography ....................... 129
(b) Topography ..................... . ..... 130
(c) Weather ............ .... .......... 130
(d) Daylight and Dark Periods .................... 130 "
"(e) Relative Location and Distance .......................... 131
(f) Lines of Transportation and Supply ......... 131 !
(g) Facilities and Fortifications .................... 131
(h) Com m unications .......................... ...................... .. 131 7"

(3) Conclusions as to Relative Fighting Strength 132

• Usually included only in an estimate of broad srope.
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II. DETERMINATION OF SUITABLE, FEASIBLE,
AND ACCEPTABLE COURSES OF ACTION.

A. Analysis of the Assigned Objective ............. 135
B. Survey of Courses of Action .............. ................. 135
C. Application of Tests for Suitability, Feasibility,

and Acceptability .............. ...... 137
D. Listing Retained Courses of Action ................. 139

Ill. EXAMINATION INTO THE CAPABILITIES OF
THE ENEMY ................................... 139

A. Survey of the Enemy's Problem ............... 141
(1) Summary of the Enemy's Situation.....141
(2) Analysis of the Effect Desired by the

E nem y .......................................................... 141
B. Survey of Enemy Capabilities ............................ 143
C. Application - f rests for Suitability, Feasi-

bility, and Acceptability . ............................... 144
D. Listing Retained Enemy Courses of Action 144

IV. SELECTION OF THE BEST COURSE OF ACTION.

A. Analysis and Comparison of Retained Courses
of Action ...................................... 145

B. Determination of the Best Course of Action 148

V. THE DECISION 151

J

CAUTION. This folder is merely a guide, provided in
order to facilitate reference to the subject matter of Chap-
ter VI. It is not possible to arrive at sound military decision
1)y its use alone.
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